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Now more than ever, we’re 
prioritising our customer 
feedback over everything else. 

We’ve listened.

We know why people keep  
coming back to us… they love  
what our clothes do for them.

They love the way they  
make them feel. People rely  
on us for BOTH practical  
and emotional reasons. 

We can’t forget this.

For Spring Summer 17, we will help 
customers roam free in the world’s 
first bug-free knit.

We will help them make sure 
their weekend trips offer as 
many surprises as our vests offer 
pockets and back-up plans. 
We will help them calmly answer 
the big questions in life…

“Where are my keys?”
“Where am I?” 
“What’s next?” 

Bottom line: We want to become more 
of a gut instinct. We’re confident that our 
range’s health and safety features will 
help us with this. 

Buying our NosiPro Elgin Stretch Jacket for 
your South African safari doesn’t have to be 
a painful decision. You don’t have to weigh 
up 17 different options from 17 different 
websites. You should just know. 

Wait. We can’t be so arrogant to think 
that people will always love us. 

We have to prove it every day. 

We are proud of our 50 years of 
innovation in the travel clothing space, 
but rest assured, we’ve never stopped. 

We’re always looking for ways we can 
help you enjoy your trip without 
having to worry about flash floods 
and mosquito plagues.

We have focussed totally on 
“What’s in it for you, the customer?” 

This range will give you what you 
need so you can focus on the 
serendipity and fun bit of travel.

We’ll happily fade into the background 
if and only if we’ve given you the 
confidence you need to enjoy the trip 
of a lifetime - to discover your world 
in your own unique way.

Manifesto

It’s all change at Craghoppers.
We’re expanding globally.

The paper used to produce this book is from 
sustainable sources, please recycle responsibly.



TECHNICAL TRAVEL CLOTHING 
IS A NECESSITY, NOT A LUXURY.
900 million people travel abroad each year, those who use Craghoppers 
reduce the risk of insect borne threats as well as human borne!
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MEN’S ADVENTURE

Kenya. Maasai Mara. Safari.  
Cheetah-tracking. The photographer must 
be ultra-quiet to get capture a glimpse.  
Mind drifts to thoughts of zebras, giraffes 
and not getting rammed by a black rhino. 
It doesn’t naturally drift to zips or pockets. 
Sorry. Features and fabrics? That’s our 
thing. Health, security, safety? Yes, please. 

Our new Adventure range is dedicated to 
the freedom our obsession gives you - to 
go, see and do in some pretty special if 
not exotic locales. Behind the scenes, we 
make sure you’re totally protected from 
the elements and insects. We’re happy if 
you’re enjoying your epic trip, discovering 
your world in your own way. 

FROM LOST ANCIENT 
CITIES TO SAFARI PLAINS, 
CRAGHOPPERS ADVENTURE 
CLOTHING IS DESIGNED 
TO PROTECT YOU FOR 
EVERY JOURNEY.



NosiLife polyamide elastane 

Outer: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane/ 
Lining: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  480g  |  Active Fit

Sunglasses wipe • Mesh lining • 27" length 
• 20 pockets including 10 zipped: 2 welted 
zipped lower & 2 up-and-over pockets,  
2 welted zipped chest, 6 zipped inner,  
2 mesh, Dry bag, ID pocket, Passport RFID, 
touch screen phone pocket & 2 pen pockets • 
Full-length zip with inner zip guard •  
Fixed waist • Back hem vents •  
Internal rubberised headphones exit

NosiLife polyester mesh with NosiLife 
polyester elastane panels 

Main: 100% polyester /  
Trim: 86% polyester, 14% elastane

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  275g  |  Active Fit

27.5" length • 3 zipped pockets: 2 welted 
lower, 1 outer chest • Grown-on hood with 
elasticated bound face • Full-length zip with 
inner zip guard • Elasticated bound hem • 
Elasticated bound cuffs

NosiLife polyester elastane 

Main: 86% polyester, 14% elastane/ 
Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  270g  |  Active Fit

SolarShield collar • Cooling collar • Drying 
loops • Roll-up sleeves • Sunglasses hanger 
loop • Underarm venting • 29" length •  
1 zipped pocket

Dark Moss
7PF

Black Pepper
7J8

Black 
Pepper
7J8

NEW  
Soft Khaki
7TWNEW  

Smoke 
Blue
513

Parchment
222

NOSILIFE DAVENPORT VEST

CMB787 

NOSILIFE ELGIN  
HOODED JACKET

CMN191

NOSILIFE PRO  
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS535 

A super addition to your hot-climate 
travel bag this season, this brilliantly 
designed, lightweight vest incorporates 
an incredible 20 pockets, while still 
managing to retain a sleek technical 
profile and delivering all the insect-  
and sun-repellent benefits of NosiLife.  
A new travel essential.

Ideal for any long-haul adventure, 
sleek new Elgin Jacket is a stylish 
choice for seasoned travellers.  
The jacket’s streamlined stretch 
mesh construction performs like 
a second skin, providing nimble 
yet reliable hot-climate protection 
against biting insects.

Designed for agile protection, our travel 
shirt fuses NosiLife permanently insect-
repellent technology with lightweight 
stretch construction to make easy 
work of hot-climate travel. A clean 
contemporary performance shirt with 
vented styling for day-long cooling 
comfort in extreme conditions.

STRETCH

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

STRETCH

STRETCH

NEW

NEW
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UPF50+

UPF50+

MEN’S 
ADVENTURE PRO 
CLOTHING

Where are my keys? Where’s my passport? 
And 18 more questions not to panic over.

You’ve got it all. Well, almost. To be pedantic, you’ve got 20 pockets. 
That means space for iPads & passports, of course. There’s even one pocket with RFID-blocking fabric.  

Cybercrime? Not on our watch. There’s a dry pocket for crucial documents and secret plans. 
Plus, we operate a no-bulge policy here. Stay stream-lined. Stay light. Your personal office-on-the-move.



ADVENTURE PRO  |  MEN’S

NosiLife polyamide elastane 

Main: 96% polyamide, 4% elastane/ 
Inner waistband: 98% cotton, 2% elastane

R: 30/32/33/34/36/38/40/42   |  425g  |   
Active Fit

Drying loops • Heel tape • Gusset •  
8 pockets: including 1 zipped • Fixed waist 
with seperate inner rib wicking waistband • 
Exterior shammy panel

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide/  
Inner waistband: 98% cotton, 2% elastane

R: 30/32/33/34/36/38/40/42 |  305g  |  
Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Heel tape • Gusset • 7 pockets: 
including 1 zipped • Fixed waist with seperate 
inner rib wicking waistband • Drawcord hem 
adjusters • Exterior shammy panel

Black 
Pepper
7J8

Quarry 
Grey
1W2

Soft Khaki
7TW

Dark Moss
7PF

NOSILIFE BRECON TROUSERS

CMJ428 R

NOSILIFE ELBRUS TROUSERS

CMJ426 R

If you’re on the hunt for travel trousers 
that are primed and ready for action, 
Brecon could be your next big discovery. 
Designed for adventure and engineered 
to flex into every stretch, leap and 
bound, these multi-sport trousers will 
perform brilliantly, while providing 
essential hot-climate protection from  
UV rays and biting bugs.

When hot-climate performance is at 
the top of your wish list, you’ll be glad 
you packed a pair of Elbrus trousers. 
Designed to match your moves when 
hiking or scrambling over tough terrain, 
at the same time offering effective 
protection from insects and UV rays, 
Elbrus are a hard act to follow.

SOLAR
SHIELDSTRETCH

NEW

NEW
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NosiLife polyamide elastane 

Main: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane /  
Trim: 100% polyester /  
Pocket Bags: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L/XL*: 30/32/33/34/36/38/40/42  |   
400g  |  Active Fit

Security clip • Drying loops • Heel tape •  
Sunglasses wipe • Gusset • 5 pockets:  
including 4 zipped, credit card RFID •  
Fixed waist • Inner drawcord hem adjusters • 
Cooling inner waistband • Zip-off trousers with 
S: 8.5", R: 9.5", L: 10.5", XL: 11.5" length shorts

NOSILIFE PRO CONVERTIBLES

CMJ400 S/R/L/XL

Enjoy the ultimate in performance  
and versatility with our latest  
NosiLife stretch travel convertibles. 
These lightweight trousers quickly 
transform into agile shorts - thanks 
to the cleverly designed zip-off legs -  
and provide permanent protection 
from sun and insects alike. 

SOLAR
SHIELDSTRETCH

UPF50+

Elephant
73E

*XL available in Pebble only.

Pebble  
62A*

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

UPF50+

NOSILIFE PRO TROUSERS

CMJ399 S/R/L/XL

Go wherever the adventure takes you 
in these new-look lightweight travel 
trousers. The streamlined stretch 
design offers optimum agility, while 
NosiLife insect-repellent provides 
permanent protection against biting 
bugs. Outstanding performance for 
uncompromising conditions.

SOLAR
SHIELDSTRETCH

NosiLife polyamide elastane 

Main: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane /  
Trim: 100% polyester /  
Pocket Bags: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L/XL*: 30/32/33/34/36/38/40/42  |   
365g  |  Active Fit

Security clip • Drying loops • Heel tape •  
Sunglasses wipe • Gusset • 5 pockets:  
including 4 zipped & credit card RFID •  
Fixed waist • Inner drawcord hem adjusters •  
Cooling inner waistband

UPF50+

Pebble  
62A

*XL available in Elephant only in sizes 32-36.
Elephant
73E

NosiLife polyester mesh 

100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  115g  |  Active Fit

Underarm venting • 27" length •  
Reflective detail

Bone
2XY

Spice 
Orange
2XX

Neon Lime
2XZ

NOSILIFE ACTIVE  
SHORT-SLEEVED T-SHIRT

CMT835 

Choose this streamlined T-shirt and 
you’ll get all the benefits of a fresh, 
protective travel top in a single, 
lightweight multi-sport base layer. 
Fusing hot-climate tech with sleek 
styling, our Pro Lite tee provides 
reliable protection from biting bugs 
plus effective moisture management 
for day-long cooling. 

STRETCH

NEW

NosiLife polyester elastane with 
NosiLife polyester mesh panels 

Main: 86% polyester, 14% elastane /  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  180g  |  Active Fit

Underarm venting • 27" length •  
1 concealed zipped lower pocket • Half-zip • 
Reflective detail

Spice 
Orange
2XX

Black 
Pepper
7J8Dark Moss

7PF

NOSILIFE ACTIVE  
LONG-SLEEVED HALF-ZIP

CMT844 

Take an active approach to hot- 
climate travel this season with our 
lightweight, multi-sport zip-neck top. 
Designed to provide full coverage for 
effective insect-repellent performance 
in extreme conditions, the top fuses 
streamlined stretch construction with 
cooling mesh panels and underarm 
venting so you can feel fresh when the 
heat is on.

STRETCH

NEW



NosiLife polyamide supplex ripstop 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  220g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Cooling collar •  
Vented back • Drying loops • 30" length •  
4 pockets: including 1 large discreet zipped 
& 1 hidden zipped security

NosiLife polyamide supplex ripstop 

Main: 100% polyamide / Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL/4XL |  250g  |   
Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Cooling collar • Vented  
back • Drying loops • Roll-up sleeves •  
Sunglasses wipe • Utility loop • 30" length •  
5 pockets: including 1 large discreet zipped,  
1 hidden zipped security & 1 stud-fastening sleeve

NosiLife polyamide 

Outer: 100% polyamide /  
Lining: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  390g  |  Adventure Fit

Action back • Dry bag • Mesh lined • 
29.5" length • 13 pockets: 2 bellowed 
stud-fastening lower with zipped side 
handwarmers, 2 jetted zip, 3 stud-fastening 
chest & 1 jetted zip, 1 pen pocket, 1 passport 
sized RFID, 1 zipped inner • Full-length zip 
with inner zip guard

NosiLife polyamide 

Outer: 100% polyamide /  
Lining: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  535g  |  Adventure Fit

Action back • Dry bag • Utility loop • Mesh 
lined • 29" length • 10 pockets: 2 bellowed 
stud-fastening lower with zipped side 
handwarmers, 2 stud-fastening chest &  
1 jetted zip, 1 zipped sleeve, 1 passport 
sized RFID, 1 zipped inner • Stud-fastening 
stormflap with inner zip guard • Self-fabric 
stud cuff adjusters

14/15

NOSILIFE ADVENTURE JACKET

CMN173

Craghoppers’ de facto hot-climate 
adventure jacket. The jacket’s classic 
construction comprehensively packs 
in all the tech you need - NosiLife 
permanent insect-repellent, sun-
protection and day-long moisture 
management - plus enough on-
board storage to accommodate your 
travel essentials.

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

Pebble  
62A

Dark Khaki
2AT

NOSILIFE ADVENTURE GILET 

CMB782

Ditch the excess baggage and keep 
essential equipment close to your chest 
with our multi-pocket performance gilet. 
Featuring NosiLife permanent insect-
repellent technology and an amazing 
tally of 11 handy pockets, this practical, 
go-anywhere gilet is primed and ready 
for action.

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

Pebble  
62A

NOSILIFE ADVENTURE 
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS524

The classic appeal of our peerless 
sun-protective adventure shirt has 
made it a perennial favourite among 
seasoned travellers, delivering reliable 
sun-protective, insect-repellent 
performance the world over. Kick start 
your new season’s adventures and 
choose from our crisp new colours.

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

NEW
Smoke Blue
513

NEW
Smoke 
Blue
513

Dark 
Khaki
2AT

Optic White
3ER

NEW
Camel
7NX

Parchment
222

Parchment
222

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

NOSILIFE ADVENTURE 
SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS525

Our tried-and-tested travel shirt 
reliably delivers optimum performance 
in some of the most challenging 
conditions on earth. You’ll appreciate 
the UV-protective and insect-repellent 
qualities that’ll last as long as the fabric 
it’s made from. All the shirt you need 
for your hot-climate adventuring.

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

NEW  
Dark Khaki
2AT

MEN’S 
ADVENTURE 
CLOTHING

Polyester cotton

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  235g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops •  
Roll-up sleeves • 30" length • 2 pockets: 
including 1 zipped

KIWI TREK  
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS477

Kiwi Trek is designed to go the distance. 
Constructed from tried-and-tested Kiwi 
fabric with inbuilt sun-protection and 
Nosi Defence insect-proof weave, but 
with more streamlined, contemporary 
fit for enhanced comfort. An impressive 
performer in the proud Kiwi tradition.

Ashen 
08B

NEW
Soft Khaki
7TW

NEW
Vintage 
Indigo
3PI

Parka 
Green
1ZI

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELD



ADVENTURE  |  MEN’S 16/17

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

30/32/33/34/36/38/40/42  |  230g  |  
Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Dry bag • Part-elasticated 
waist at sides • Mobile phone pocket •  
9 pockets: including 2 zipped • 10.5" length 
short • Cooling inner waistband

NOSILIFE CARGO SHORTS

CMJ349

Optimise your sun and insect protection 
even when you need to turn the heat 
down with NosiLife Cargo Shorts.  
Our go-anywhere permanently 
insect-repellent fabric will perform in 
the hottest climates with minimum 
maintenance - just wash, shake,  
hang-dry and you’re good to go. 

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

Parchment 
222

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

Bark 
4A2

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/R/L/XL: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  390g  |  
Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Dry bag • Heel tape •  
Part-elasticated waist at sides • Mobile phone 
pocket • Zip-off trousers with S: 8.5",  
R: 9.5", L: 10.5", XL: 11.5" length shorts • 
Ankle zips • 9 pockets: including 2 zipped • 
Cooling inner waistband

NOSILIFE CONVERTIBLE 
TROUSERS

CMJ368 S/R/L/XL

When you’re packing for a trip, less 
is definitely more. So it makes sense 
to choose lightweight travel trousers 
that offer permanent protection from 
marauding mossies, but also offer a  
short-leg option at the flick of a zip. 
NosiLife convertibles will keep you 
safe from the sun and offer optimum 
versatility, whatever the terrain.

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

Pebble 
62A

Bark 
4A2

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/R/L/XL: 30/32/33/34/36/38/40/42  |  
305g  |  Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Dry bag • Heel tape •  
Part-elasticated waist at sides • Mobile phone 
pocket • 9 pockets: including 2 zipped •  
Cooling inner waistband

NOSILIFE CARGO TROUSERS

CMJ367 S/R/L/XL

Rugged enough to take you to the other 
side of the world and back, our Cargos are 
designed for adventure and built to last. 
Equipped with plenty of top-notch travel 
tech, these trousers incorporate NosiLife 
permanent protection from biting bugs. 
Terrific travel trousers that are engineered 
for the long haul.

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

Pebble 
62A

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

Dark  
Khaki 
2AT

Polyester cotton

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  185g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops •  
30" length • 2 pockets: including 1 zipped

KIWI TREK  
SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS476

Kiwi Trek is an outdoor shirt for a 
new generation of hikers. Constructed 
from classic Kiwi sun-protective fabric 
with UV protection and Nosi Defence 
insect-proof weave, our latest shirt has 
a sleeker, more contemporary fit for 
comfort and style. This short-sleeved 
version is ideal for travel.

Parchment 
222

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELD

Ashen 
08B

NEW
Vintage 
Indigo
3PI

NEW
Soft Khaki
7TW

Polyester cotton

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  195g  |  Classic Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops •  
31" length • 3pockets: including 1 zipped

Polyester cotton

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL/4XL  |  255g  |  Classic Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops •  
Roll-up sleeves • 31" length • 3 pockets:  
including 1 zipped

KIWI LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS338

Perennially popular, Kiwi classic 
outdoor shirt is built for the outdoors 
and is tough enough to endure the 
rigours of the trail, wherever you’re 
headed. Constructed from sun-
protective, insect bite-proof fabric 
for reliable, effective coverage that’s 
hard to beat.

Faded 
Indigo
1VE

Cedar
1TG

Oatmeal 
70U

Pebble
62A

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

KIWI SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS339

Our versatile outdoor shirt is 
constructed from classic Kiwi quick-
drying, sun-protective polyester cotton 
with insect bite-proof tech for a no-fuss 
approach to year-round adventure.  
A classic walking shirt with impressive 
credentials that’s built for the trail.

Faded 
Indigo
1VE

Cedar
1TG

Oatmeal 
70U

Pebble
62A

UPF50+



Peached cotton nylon with DWR finish 

Main: 65% cotton, 35% nylon /  
Trim: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  | 360g  |  
Adventure Fit

Gusset • 8 pockets: including 5 zipped, 1 mobile 
phone • Flexible waist • Double faced heel  
& knee darts

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

S/R/L: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  505g  |  
Classic Fit

Heel tape • Double seat • Double knee •  
Belt included • 9 pockets: including 5 zipped, 
1 mobile phone • Part-elasticated waist at 
sides • Zip-off trousers with S/R: 8",  
L/XL: 9" length shorts

UPF50+

KIWI CONVERTIBLE TROUSERS

CMJ107 S/R/L

When space is at a premium, it makes 
good sense to pack clothes that will 
earn their keep by performing more 
than one function. Our best-selling 
convertibles certainly work hard for 
their living, offering comfortable, 
sun-protective and insect bite-proof 
performance in short and long formats.

Beach 
08X

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

Black
800

Dark Navy 
3G3

Bark 
4A2

Black Pepper 
7J8

KIWI TREK TROUSERS

CMJ375 S/R/L

Trekking just got smarter.  
Constructed from a soft cotton and 
polyamide blend, Kiwi Treks are 
comfortable and practical with a 
simpler, more contemporary fit that 
creates a more casual style than our 
classic Kiwis. Sun-protective and 
insect bite-proof - give them a run for 
your money.

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELD

SMART
DRY

Beach 
08X

Peached cotton nylon with DWR finish

Main: 65% cotton, 35% nylon /  
Trim: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 

30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  270g  |   
Adventure Fit

Gusset • 8 pockets: including 5 zipped, 1 mobile 
phone • Flexible waist • 10.5” length short

KIWI TREK SHORT 

CMJ378

All the appeal of traditional hill-walking 
shorts, in a soft cotton and polyamide 
blend fabric that’s comfortable and agile. 
The streamlined design incorporates 
plenty of tech and the quick-drying  
sun-protective fabric shrugs off stains 
for an easy-care summer.

Beach 
08X

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

UPF40+

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

S/R/L: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  465g  |  
Classic Fit

Heel tape • Double seat • Double knee •  
Belt included • 9 pockets: including 5 zipped,  
1 mobile phone, 1 map • Part-elasticated  
waist at sides

KIWI TROUSERS

CMJ100 S/R/L

They’re not our best-selling outdoor 
trousers for nothing! Sun-protective, 
insect bite-proof and ready for action 
wherever and whenever you are, Kiwi 
Trousers put other, more expensive, 
trousers well and truly in the shade. 
Pick a pair this season and you’ll never 
look back.

UPF50+

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

Beach 
08X

Dark Moss
7PF

Black
800

Dark 
Navy* 
3G3

Bark 
4A2

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

SMART
DRY

SMART
DRY

SMART
DRY

ADVENTURE  |  MEN’S 18/19

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  335g  |   
Classic Fit

Double seat • 9 pockets: including 5 zipped, 
1 mobile phone, 1 O/S Map • Part-elasticated 
waist at sides • 12” length short 

KIWI LONG SHORT

CMJ228

Everything we know about outdoor 
trousers, distilled into a more concise 
Kiwi! These slightly longer-length 
shorts are a great spring and summer 
favourite. All the same performance 
and protection you’d expect from Kiwi, 
but with the unrestricted freedom of 
movement that only shorts can deliver.

Bark 
4A2

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

Beach 
08X

UPF40+

SMART
DRY

SOLAR
SHIELD



Dark Navy/
Sport Blue 
3G3

Dark Navy/
Sport Blue  
Plain & Stripe 
8R6

Quarry Grey/ 
Black Pepper 
1W2

Quarry Grey/
Black Pepper 
Plain & Stripe 
2NT

Dark Khaki/
Spice Lime 
2AT

Dark Khaki/
Spice Lime 
Plain & Stripe 
2NY

ADVENTURE  |  ACCESSORIES 20/21

NosiLife cotton polyamide polyester elastane blend

60% cotton, 24% polyamide, 15% polyester, 1% elastane

6-8, 9-12  |  100g  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife cotton polyester polyamide elastane 
knitted sock 

67% cotton, 19% polyester, 12% polyamide, 2% elastane

6-8, 9-12  |  60g Pair  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife cotton polyamide polyester elastane blend

60% cotton, 24% polyamide, 15% polyester, 1% elastane

6-8, 9-12  |  50g Pair  |  Classic Fit

Double cuff • Cushioned heel & toe

Double cuff • Elasticated Ankle support • Elasticated overfoot 
support • Vented over foot • Cushioned sole, heel, toe, ankle & 
rear leg • Supporting mid-step band • Ankle support band

Double cuff • Cushioned heel & toe

NOSILIFE TRAVEL TWIN PACK
CMH027

NOSILIFE ADVENTURE SOCK
CMH029

SINGLE NOSILIFE TRAVEL SOCK
CMH028

Handy sock twin pack for double the cooling comfort. 
Our lightweight NosiLife travel socks incorporate 
permanent insect-repellent properties, contrast 
cushioned heel and toe and day-long cooling action. 
Great value socks for the toughest trail.

Ergonomically designed to deliver cushioned protection where 
it counts, these breathable socks incorporate NosiLife insect-
repellent for permanent protection against bites. The socks 
feature cushioning to sole, heel, toe and lower calf with mid-
step support bands for comfort. Easy-care socks for easy wear.

Our popular travel sock, complete with permanent insect-
repellent action, now available as a single pair of socks in 
single colours. Our travel socks are lightweight with cushioned 
heel and toes for day-long comfort. Easy-care for easy wear 
day after day.

Dark Navy/
Quarry Grey/
Sport Blue 
3G3

Dark Khaki/
Soft Moss/
Spice Lime 
2AT

Dark Grey/
Black Pepper/
Quarry Grey 
3PC

Dark Khaki 
2AT

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide / Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/, M/L  |  65g  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide / Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/, M/L  |  75g  |  Classic 

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide / Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/, M/L  |  120g  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife polyamide supplex ripstop with fine 
polyester mesh 

Main: 100% polyamide / Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/, M/L  |  105g  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife cotton polyester elastane jersey 

61% cotton, 36% polyester, 3% elastane

S/M/, M/L  |  50g  |  Classic Fit

Wicking & cooling inner headband • Concealed inner 
Velcro fastening pocket in top of hat

Wicking & cooling inner headband • Roll-away sun-
protection for neck • Vented sides • Cord adjuster to back

Wicking & cooling inner headband • Concealed inner 
Velcro fastening pocket in top of hat • Outer zip pocket • 
Adjustable chin cord

Wicking & cooling inner headband • Mesh face protection 
with drawcord adjuster to bottom edge • Vented sides • 
Fold-away design

Wicking & cooling inner headband • Concealed inner Velcro 
fastening pocket in top of hat

NOSILIFE JUNGLE HAT
CMC038

NOSILIFE DESERT HAT
CMC043

NOSILIFE OUTBACK HAT
CMC039

NOSILIFE ULTIMATE HAT
CUC300

NOSILIFE TUBE SCARF
CUC314

Perfect for travel, our superb sun hat is not only infused with 
permanent insect-repellent technology, but is also lightweight 
enough to pack into your luggage. NosiLife Sun Hat also 
features inbuilt sun-protection and a moisture-control 
headband for day-long cooling. 

Give your neck the sun-protection it craves with our popular 
legionnaire-style Desert Hat, featuring permanent NosiLife 
insect-repellent. The hat’s peaked brim and foldaway flap 
provide maximum coverage, while the cooling inner headband 
and vented sides help keep the temperature turned down. 

Built for exploring, our invaluable Outback Hat is the perfect 
partner for hot-climate travel adventures. Featuring classic 
styling with an adjustable cord - so it won’t get carried away in 
a strong wind – as well as offering permanent insect-repellent 
properties and 360° shade from a generous brim. 

A NosiLife hot-climate hat made from super-lightweight, sun-
blocking ripstop with an amazing full-face mesh that makes 
easy work of insect-dodging! The wide-brim design means you 
can stay in the shade, even when the sun’s at its hottest and 
there’s plenty of ventilation to help you keep your cool.

One of our more versatile performers, this clever little tube 
scarf with NosiLife permanent insect-repellent is a smart 
choice for any walking trip. The built-in moisture control 
encourages day-long wicking for a cool, dry feel, while 
SolarShield protects from damaging UV rays. 

Black Pepper/ 
Pebble 
1IG

Dark Khaki/ 
Pebble 
1IJ

Pebble/  
Black Pepper 
1ID

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

UPF50+

UPF50+

Parchment 
222

UPF50+

Dark Khaki 
2AT

Pebble 
695

Quarry  
Grey Marl 
11S NEW

Carmine Red 
2X7

NEW
Night Blue 
7N0

NEW
Optic White 
3ER

Pebble 
695



MEN’S PERFORMANCE LIFESTYLE

You’ve got ties to city/job/email,  
but your heart’s on a plane far 
away, right? Some smarty once 
said it’s about the “journey not the 
destination.” We’ve made our new 
Performance Lifestyle range for both. 
For us, “getting there” is as good as 
“I’m here and it’s amazing.” 

We know you need to look and feel 
good both in the airport lounge,  
music festival and or beach.  
That’s why we’ve included health and 
security features that will help you 
play the field like nobody’s business -  
especially if that field’s a sunny one. 
And maybe a trail at the end that begs 
you down it.  

WEEKEND BREAKS, 
CITY ESCAPES & SUN 
DRENCHED LAKES, 
CRAGHOPPERS  
PERFORMANCE LIFESTYLE 
CLOTHING HAS YOU 
PROTECTED. 



NosiLife polyamide 

100% polyamide

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  150g  |  Adventure Fit

Cooling collar • Drying loops • Sunglasses 
hanger loop • 30" length • 2 pockets: 
including 1 hidden zipped security

NosiLife knitted cotton  
polyamide elastane 

60% cotton, 39% polyamide, 1 elastane

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  220g  |  Adventure Fit

27.5" length • Ribbed hem • Ribbed cuffs

NosiLife polyamide 

100% polyamide

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  200g  |  Adventure Fit

Cooling collar • Drying loops •  
Roll-up sleeves • Sunglasses hanger  
loop • 30" length • 2 pockets: including  
1 hidden zipped security

NosiLife polyamide 

100% polyamide

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  200g  |  Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Roll-up sleeves • Sunglasses 
hanger loop • 30" length • 2 pockets: 
including 1 hidden zipped security

Dark Navy
3G3

Night Blue 
Combo
2HP

Night Blue 
Combo
2HP

Deep Blue 
Combo
2X9

Quarry Grey 
Combo
1IB

Carmine 
Red
2X7

Carmine 
Red 
Combo
2YA

Carmine Red 
Combo
2YA

Spice 
Orange 
Combo
2YK

Dark Moss 
Combo
2YC

NOSILIFE TODD  
SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS564 

NOSILIFE BERKLEY 
CREW-NECK

CMK158

NOSILIFE TODD  
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS563

NOSILIFE PROSPECT  
LONG-SLEEVED CHECK SHIRT

CMS548

Give your travel bag an injection of style 
with this versatile printed shirt. Todd is 
a reliable performer on the trail, fending 
off insects and UV rays alike. But it also 
makes a great casual choice for urban 
adventures, too.

A breakthrough in hot-climate clothing, 
this wonderfully stylish crew-neck 
sweater is the last word in travel wear. 
The knitted, cotton-rich construction 
is casual and comfortable - perfect over 
a shirt or tee - but packs a powerful 
insect-repellent punch that makes it a 
hard-working addition to your kit bag. 

Travel in style with a technical shirt that 
hides its hot-climate credentials behind 
a smart print finish. Todd is not only 
cool and comfortable on and off the trail 
but it also incorporates NosiLife insect-
repellent technology for permanent 
protection against bites and UV rays.

Prospect is our new casual summer 
travel shirt. Featuring sun-protective 
lightweight check fabric with the added 
advantage of NosiLife permanent  
insect-repellent, this long-sleeved  
shirt is perfect for hot-climate travel  
- cool, stylish and comfortable.

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

24/25

NosiLife polyester cotton  
elastane jersey

61% polyester, 36% cotton, 3% elastane

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  400g  |  Adventure Fit

27" length • 2 welted zipped lower pockets •  
Grown-on hood with drawcord to front • 
Full-length zip • Thumbholes

NOSILIFE AVILA II  
HOODED JACKET

CMT783

When the sun goes down and the 
mossies are at their most dangerous, 
stay comfortable and protected in this 
relaxed cotton-rich hooded jersey top 
complete with NosiLife permanent 
insect-repellent. The quick-drying fabric 
ensures moisture is wicked away from 
the body for constant cooling. 

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

Soft Navy 
Marl
11C

Black  
Pepper Marl
1MN

UPF50+

UPF50+

UPF50+

MEN’S 
NOSI LIFESTYLE 
CLOTHING



Light  
Grey Marl
53L

NEW
Deep Blue 
Combo
2X9

NEW
Night  
Blue Marl
2ME

NEW
Night Blue Combo 
2HP

NEW
Soft Grey 
Marl Combo
2YT

NOSI LIFESTYLE  |  MEN’S 26/27

NosiLife polyester cotton pique 

64% polyester, 36% cotton

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  150g  |  Adventure Fit

Sunglasses hanger loop • 27" length •  
2 pockets: including 1 hidden zipped 
security • Buttoned polo

NOSILIFE GILLES  
SHORT-SLEEVED POLO

CMT812

A polo is always a smart choice for 
a travel bag. This one combines the 
lightweight comfort of soft polyester 
cotton pique with the hot-climate benefits 
of NosiLife insect-repellent. Check out 
this season’s smart Breton stripes!

NEW
Carmine Red 
Combo
2YA

NEW
Black  
Pepper Marl/  
Soft Grey Marl
7UA

NosiLife polyester cotton  
elastane jersey 

61% polyester, 36% cotton, 3% elastane

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  210g  |  Adventure Fit

Crew-neck

NOSILIFE BAYAME  
LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRT

CMT762

Just the job for hot-climate travel, 
this lightweight two-tone NosiLife tee 
helps protect skin from biting insects, 
helping you stay cool and comfortable 
day and night. The T-shirt’s long-sleeve 
construction provides added protection 
when it counts. Soft Navy 

Marl
11C

NEW
Soft Grey 
Marl/  
Night Blue
2ZH

NEW
Soft Grey 
Marl
3S1

NEW
Soft Grey 
Marl/  
Carmine Red
2ZI

Black 
Pepper Marl
1MN

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

R: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  335g  |  
Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Heel tape • 5 pockets: 
including 1 zipped • Fixed waist • Cooling 
inner waistband

NOSILIFE MERCIER TROUSERS

CMJ405 R

Enjoy the best of both worlds this 
season with these stylish travel trousers. 
Featuring all the hot-climate tech you’d 
expect from NosiLife - outstanding 
insect-repellent and UV protection - in a 
streamlined design that looks the part on 
the urban trail, too. 

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

Pebble
62A

Dark Navy  
3G3

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  255g  |   
Adventure Fit

Drying loops • 4 pockets: including 1 zipped • 
Fixed waist • Cooling inner waistband •  
10.5" length short

NOSILIFE MERCIER SHORTS

CMJ406

Travel smart with stylish Mercier shorts. 
The technical construction means 
they’re perfect for humid conditions, 
while NosiLife insect-repellent provides 
inbuilt protection against midges and 
mossies. Versatile travel shorts that can 
switch effortlessly from trail to town. 

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

Pebble
62A

Dark Navy  
3G3

NosiLife polyester cotton  
elastane jersey 

61% polyester 36% cotton 3% elastane

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  190g  |  Active Fit

28" length • Buttoned grandad

Black 
Pepper 
Marl
1MN

Night Blue
7N0

NOSILIFE NEWARK  
LONG-SLEEVED HENLEY

CMT846

Grab yourself a versatile hot-climate 
layering piece with this fabulous new 
long-sleeved top. Perfect as a moisture-
wicking base, it also makes the grade 
as a lightweight, insect-repellent casual 
sweater, thanks to the neat buttoned 
grandad collar and NosiLife technology.

NEW

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  175g  |  Adventure Fit

Cooling collar • Drying loops •  
Roll-up sleeves • Sunglasses hanger  
loop • 30" length • 2 pockets: including  
1 hidden zipped security

NOSLIFE TATTON  
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS575

Take to the trail in our adventure 
travel shirt. The shirt’s streamlined 
hot-climate styling incorporates 
NosiLife insect-repellent technology 
for permanent protection against 
bites and UV rays, while the easy-care 
construction means it can be washed 
and ready to wear in the blink of an eye.

Deep Blue 
089

White 
900SOLAR

SHIELD

UPF40+
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Cotton linen printed dobby with 
easy-care 

78% cotton, 22% linen

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  220g  |  Adventure Fit

Sunglasses wipe • 30" length • 2 pockets: 
including 1 zipped

Soft Moss 
Combo
7T8

Night Blue 
Combo
2HP

Calico 
Combo
3H3

DEACON SHORT-SLEEVED 
SHIRT

CMS554

Slip into summer with this cool and 
fresh short-sleeved shirt in an indulgent 
cotton and linen blend. Lightweight and 
comfortable - even in hot and humid 
conditions - it’s also easy-care for  
hassle-free adventures. Perfect for a 
weekend away.

NEW

MOISTURE
CONTROL

Cotton linen check with easy-care  

70% cotton, 30% linen

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  195g  |  Adventure Fit

Sunglasses wipe • 30" length • 2 pockets: 
including 1 zipped

Carmine 
Red 
Combo
2YA

Vintage 
Indigo 
Combo 
2JG

Soft Moss 
Combo
7T8

SCOTT SHORT-SLEEVED 
SHIRT

CMS574 

The perfect cotton and linen summer 
shirt, Scott’s moisture-wicking 
properties help you stay cool, calm  
and collected when the heat is on, while 
the bold checks make great partners for 
this season’s shorts. Lightweight, cooling 
and easy-care for trouble-free trips. 

NEW

MOISTURE
CONTROL

NEW
Tobacco 
Combo
7UG

Cotton linen striped jersey with  
easy-care & wicking finish 

80% cotton, 20% linen

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  155g  |  Adventure Fit

Sunglasses hanger loop • 27” length •  
Inserts to side hem • Buttoned polo

FRASER SHORT-SLEEVED 
POLO

CMT815

Fraser makes a great choice for summer 
travelling. The cool cotton and linen 
blend construction delivers a classic 
seasonal look while wicking moisture 
away from the skin for extra comfort -  
an ideal addition to the weekend bag.

NEW
Night Blue 
Combo
2HP

NEW
Dark Moss 
Combo
2YC

MOISTURE
CONTROL

NEW
Vintage 
Indigo 
Combo 
2JG

MEN’S 
LIGHTWEIGHT 
TRAVEL  
CLOTHING



NEW
Palm 
Yellow
2YN

NEW
Carmine 
Red
2X7

LIGHTWEIGHT TRAVEL  |  MEN’S

Polyamide with anti-chlorine finish  
& Zinc Oxide treatment 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

R: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  170g  |  
Adventure Fit

Mesh lined • 3 pockets: including 1 zipped • 
Fixed waist • 8” length short

LEON SWIM SHORT

CMJ404

Pick a pair of Leon Swim Shorts and 
you’ll enjoy outstanding performance 
as well as stylish design. The mesh-
lined polyamide construction features 
an anti-chlorine finish to help prevent 
fading plus a neat zipped pocket for 
keys or change. 

UPF40+

SOLAR
SHIELD
ZINC OXIDE

Printed polyamide with DWR  
& anti-chlorine finish 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  140g  |  
Adventure Fit

Mesh lined • 3 pockets: including 1 zipped • 
Fixed waist • 6" length short

Photo 
Print Blue
3TA

NORTHBEACH SHORT

CMJ439

If you’re heading to the beach this 
summer, you’ll want to take a closer look 
at our new season shorts. Featuring a 
photo print of a classic British beach, 
Northbeach Shorts are made for 
lounging, swimming and sand sports. 
SolarShield Zinc Oxide UV protection 
helps keep you sun-safe.

NEW

SOLAR
SHIELD
ZINC OXIDE

UPF40+

NEW
Seafoam 
Combo
3S3

NEW
Night Blue 
Combo
2HP

NEW
Palm 
Yellow 
Combo
3S7

NEW
Dark Moss 
Combo
2YC

NEW
Smoke Blue 
Combo
3S5

NEW
Roccoco 
Red Combo
2YM

Cotton linen striped jersey with  
easy-care & wicking finish 

80% cotton, 20% linen

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  100g  |  Adventure Fit

27” length • Crew-neck

BERNARD SHORT-SLEEVED  
T-SHIRT

CMT824

You’ll love the natural cotton and linen 
blend of this new short-sleeved tee. 
Featuring classic summer stripes in this 
season’s muted colours and moisture-
wicking performance, it’s just the job for 
helping you stay cool on a hot day. 

MOISTURE
CONTROL

NEW
Tobacco 
Combo
4G9

NEW
Vintage 
Indigo 
Combo 
2JG

NEW
Sand 
Dune
2YD

NEW
Smoke 
Blue
513

Cotton with Zinc Oxide treatment 

100% cotton

R: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  260g  |  
Adventure Fit

Sunglasses wipe • 2 pockets: including  
1 hidden zipped security • Fixed waist •  
9.5” length short

MATHIS SHORT

CMJ403

Performance meets style in classic 
print and plain shorts. The cotton 
construction incorporates SolarShield 
Zinc Oxide UV protection, making 
them the perfect choice for the summer 
outdoors, whether you’re exploring the 
souk or enjoying the garden. 

UPF40+

SOLAR
SHIELD
ZINC OXIDE

30/31



MEN’S OUTDOOR

HIMALAYAN TRACKS 
TO COASTAL PATHS , 
CRAGHOPPERS OUTDOOR 
CLOTHING DESIGNED 
FOR THOUSANDS OF 
MILES OF PROTECTION 
Atlas Mountains. Jebel Toubkal is 
calling your name. It’s Atlas on its 
tippiest of tip-toes. 13,000 feet.  
To get there, you’re going to have to 
shed some pounds. No, not some 
instant, crazy Paleo diet situation. 
We’re talking lighter clothing -  
our Outdoor Pro range, in fact. 

It’s made of stuff that will stretch a 
bit farther than you thought possible. 
If you like taking the easiest way out, 
look elsewhere. This collection’s born 
ready. Ready to be pushed. Ready to 
chase you since you already jumped 
up and are on your way.



2 layer GORE-TEX® performance shell 
with mechanical stretch and polyester 
mechanical stretch mesh lining  

Outer: 100% polyester with GORE-TEX®  
membrane / Lining: 100% polyester 

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  745g  |  Active Fit

Pit zips • Stretch mesh & tafetta lining • 
30" length • 4 zipped pockets: 2 waterproof 
lower, 1 waterproof chest, 1 inner map • 
Grown-on hood with one handed adjusters to 
front & toggle adjuster to back • Waterproof 
centre front zip with inner stormflap • Inner 
drawcord hem adjusters • Self-fabric cuff 
adjusters • Reflective detail • Elbow darts

Black
800

MIDAS GORE-TEX® JACKET

CMW739

Go for gold in this remarkable  
GORE-TEX® waterproof shell jacket.  
Fusing impressive technical performance 
with sleek pro styling, DofE-approved 
Midas is designed to deliver impressive 
coverage in all conditions. Lead and 
others will follow.

NEW

AquaDry Membrane polyester with 
DWR finish with polyester mesh lining 

Outer: 100% polyester/  
Lining: 100% polyester

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  500g  |  Adventure Fit

Mesh lined • 29.5" length • 3 zipped pockets: 
2 welted lower, 1 inner map • Grown-on hood 
with one handed adjusters to front & toggle 
adjuster to back • Waterproof centre front 
zip with inner stormflap • Inner drawcord 
hem adjusters • Self-fabric cuff adjusters • 
Reflective detail • Elbow darts

Black/ 
Black 
Pepper
13K

Night Blue 
7N0

Carmine 
Red 
2X7

APEX JACKET

CMW740

Designed exclusively for our DofE-
approved range, this contemporary, 
two-tone, lightweight waterproof shell 
is perfect for any trail kitbag and pulls 
out all the stops when it comes to wet 
weather performance. Packs small  
and is ready for action instantly. 

NEW

8,000mm
15,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

34/35

Polyester with DWR finish & 
hollowfibre fill 

100% polyester /  Fill: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL/XXXL/XXXXL  |  475g  |  
Active Fit

Adjustable hem • Self-fabric lining •  
29.5" length • 2 welted zipped lower pockets •  
Grown-on hood with elasticated bound face •  
Full-length zip with inner zip guard • Inner 
drawcord hem adjusters • Elasticated bound 
cuffs • Reflective detail • Stuff sack

Black
800

Spice 
Orange 
2XX

Neon Lime 
2XZ

COMPRESSLITE II JACKET

CMN199

An impressive performer, this neat, 
packable jacket traps heat at the 
core, providing an instant cloud 
of comfort whenever it’s needed. 
Lightweight, super-compressible 
and ready for action straight from 
its own stow sack, Compresslite is a 
smart choice for instant warmth.

NEW

CLIMA
PLUS

WR4

Polyamide with WR finish & down with 
synthetic polyester ball fill 

Main: 100% polyamide / Fill: 60% down,  
40% polyester ball wadding

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  315g  |  Active Fit

28" length • 3 zipped pockets: 2 welted zipped 
lower, 1 zipped chest • Full-length zip •  
Elasticated bound hem • Elasticated bound 
cuffs • Reflective detail • RHS outer pocket 
doubles as stow pocket

Bone
2XY

Deep Blue
089 Neon Lime 

2XZ

VENTA LITE JACKET

CMN193

Luxuriate in a wonderfully warm  
jacket with sumptuous down blend 
insulation for the ultimate in superlight 
insulation all year round. Venta Lite is 
the stylish answer to cooler conditions 
and is ready for action at a moment’s 
notice. Take it with you wherever you go. 

NEW

WR5

AquaDry Membrane polyester stretch 
with polyester mechanical stretch  
mesh lining  

Outer: 100% polyester / 
Lining: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  670g  |  Active Fit

Pit zips • Adjustable hem • Stretch mesh lining •  
30" length • 4 zipped pockets: 2 waterproof 
lower (fits O/S Map), 1 chest, 1 inner with 
touch screen • Grown-on hood with one handed 
adjusters to front & toggle adjuster to back •  
Waterproof centre front zip with inner 
stormflap • Inner drawcord hem adjusters • 
Self-fabric cuff adjusters • Reflective detail • 
Elbow darts

Black
800

Soft Khaki
7TW

Spice 
Orange
2XX

ROBENS STRETCH JACKET

CMW731

Go the distance this season in this sharp 
new active jacket. The full-stretch fabric 
provides effective waterproof coverage, 
while allowing complete freedom of 
movement, giving it the competitive 
edge for active pursuits in changeable 
conditions. A pro performer with bags 
of style.

NEW

12,000mm
20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

THERMO
ELITE 
HYBRID

MEN’S 
OUTDOOR PRO  
CLOTHING

Deep  
Blue 
089



OUTDOOR PRO  |  MEN’S 36/37

Polyester elastane softshell with WR 
finish & stripe microfleece back 

Main: 96% polyester, 4% elastane /  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL/4XL  |  500g  |  
Adventure Fit

Fleece inner collar • 28.5" length • 3 pockets:  
2 welted zipped lower, 1 zipped chest • Full-
length zip with inner zip guard • Elasticated 
bound hem • Elasticated bound cuffs • 
Reflective detail • Elbow darts

BERWYN JACKET

CML057

You’ll love this sporty softshell jacket 
with streamlined two-tone styling and 
a weather-resistant finish. The soft-
brushed fleecy inner face adds extra 
warmth, while the wind resistant outer 
stops the breeze in its tracks. A superb 
all-season softshell for active wear.

Slate Grey/ 
Dark Grey
8M8 Black

800

SOFT
SHELL

WR1

Polyester elastane softshell with WR 
finish & stripe microfleece back 

Main: 96% polyester, 4% elastane /  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  360g  |  Adventure Fit

Fleece inner collar • 27.5" length • 3 pockets:  
2 welted zipped lower, 1 zipped chest • Full-
length zip with inner zip guard • Elasticated 
bound hem • Elasticated bound armholes • 
Reflective detail

BERWYN VEST

CMB786

Performance softshell vest that 
provides a lightweight extra layer 
without restricting movement.  
The water-repellent outer will give 
light showers the cold shoulder,  
while the softshell’s fleecy inner face 
traps heat at the core. A smart choice 
for changeable conditions.

Black
800

SOFT
SHELL

WR1

NEW
Dark Moss   
7PF

Polyester elastane softshell with 
fine knitted stripe back, AquaDry 
Membrane & WR finish 

Main: 94.5% polyester, 5.5% elastane / 
Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  425g  |  Active Fit

Brushed inner collar • 29" length •  
3 pockets: 2 welted zipped lower, 1 zipped 
chest • Full-length zip with inner zip guard • 
Elasticated bound hem • Elasticated bound 
cuffs • RHS outer pocket doubles as stow 
pocket • Elbow darts

PRO LITE SOFTSHELL

CML052

Pro Lite combines the versatile 
performance of a practical softshell 
with the convenience of a packaway 
jacket. Waterproof and windproof, 
Pro Lite provides a handy extra layer 
that performs brilliantly whenever and 
wherever it’s needed. Stows away neatly 
into its own pocket when you’re done.

SOFT
SHELL

Black 
800

3,000mm

Polyester with DWR finish & 
hollowfibre fill 

100% polyester / Fill: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  305g  |  Active Fit

28.5" length • 4 pockets: 2 welted zipped 
lower outer, 2 welted lower inner •  
Full-length zip • Elasticated bound hem • 
Reflective detail • Stuff sack

Black
800

Spice 
Orange / 
Dark Grey
3TP

COMPRESSLITE II VEST

CMB792

The perfect mid-layer for cooler days, 
this stylish packable vest is a versatile 
performer. The lightweight synthetic 
fill is super-compressible, enabling 
compact storage in a tiny sack, but it 
offers insulating properties comparable 
to natural down. Fully reversible so you 
can ring the changes.

NEW

CLIMA
PLUS

WR4

Polyester with DWR finish,  
polyester ball wadding  
& polyester jacquard fleece 

100% polyester

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  410g  |  Active Fit

Self-fabric lining • 28" length • 2 zipped 
lower pockets • Full-length zip with inner 
zip guard • Elasticated bound hem • 
Elasticated bound cuffs • Reflective detail

THERMO
ELITE

MIDAS HYBRID JACKET

CMN196

This versatile hybrid jacket sets a new 
gold standard for DofE-approved trail 
wear. An intelligent fusion of soft 
microfleece fabric with the impressive 
insulating properties of ThermoElite, 
Midas will help lock body heat in at the 
core when temperatures cool.

NEW

Black
800

WR5

Polyester with DWR finish & polyester 
ball wadding 

Main: 100% polyester / Fill: 100% polyester

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  300g  |  Active Fit

Self-fabric lining • 26" length • 2 zipped lower 
pockets • Full-length zip with inner zip guard • 
Elasticated bound hem • Reflective detail

MIDAS VEST

CMB789

A stylish mid-layer that packs a  
powerful insulating punch when 
conditions cool. The lightweight 
synthetic fill is super-compressible, 
making it easy to pack, but it offers 
insulating properties similar to natural 
down. A DofE-approved trail essential.

NEW

Black
800

WR5

THERMO
ELITE



OUTDOOR PRO  |  MEN’S 38/39

Polyester striped microfleece

100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  220g  |  Active Fit

28" length • 1 zipped chest pocket • Half-zip •  
Elasticated bound hem • Elasticated  
bound cuffs

PRO LITE HALF-ZIP

CMA1161

Pro Lite is an inspired choice for the 
year-round trail, providing an instant 
layer of insulation when conditions cool. 
Made from super-light yet highly efficient 
microfleece fabric, our featherweight  
half-zip is a must-have for serious hikers.

MICRO
FLEECE

Sulphur 
Yellow
7PC

Sport Blue
8D6

Black
800

NEW 
Charcoal
821

WR1

Night Blue 
7N0

NEW
Bone 
2XY

NEW
Barn Red
2YB

Polyester brick fleece 

100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  445g  |  Adventure Fit

28" length • 1 zipped chest pocket •  
Half-zip • Elasticated bound hem •  
Elasticated bound cuffs

LISTON HALF-ZIP

CMA1203

We think you’ll love this fabulous half-
zip top. A fresh twist on a classic fleece, 
Liston unites a smooth sweatshirt-style 
inner face with a soft fleece outer face 
in a contrasting colour with a textured 
‘brick’ finish. The two-tone effect is 
striking and transforms a practical 
cover-up into a style statement.

INSULATING

WR2

Night Blue 
7N0

Deep  
China Blue
1UK

Polyester brick fleece 

100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  525g  |  Adventure Fit

28" length • 3 pockets: 2 zipped lower,  
1 zipped chest • Full-length zip • Elasticated 
bound hem • Elasticated bound cuffs

LISTON JACKET

CMA1202

Take a fresh approach to microfleece 
with this smart textured fleece jacket. 
The fabric teams a smooth sweatshirt-
style inner face with a soft fleece outer 
face in a contrasting colour with a brick-
effect finish. A snug jacket that makes  
a sporty cover-up all year round.

NEW
Bone 
2XY

INSULATING

WR2

Polyester microfleece 

100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL/4XL  |  325g  |   
Adventure Fit

28" length • 1 zipped chest pocket • Half-zip 
with inner zip guard • Elasticated bound cuffs • 
Reflective detail • Elasticated bound collar

SALISBURY HALF-ZIP

CMA1198

Stay on the move this season with  
our sporty half-zip microfleece.  
The lightweight fleece fabric is fused 
with sleek two-tone technical styling 
for an active profile and features smart 
contrast chest pocket and elasticated 
binding to collar and cuffs.

NEW
Soft Grey 
Marl
3S1

NEW
Deep 
Blue 
089

NEW
Soft 
Khaki
7TW

Black 
Pepper/ 
Black
2J7

MICRO
FLEECE

WR2

NEW
Barn Red 
2YB

Polyester jacquard fleece 

100% polyester

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  295g  |  Adventure Fit

28" length • Half-zip • Reflective detail

Deep Blue
089

Black  
800

Carmine 
Red 
2X7

VECTOR HALF-ZIP

CMA1213

You’ll find plenty of uses for this 
warm, lightweight and practical 
DofE-approved technical sweat/fleece 
that’s perfect for layering on cooler 
days. The easy-on, easy-off half-zip 
fleece construction features smart 
two-tone styling.

NEW

INSULATING

WR2

Polyester jacquard fleece 

100% polyester

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  | 400g  |  Adventure Fit

28" length • 2 zipped lower pockets • Grown-on 
hood with one handed adjusters to front •  
Full-length zip with inner zip guard •  
Reflective detail

Deep Blue
089

Black  
800

Carmine 
Red 
2X7

VECTOR HOODED JACKET

CMA1212

A lightweight yet insulating DofE-
approved sweat/fleece hoody that 
makes the perfect cover-up when 
conditions cool or evening falls. 
The soft fleece fabric features sleek 
construction for reliable warmth with 
extra freedom of movement. 

NEW

INSULATING

WR2



AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

OUTDOOR PRO  |  MEN’S 40/41

UPF50+

Lightweight stretch polyamide  
with DWR 

96% polyamide 4% elastane

R: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  275g  |   
Active Fit

Heel tape • Sunglasses wipe • Gusset •  
4 pockets: including 2 zipped • Part 
elasticated waist at sides

Dark Moss
7PF

Black 
Pepper
7J8

PRO LITE STRETCH  
TROUSERS

CMJ431 R

If you’re hankering after a pair of super-
light technical trail trousers with inbuilt 
stretch for extra agility, prepare to meet 
your match! These featherweight, sleek 
trousers deliver comfort and protection 
without fuss and pack small for effortless 
transportation. Inspirational. 

NEW

SOLAR
SHIELD

Polyamide elastane stretch with  
DWR finish & polyamide elastane 
stretch ripstop with DWR 

Main: 96% polyamide, 4% elastane  /  
Trim: 88% polyamide, 12% elastane

S/R/L : 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  470g  |  
Active Fit

Double seat • Double knee • Double hem • 
Belt included • 7 pockets: including 2 zipped • 
Fixed waist

SMART
DRY

 
STRETCH

UPF50+

Black/
Black 
80B

KIWI EXPLORER TROUSERS

CMJ430 S/R/L

If you take a serious approach to the 
outdoor trail, you’ll want to invest in 
trousers that match your commitment 
stride for stride. New Kiwi Explorer 
Trousers feature a unique design that 
fuses agile stretch construction with 
tough stretch ripstop panels for the 
ultimate in adventure endurance.

NEW

Quarry 
Grey/ 
Black 
7L6

Polyester elastane softshell with 
fine knitted stripe back, AquaDry 
Membrane & WR finish 

Main: 94.5% polyester, 5.5% elastane / 
Trim: 100% polyester

R: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  395g  |   
Active Fit

Heel tape • 4 zipped pockets • Fixed waist • 
Back pocket doubles as stow pocket •  
Knee darts

3,000mm

PRO LITE SOFTSHELL 
TROUSERS

CMJ387 R 

A versatile match for our Pro Lite 
softshell jacket, these trousers offer 
outstanding performance in the active 
outdoors. Waterproof and windproof, 
they’re also lightweight and packable 
which makes them a versatile choice 
all year round.

SOFT
SHELL

Black 
800

AquaDry Membrane polyester with 
polyester elastane mesh lining 

Outer & trim: 100% polyester /  
Lining: 92% polyester, 8% elastane

S/R/L : 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  505g  |  
Active Fit

Heel tape • Stretch mesh lined • 3 zipped 
pockets • Part-elasticated waist at sides • 
Velcro fastening hem adjusters • Knee darts

STEFAN TROUSERS

CMW680 S/R/L

If you’re hiking in all weathers, you’ll 
appreciate Stefan. These fully lined 
stretch waterproof trousers lock 
out rain, while offering complete 
freedom of movement for more active 
pursuits. Great outdoor trousers that 
perform without compromise season 
after season.

Black
800

20,000mm 40,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

SMART
DRY

Polyamide elastane stretch with  
DWR outer & AquaDry Membrane 
brushed polyester lining

Main: 96% polyamide, 4% elastane  /  
Lining & Trim: 100% polyester  

S/R/L : 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  365g  |  
Active Fit

Heel tape • Inner drip strip  • Part elasticated 
waist at sides • Drop lining • 3 zipped pockets

KIWI PRO WATERPROOF 
TROUSERS

CMW734 S/R/L

What could be more useful for braving 
the unpredictable weather of Great 
British outdoors than a pair of reliably 
waterproof trousers? These fully 
waterproof lined stretch trousers lock 
out moisture, while offering complete 
freedom of movement for more active 
pursuits. A smart investment.

NEW

AQUA
DRY

Black
800

8,000mm
10,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

Polyester elastane with polyester 
elastane mesh panels 

Main: 92% polyester, 8% elastane/  
Trim: 91% polyester, 9% elastane

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  165g  |  Active Fit

28" length • Reflective detail • Crew-neck

Sulphur 
Yellow 
Stripe 
15H

Black  
Pepper  
Stripe
2X7

Barn Red  
Stripe
2YB

FUSION T-SHIRT

CMT852

You’ll need a versatile T-shirt on the 
trail. One that acts as an effective base 
or a cooling sports top as conditions 
demand. This DofE-approved tee fits the 
bill with its technical two-tone styling 
and quick-drying easy-care performance. 

NEW

MOISTURE
CONTROL

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE



OUTDOOR PRO  |  MEN’S 42/43

UPF40+

SMART
DRY

 
STRETCH

Polyamide elastane with DWR finish 

96% polyamide, 4% elastane

30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  270g  | Active Fit

Sunglasses wipe • 4 zipped pockets • Part 
elasticated waist at sides • 12" length short

NEW
Pebble
62A

KIWI PRO LONG SHORT

CMJ323

Impressive shorts that actually do offer 
the best of both worlds: ample coverage 
for outdoor adventuring, and plenty of 
bare leg for making the most of milder 
days. Incorporating sun-protection and 
full stretch for freedom of movement, 
wherever your travels take you. 

Dark 
Khaki 
2AT

Black 
800

Dark 
Lead 
1HJ

SMART
DRY

 
STRETCH

UPF50+

Polyamide elastane with DWR finish 

Main: 96% polyester, 4% elastane / 
 Trim: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L : 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  410g  |  
Active Fit

Heel tape • Sunglasses wipe • Part elasticated 
waist at sides • 4 zipped pockets • Zip-off 
trousers with S:8.5", R:9.5", L:10.5" length 
shorts • Knee darts

Pebble
62A

Black
800

KIWI PRO CONVERTIBLE 
TROUSERS

CMJ438 S/R/L

Leave your options open with these 
versatile outdoor trousers. Designed to 
offer agile performance that’s a match 
for your own, Kiwi Pro Convertibles 
transform from long to short leg length 
in the blink of an eye, so you’ll be ready 
for every eventuality - a great choice for 
changeable conditions. 

NEW

Polyamide elastane with DWR finish 

Main: 96% polyester, 4% elastane /  
Trim: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L : 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  350g  |  
Active Fit

Heel tape • Sunglasses wipe • 4 zipped 
pockets • Part-elasticated waist at sides • 
Knee darts

SMART
DRY

 
STRETCH

KIWI PRO TROUSERS

CMJ322 S/R/L

Engineered to deliver outstanding 
technical performance, these versatile 
trousers offer unrestricted freedom of 
movement for the active outdoors all year 
round, while providing effective sun-
protection and a water-repellent finish. 
Challenge them to the ultimate workout!

Dark 
Lead 
1HJ

Dark Khaki 
2AT

Black
800

NEW
Pebble
62A

UPF50+

Black
800

AquaDry ripstop polyamide  

Main: 100% polyamide/  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/R: XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  275g  |   
Classic Fit

Heel tape • Adjustable hem • 2 zipped pockets •  
Elasticated waist with drawcord • Ankle zips 
with self-fabric zip guard & adjuster •  
Reflective detail • Stuff sack • Knee darts 

ASCENT OVER TROUSER

CUW009 S/R

You’ll want to plan for every eventuality -  
and that includes being able to rely on a 
practical pair of over trousers. With a  
long-length zip and adjustable ankle for 
quick access, these DofE-approved over 
trousers pack small and can be tucked  
away - just in case!

AQUA
DRY

5,000mm
15,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish  

65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L: 26/28/30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  
355g  |  Adventure Fit

Heel tape • O/S Map pocket • 4 pockets: 
including 3 zipped • Fixed waist

TRAVERSE TROUSER

CMJ413 S/R/L

There’s nothing like having the right gear 
for the right job - and with our DofE-
approved outdoor trousers, you’ll be trail-
ready from day one. Inspired by best-
selling Kiwis, these cargo-style trousers 
are constructed from tough SolarShield 
polyester cotton for the rugged outdoors. 

Elephant/ 
Black Pepper
2J2

Black
800

Light Olive/  
Black Pepper
2I1

UPF50+

SMART
DRY

SOLAR
SHIELD



44/45

2 layer GORE-TEX® performance shell

Outer: 100% polyester bonded to GORE-TEX®  
membrane / Lining: 100% polyester / 
Facings: 100% polyamide

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  725g  |  Classic Fit

Brushed inner collar • Mesh & tafetta lining •  
33.5" length • 4 pockets: 2 welted zipped 
lower, 1 mobile phone, 1 zipped inner  
O/S Map • Roll-away hood with toggle 
adjusters to front, adjuster to back & wrap 
around fastening front for extra protection •  
Stud and hook & loop fastening stormflap 
with inner zip guard • Inner drawcord waist 
adjusters • Inner drawcord hem adjusters • 
Self-fabric cuff adjusters  

ASHTON LONG GORE-TEX®  
INTERACTIVE JACKET

CMW723

An impressive fusion of Craghoppers 
and GORE-TEX® weatherproof 
performance makes this jacket the pick 
of the crop this season. The watertight 
construction locks out showers, while 
the classic styling means it looks good 
on and off the trail.

Black
800

Evergreen 
3EB

2 layer GORE-TEX® performance  
shell with brushed polyester cotton 
check lining

Outer: 100% polyester bonded to GORE-TEX® 
membrane / Facings: 100% polyamide / 
Lining: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  560g  |  Classic Fit

Brushed check lining • 29.5" length • 5 pockets: 
2 welted zipped lower, 1 stud-fastening sleeve, 
1 mobile phone, 1 zipped inner O/S Map •  
Roll-away hood with toggle adjusters to  
front & adjuster to back • Hook & loop 
fastening stormflap with inner zip guard • 
Inner drawcord hem adjusters • Self-fabric 
cuff adjusters

ALDWICK GORE-TEX® JACKET

CMW720

If you’re in the market for a waterproof 
jacket that packs tried-and-tested 
GORE-TEX® performance into a 
classic design that’s smart enough to 
slip on over a suit, Aldwick’s the right 
choice. Watertight outer with crisp 
check lining for top-notch coverage in 
all weathers.

NEW
Camel
7NX

Black
800

AquaDry Membrane cotton polyester 
polyamide with WR finish & polyester 
cotton lining outer. Polyester with  
DWR finish & hollowfibre fill inner

Outer: 46% cotton, 44% polyester,  
10% polyamide / Lining: 65% polyester,  
35% cotton / Inner: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  1600g  |  Adventure Fit

Soft touch cotton rich lining • 37" length •  
8 pockets: 2 button fastening lower, 2 welted 
zipped chest, 1 stud-fastening sleeve, 1 mobile 
phone, 1 credit card, 1 zipped inner map •  
Grown-on hood with waxed cord adjusters to  
front & mock button stud adjuster to back •  
Button fastening stormflap, inner zip guard & 
two way centre front zip • Waxed drawcord 
waist adjusters • Fishtail hem • Self-fabric stud 
cuff adjusters with mock button • Inner hooded 
CompressLite with 2 zipped lower pockets &  
1 zipped inner stow pocket • Leatherette trim 

8,000mm
10,000g/ 
m2/24hrsWR5

364 3 IN 1 HOODED JACKET

CMP228

Gear up for the weather every day of 
the year with this retro-inspired 3-in-1 
jacket. The parka-style waterproof outer 
jacket is partnered with a brilliantly 
insulating CompressLite inner for 
extra oomph when temperatures dip. 
Designed as a perfect pairing but useful 
solo performers, too.

Dark Khaki/ 
Parka Green
2AT

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

Camel/  
Burnt Orange 
2KS

2 layer GORE-TEX® with Paclite® 
membrane 

100% polyester bonded to GORE-TEX® 
membrane

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  410g  |  Adventure Fit

34.5" length • 3 pockets: 2 welted zipped lower, 
1 inner mobile phone • Grown-on hood with 
waxed cord adjusters to front • Two way 
waterproof centre front zip with inner  
stormflap • Elasticated cuffs • Stuff sack

Black 
800

CAYWOOD GORE-TEX®  
PACLITE® JACKET

CMW721

Take showers in your stride in this 
amazingly light parka-style GORE-TEX® 
packable jacket. Caywood is designed to 
take minimum space in your backpack, 
ready to deliver impressive waterproof 
performance when the dark clouds gather. 
A year-round trail essential.

NEW
Dark Moss
7PF

Peached cotton polyamide with DWR 
finish, AquaDry Membrane liner & 
polyester cotton lining  

Outer: 74% cotton, 26% polyamide /  
Lining:  65% polyester, 35% cotton /  
Liner: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  865g  |  Classic Fit

Polyester cotton & mesh lining • 31" length •  
6 pockets: including 3 zipped, 2 bellowed 
stud fastening lower with zipped side 
handwarmers, 1 zipped inner & 1 stretch  
mesh inner mobile pocket • Grown-on hood 
with waxed cord adjusters to front •  
Full-length zip with stud fastening placket  
& inner zip guard • Elbow darts

Sand Dune
2YD

Dark Navy
3G3

Dark Moss 
7PF

HICKORY JACKET

CMW730 

Style and performance meet in this  
new season waterproof. The nautical-
inspired design is constructed from 
a cotton-rich fabric that features a 
waterproof AquaDry Membrane liner  
to provide shelter from the worst of  
the weather. A casual jacket with 
impressive technical credentials.

NEW

8,000mm
40,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

MEN’S 
OUTDOOR  
CLASSIC  
CLOTHING



AquaDry polyester twill 

100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  760g  |  Classic Fit

Mesh & tafetta lining • 32" length • 6 pockets:  
2 bellowed stud-fastening lower with zipped 
side handwarmers, 1 mobile phone, 1 zipped 
inner map • Grown-on hood with toggle 
adjusters to front & adjuster to back •  
Stud-fastening stormflap with inner  
zip guard • Inner drawcord hem adjusters • 
Self-fabric cuff adjusters

KIWI CLASSIC JACKET

CMW715

The perfect jacket for everyday walking, 
all year round. Kiwi nails the essentials, 
delivering effective waterproof 
performance in an interactive walking 
jacket packed with technical features and 
constructed from a tough, breathable 
fabric for all-weather performance.  
The simple styling incorporates a grown-
on hood for extra coverage and pockets for 
everything from keys to Kendal mintcake.

Dark 
Khaki
2AT

AQUA
DRY

AQUA
DRY

OUTDOOR CLASSIC  |  MEN’S 46/47

15,000mm 20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AquaDry polyester twill & polyester 
cotton lining  

Outer: 100% polyester /  
Lining:  80% polyester, 20% cotton  

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  490g  |  Classic Fit

Ribbed inner collar • Lined • 29.5" length •  
4 zipped pockets: 2 jetted lower, 1 jetted chest, 
1 inner map • Roll-away hood with toggle 
adjusters to front & adjuster to back •  
Waterproof centre front zip with inner 
stormflap

Parka 
Green
1ZI

Night Blue
7N0

SHOREWOOD JACKET

CMW732

Take a stylish approach to battling the 
seasonal showers with Shorewood. 
The jacket’s contemporary 
Harrington-style design makes it a 
smart choice for urban outings, while 
the AquaDry waterproof construction 
means you can trust it to help you stay 
dry when it’s bucketing down.

NEW

Polyester microfleece 

100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL/4XL  |  405g  |   
Classic Fit

28" length • 2 welted zipped lower pockets • 
Full-length zip • Inner drawcord hem adjusters

KIWI INTERACTIVE JACKET

CMA1135

Our fabulously practical microfleece 
jacket is a great standalone but is also 
designed to interact perfectly with the 
Kiwi Long, providing a handy extra 
layer of insulation when it’s needed.  
A year-round outdoor must-have.

Black Pepper 
7J8

Evergreen
3EB

MICRO
FLEECE

WR2

Polyester plain or heather microfleece 

100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL/4XL  |  285g  |  
Adventure Fit

28" length • Half-zip

UNION HALF-ZIP

CMA1149R

We love the combination of marled 
heather fleece and super-soft block 
colours in this two-tone half-zip fleece 
top. A simple, classic design for instant 
insulation when the temperature drops.

Storm  
Navy Marl/  
Dark Navy
2KQ

Black  
Pepper Marl/  
Black Pepper
73F

WR2

MICRO
FLEECE

NEW
Night Blue
7N0

NEW
Soft Khaki
7TW

NEW
Camel
7NX

NEW
Fiesta Red
3K3

15,000mm
20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AquaDry Membrane peached cotton 
polyamide with DWR finish & 
polyester cotton lining 

Outer: 69.5% cotton, 30.5% polyamide / 
Lining:  80% polyester, 20% cotton  

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  670g  |  Adventure Fit

Vented back • Polyester/Cotton Lining • 
29.5" length • 6 pockets: including 2 welted 
zipped lower, 1 welted fastening chest, 
1 sleeve, 1 mobile phone, 1 credit card • 
Grown-on hood with waxed cord adjusters 
to front • Half-zip with inner gusset • Side 
zips with inner gussets • Self-fabric cuff 
adjusters • Elbow darts

15,000mm
10,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

Night Blue
7N0

Carmine 
Red
2X7

Dark Moss 
7PF

WOODRIDGE CAGOULE

CMW733 

Arm yourself with some lightweight yet 
reliable protection against the inevitable 
summer showers with this stylish new 
cagoule. Featuring a cotton-touch finish, 
zipped side vents and plenty of pockets 
for everything from credit card to mobile 
phone, it’s a practical solution to your 
weather woes.

NEW

AquaDry polyester twill 

Outer, lining & trim:100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL/4XL  |  950g  |   
Classic Fit

Brushed inner collar • Mesh & tafetta 
lining • 34" length • 7 pockets: 2 bellowed 
stud-fastening lower with zipped side 
handwarmers, 2 welted zipped chest (1 map), 
1 zipped inner • Zip-off hood with toggle 
adjusters to front & adjuster to back •  
Stud and hook & loop fastening stormflap 
with inner zip guard • Inner drawcord waist 
adjusters • Inner drawcord hem adjusters • 
Self-fabric cuff adjusters

KIWI LONG INTERACTIVE 
JACKET

CMW672

A longer variant of our classic Kiwi, this 
jacket is designed to provide extended 
protection from wind and rain - perfect 
for wetter, cooler days on the trail.  
The interactive waterproof construction 
features a zip-off hood for full coverage 
and lots of pockets for maps, hands, 
phone and sandwiches. 

Parka Green
1ZI Black 

800

AQUA
DRY

15,000mm 20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs



Vintage 
Indigo 
Marl
3PI

NEW
Dark 
Moss
7PF

NEW
Soft 
Khaki
7TW

Black 
800

Dark 
Navy
3G3

Black 
Pepper
7J8

Maple 
Red
3PL

Black 
Pepper 
Marl
1MN

Quarry 
Grey 
Marl
7HD

Polyester plain or heather microfleece 

100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL/4XL  |  315g  |   
Classic Fit

28" length • Half-zip

SELBY HALF-ZIP

CMA1183

Craghoppers’ flagship microfleece. 
Light, warm and made from our 
famously soft fleece fabric, it’s the 
perfect year-round insulator. The half-
zip design makes it easy to pull on over 
a base when temperatures cool - stash it 
in your backpack just in case.

OUTDOOR CLASSIC  |  MEN’S 48/49

WR2

MICRO
FLEECE

Cotton polyester sweat 

75% cotton, 25% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  430g  |  Adventure Fit

28” length • 1 zipped chest pocket •  
Half-zip • Elasticated bound hem • 
Elasticated bound cuffs

SWAINBY HALF-ZIP

CMA1172

A modern take on a classic 
sweatshirt, this clever half-zip top is 
constructed from a soft brushed-
back sweat fabric for warmth and 
comfort. Swainby incorporates 
smart technical styling, too, with 
zipped chest pocket and neat bound 
hem and cuffs.

NEW
Soft Grey 
Marl
3S1

Vintage 
Indigo 
Marl
2HJ

INSULATING

WR1

Polyester cotton

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  235g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops •  
Roll-up sleeves • 30" length • 2 pockets: 
including 1 zipped

KIWI TREK  
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS477

Kiwi Trek is designed to go the distance. 
Constructed from tried-and-tested Kiwi 
fabric with inbuilt sun-protection and 
Nosi Defence insect-proof weave, but 
with more streamlined, contemporary 
fit for enhanced comfort. An impressive 
performer in the proud Kiwi tradition.

Ashen 
08B

NEW
Soft Khaki
7TW

NEW
Vintage 
Indigo
3PI

Parka 
Green
1ZI

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELD

Polyester cotton

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  185g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops •  
30" length • 2 pockets: including 1 zipped

KIWI TREK  
SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS476

Kiwi Trek is an outdoor shirt for a 
new generation of hikers. Constructed 
from classic Kiwi sun-protective fabric 
with UV protection and Nosi Defence 
insect-proof weave, our latest shirt has 
a sleeker, more contemporary fit for 
comfort and style. This short-sleeved 
version is ideal for travel.

Parchment 
222

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELD

Ashen 
08B

NEW
Vintage 
Indigo
3PI

NEW
Soft Khaki
7TW

Polyester cotton

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  195g  |  Classic Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops •  
31" length • 3pockets: including 1 zipped

Polyester cotton

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

S/M/L/XL/XXL/3XL/4XL  |  255g  |  Classic Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops •  
Roll-up sleeves • 31" length • 3 pockets:  
including 1 zipped

KIWI LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS338

Perennially popular, Kiwi classic 
outdoor shirt is built for the outdoors 
and is tough enough to endure the 
rigours of the trail, wherever you’re 
headed. Constructed from sun-
protective, insect bite-proof fabric for 
reliable, effective coverage that’s hard 
to beat.

Faded 
Indigo
1VE

Cedar
1TG

Oatmeal 
70U

Pebble
62A

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

KIWI SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS339

Our versatile outdoor shirt is 
constructed from classic Kiwi quick-
drying, sun-protective polyester cotton 
with insect bite-proof tech for a no-fuss 
approach to year-round adventure.  
A classic walking shirt with impressive 
credentials that’s built for the trail.

Faded 
Indigo
1VE

Cedar
1TG

Oatmeal 
70U

Pebble
62A

UPF50+

NEW
Deep Blue
089

NEW
Parka 
Green Marl
R29



OUTDOOR CLASSIC  |  MEN’S 50/51

Zinc Oxide polyester cotton check shirt 

65% polyester, 35% cotton  

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  225g  |  Adventure Fit

Roll-up sleeves • Sunglasses wipe • Sunglasses 
hanger loop • 30" length • 2 pockets: including 
1 zipped

Dark Moss 
Combo
2YC

Vintage 
Indigo 
Combo
2JG

FREMONT  
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CMS550

Spring into action in this lightweight 
casual shirt with a subtle check print and 
effective UV protection thanks to inbuilt 
SolarShield Zinc Oxide technology. 
Stylish, cool and comfortable for the 
summer months ahead.

NEW

SOLAR
SHIELD
ZINC OXIDE

UPF30+

Zinc Oxide polyester cotton check shirt 

65% polyester, 35% cotton  

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  175g  |  Adventure Fit

Sunglasses wipe • Sunglasses hanger loop • 
30" length • 2 pockets: including 1 zipped

†SolarShield ZnO UPF30+ / *SolarShield ZnO UPF40+

Quarry Grey 
Combo
1IB†

Deep Blue 
Combo
2X9†

Carmine 
Red 
Combo
2YA*

ELMWOOD SHORT-SLEEVED 
CHECK SHIRT

CMS551 

Stay on the move in this bright 
and breezy short-sleeved summer 
shirt in bold checks with reliable 
SolarShield Zinc Oxide UV 
protection. Elmwood is cool, 
lightweight and practical with 
style to spare. A great shirt for the 
summer outdoors.

NEW

SOLAR
SHIELD
ZINC OXIDE

UPF30+/ 
UPF40+

Zinc Oxide cotton bamboo mix  
check shirt 

70% bamboo, 30% cotton

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  195g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops •  
30" length • 2 pockets: including 1 zipped

Deep Blue 
Combo
2X9

Tumeric 
Combo
2YL

Slate Grey 
Combo
9AM

NORTHBROOK SHORT-SLEEVED 
CHECK SHIRT

CMS552 

Bold checks in seasonal shades make 
this gorgeously soft, bamboo blend 
shirt stand out from the crowd, but we 
think you’ll be equally impressed by the 
additional UV-protection courtesy of  
our SolarShield Zinc Oxide technology.  
A stylish shirt for summer days.

NEW

SOLAR
SHIELD
ZINC OXIDE

UPF20+

†SolarShield ZnO UPF30+ / *SolarShield ZnO UPF50+

Zinc Oxide polyester cotton check shirt 

65% polyester, 35% cotton  

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  220g  |  Adventure Fit

Roll-up sleeves • Sunglasses wipe • Sunglasses 
hanger loop • 30" length • 2 pockets: including 
1 zipped

Smoke 
Blue 
Combo
3S5†

Quarry Grey 
Combo
1IB†

Soft Moss 
Combo
7TB*

BRENTWOOD LONG-
SLEEVED CHECK SHIRT

CMS572 

A great casual shirt that’s primed 
and ready for the new season’s trail. 
There’s more to the soft checked 
fabric than meets the eye - it also 
incorporates effective zinc oxide sun 
protection to help shield skin from  
UV rays. Take it outdoors!

NEW

SOLAR
SHIELD
ZINC OXIDE

UPF30+/ 
UPF50+

Polyester cotton check shirt 

65% polyester, 35% cotton  

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  145g  |  Classic Fit

Drying loops • 31" length • 2 pockets: 
including 1 zipped

Deep Blue 
Combo
2X9

Dark Grey 
Combo
2IX

Oxblood 
Combo
3QJ

Spice 
Orange 
Combo
2YK

WESTLAKE SHORT-SLEEVED 
SHIRT

CMS553

Celebrate the arrival of summer in style 
by donning a classic seersucker shirt. 
This effortlessly cool short-sleeved shirt 
is light and comfortable with subtle 
checks in seasonal shades - perfect for 
the summer trail. 

NEW

WASH
&WEAR

Cotton ripstop with DWR finish 

100% cotton

R: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  625g  |  
Adventure Fit

Double seat • Double knee • 8 pockets: 
including 1 zipped, 1 mobile phone,  
1 big enough to hold map • Fixed waist •  
Double faced heel

MALLORY TROUSERS

CMJ422 R

Head for the hills in these fabulous 
cotton ripstop trousers. Robust, sun-
protective and designed to withstand 
the rough and tumble of the year-round 
trail, Mallory will go the distance and 
match you stride for stride - try them 
for size!

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

Dark Khaki
2AT

UPF50+

Beach 
08X

SOLAR
SHIELD

SMART
DRY



Peached cotton nylon with DWR finish 

Main: 65% cotton, 35% nylon /  
Trim: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  | 360g  |  
Adventure Fit

Gusset • 8 pockets: including 5 zipped, 1 mobile 
phone • Flexible waist • Double faced heel  
& knee darts

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

S/R/L: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  505g  |  
Classic Fit

Heel tape • Double seat • Double knee •  
Belt included • 9 pockets: including 5 zipped, 
1 mobile phone • Part-elasticated waist at 
sides • Zip-off trousers with S/R: 8",  
L/XL: 9" length shorts

UPF50+

KIWI CONVERTIBLE TROUSERS

CMJ107 S/R/L

When space is at a premium, it makes 
good sense to pack clothes that will earn 
their keep by performing more than one 
function. Our best-selling convertibles 
certainly work hard for their living, 
offering comfortable, sun-protective 
and insect bite-proof performance in 
short and long formats.

OUTDOOR CLASSIC  |  MEN’S 52/53

Beach 
08X

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

Black
800

Dark Navy 
3G3

Bark 
4A2

Black Pepper 
7J8

KIWI TREK TROUSERS

CMJ375 S/R/L

Trekking just got smarter.  
Constructed from a soft cotton and 
polyamide blend, Kiwi Treks are 
comfortable and practical with a 
simpler, more contemporary fit that 
creates a more casual style than our 
classic Kiwis. Sun-protective and 
insect bite-proof - give them a run 
for your money.

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELD

SMART
DRY

Beach 
08X

Peached cotton nylon with DWR finish

Main: 65% cotton, 35% nylon /  
Trim: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 

30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  270g  |   
Adventure Fit

Gusset • 8 pockets: including 5 zipped, 1 mobile 
phone • Flexible waist • 10.5” length short

KIWI TREK SHORT 

CMJ378

All the appeal of traditional hill-walking 
shorts, in a soft cotton and polyamide 
blend fabric that’s comfortable and agile. 
The streamlined design incorporates 
plenty of tech and the quick-drying  
sun-protective fabric shrugs off stains 
for an easy-care summer.

Beach 
08X

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

UPF40+

Cotton ripstop with DWR finish 

100% cotton

R: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  390g  |  
Adventure Fit

Double seat • 8 pockets: including 1 zipped 
& 1 mobile phone • Fixed waist

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELD

SMART
DRY

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

Dark 
Khaki
2AT

Beach 
08X

MALLORY SHORT

CMJ432 

Take summer in your stride 
with these intrepid new cotton 
ripstop shorts. Built for action, 
Mallory Shorts are sun-protective, 
splashproof and engineered to 
endure. A great choice for a fresh 
season of adventure.

NEW
Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

S/R/L: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  465g  |  
Classic Fit

Heel tape • Double seat • Double knee •  
Belt included • 9 pockets: including 5 zipped,  
1 mobile phone, 1 map • Part-elasticated  
waist at sides

KIWI TROUSERS

CMJ100 S/R/L

They’re not our best-selling outdoor 
trousers for nothing! Sun-protective, 
insect bite-proof and ready for action 
wherever and whenever you are, Kiwi 
Trousers put other, more expensive, 
trousers well and truly in the shade. 
Pick a pair this season and you’ll never 
look back.

UPF50+

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

Beach 
08X

Dark Moss
7PF

Black
800

Dark 
Navy* 
3G3

Bark 
4A2

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

SMART
DRY

SMART
DRY

SMART
DRY

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish

65% polyester, 35% cotton 

30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  335g  |   
Classic Fit

Double seat • 9 pockets: including 5 zipped, 
1 mobile phone, 1 O/S Map • Part-elasticated 
waist at sides • 12” length short 

KIWI LONG SHORT

CMJ228

Everything we know about outdoor 
trousers, distilled into a more concise 
Kiwi! These slightly longer-length 
shorts are a great spring and summer 
favourite. All the same performance 
and protection you’d expect from Kiwi, 
but with the unrestricted freedom of 
movement that only shorts can deliver.

Bark 
4A2

Black 
Pepper 
7J8

Beach 
08X

UPF40+

SMART
DRY

SOLAR
SHIELD



Dusk Blue 
2CF

OUTDOOR CLASSIC  |  MEN’S / ACCESSORIES 54/55

Spiced Lime/ 
Dark Khaki
8JP

Bright Blue/ 
Dark Navy
2FS

Black
800

Cotton mix 

3-5, 6-8, 9-12  |  75g  |  Classic Fit

Coolmax

42% Coolmax, 38% cotton, 19% polyamide, 1% elastane

6-8, 9-12  |  74g  |  Classic Fit

Wool polyamide blend 

72% wool, 28% polyamide

6-8, 9-12  |  100g  |  Classic Fit

Coolmax all seasons

42% Coolmax All Seasons, 38% cotton, 19% polyamide, 
1% elastane

6-8, 9-12  |  77g  |  Classic Fit

Graduated Compression • Padded Sole, Toe and Heel Fold over double ribbed leg • Elasticated ankle support • 
Elasticated overfoot support • Vented over foot • Padded sole, 
toe, heel and ankle • Multi-use • Anti-blister coating

Double cuff • Elasticated ankle support • Elasticated overfoot 
support • Venting for comfort • Padded sole, toe and heel • 
Anti-blister coating

Double cuff • Elasticated ankle support • Elasticated overfoot 
support • Padded sole, toe and heel • Anti-blister coating •  
Heat regulating

FLIGHT & TRAVEL  
COMPRESSION SOCK   CUH354 

SUMMER WALKING SOCK
CMH023

MENS WOOL EXPLORER SOCK
CMH019

HEAT REGULATING TRAVEL SOCK
CMH020

We all know how dangerous it can be if we sit for too long on 
a long-haul flight. While it’s still a good idea to move around 
as much as possible, these handy soft-feel socks with padded 
cushion and graduated compression offer valuable support.

Treat your feet to a cooling experience even when the 
summer’s at its hottest with these specially designed walking 
socks. The Coolmax construction and vented design helps wick 
heat away, while the padded support provides comfort.

These clever little socks could be one of the best investments 
you make this season. The Therma-Cool yarn helps to regulate 
foot temperature, while the padded heel, toe and sole provide 
extra comfort.

These clever little socks could be one of the best investments 
you make this season. The Coolmax All Seasons yarn helps to 
regulate foot temperature, while the padded heel, toe and sole 
provide extra comfort.

Light Grey 
8KK

Calico 
Marl 
1YF

Black 
Pepper 
Marl 
1MN

Dark 
Navy 
Marl  
1GM

Dirty 
Olive 
Marl 
1YV

Parka 
Green 
Marl 
R29

Cotton jersey 

100% cotton

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  120g  |  Active Fit

27" Length • Crew neck • Graphic print to front

EASTLAKE SHORT-SLEEVED 
T-SHIRT

CMT843

Choose your summer tee favourites 
from our striking collection of 
soft cotton jersey tops featuring 
outdoor-inspiredseasonal graphics. 
A wonderfully eclectic range with 
something for everyone.

NEW

COLLAGE PEAKS

Barn Red

Barn Red

Optic White

Optic White

VIntage Indigo

Vintage Indigo

Optic White

Black Pepper

Seafoam

Soft Grey Marl

Sand

Optic White

Black

Soft Grey Marl

Deep Blue

Soft Grey Marl

Soft Khaki

Sand

Soft Khaki

Deep Blue

Soft Grey Marl

Vintage Indigo

Seafoam

Black Pepper

MOUNTAIN TRIO

LINEAR LANDSCAPEBRAND CARRIER LARGE

BRAND CARRIER SMALL

COMPASS OS MAPSUNSET STRIPE

GLOBE - DISCOVERGLOBE - ADVENTURE GLOBE - EXPLORE

BOOT PRINT

COLLAGE PEAKS 
Soft Khaki



AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

56/57

NEW
Dark Moss   
7PF

Polyester elastane softshell with 
fine knitted stripe back, AquaDry 
Membrane & WR finish 

Main: 94.5% polyester, 5.5% elastane / 
Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  425g  |  Active Fit

Brushed inner collar • 29" length •  
3 pockets: 2 welted zipped lower, 1 zipped 
chest • Full-length zip with inner zip guard • 
Elasticated bound hem • Elasticated bound 
cuffs • RHS outer pocket doubles as stow 
pocket • Elbow darts

PRO LITE SOFTSHELL

CML052

Pro Lite combines the versatile 
performance of a practical softshell 
with the convenience of a packaway 
jacket. Waterproof and windproof, 
Pro Lite provides a handy extra layer 
that performs brilliantly whenever and 
wherever it’s needed. Stows away neatly 
into its own pocket when you’re done.

SOFT
SHELL

Black 
800

3,000mm

Polyamide elastane stretch with  
DWR finish & polyamide elastane 
stretch ripstop with DWR 

Main: 96% polyamide, 4% elastane  /  
Trim: 88% polyamide, 12% elastane

S/R/L : 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  470g  |  
Active Fit

Double seat • Double knee • Double hem • 
Belt included • 7 pockets: including 2 zipped • 
Fixed waist

SMART
DRY

 
STRETCH

UPF50+

Black/
Black 
80B

KIWI EXPLORER TROUSERS

CMJ430 S/R/L

If you take a serious approach to the 
outdoor trail, you’ll want to invest in 
trousers that match your commitment 
stride for stride. New Kiwi Explorer 
Trousers feature a unique design that 
fuses agile stretch construction with 
tough stretch ripstop panels for the 
ultimate in adventure endurance.

NEW

Quarry 
Grey/ 
Black 
7L6

Polyester elastane softshell with 
fine knitted stripe back, AquaDry 
Membrane & WR finish 

Main: 94.5% polyester, 5.5% elastane / 
Trim: 100% polyester

R: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  395g  |   
Active Fit

Heel tape • 4 zipped pockets • Fixed waist • 
Back pocket doubles as stow pocket •  
Knee darts

3,000mm

PRO LITE SOFTSHELL 
TROUSERS

CMJ387 R 

A versatile match for our Pro Lite 
softshell jacket, these trousers offer 
outstanding performance in the active 
outdoors. Waterproof and windproof, 
they’re also lightweight and packable 
which makes them a versatile choice 
all year round.

SOFT
SHELL

Black 
800

Polyester striped microfleece

100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  220g  |  Active Fit

28" length • 1 zipped chest pocket • Half-zip •  
Elasticated bound hem • Elasticated  
bound cuffs

PRO LITE HALF-ZIP

CMA1161

Pro Lite is an inspired choice for the 
year-round trail, providing an instant 
layer of insulation when conditions cool. 
Made from super-light yet highly efficient 
microfleece fabric, our featherweight  
half-zip is a must-have for serious hikers.

MICRO
FLEECE

Sulphur 
Yellow
7PC

Sport Blue
8D6

Black
800

NEW 
Charcoal
821

WR1

AquaDry Membrane polyester stretch 
with polyester mechanical stretch  
mesh lining  

Outer: 100% polyester / 
Lining: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  670g  |  Active Fit

Pit zips • Adjustable hem • Stretch mesh lining •  
30" length • 4 zipped pockets: 2 waterproof 
lower (fits O/S Map), 1 chest, 1 inner with 
touch screen • Grown-on hood with one handed 
adjusters to front & toggle adjuster to back •  
Waterproof centre front zip with inner 
stormflap • Inner drawcord hem adjusters • 
Self-fabric cuff adjusters • Reflective detail • 
Elbow darts

Black
800

Soft Khaki
7TW

Spice 
Orange
2XX

ROBENS STRETCH JACKET

CMW731

Go the distance this season in this sharp 
new active jacket. The full-stretch fabric 
provides effective waterproof coverage, 
while allowing complete freedom of 
movement, giving it the competitive 
edge for active pursuits in changeable 
conditions. A pro performer with bags 
of style.

NEW

12,000mm
20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

ORDNANCE SURVEY 
CLOTHING

MAP IT OUT
A quick and light collection that’ll take 
you as far as you want to go. 



58/59

AquaDry Membrane polyester with 
DWR finish with polyester mesh lining 

Outer: 100% polyester/  
Lining: 100% polyester

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  500g  |  Adventure Fit

Mesh lined • 29.5" length • 3 zipped pockets: 
2 welted lower, 1 inner map • Grown-on hood 
with one handed adjusters to front & toggle 
adjuster to back • Waterproof centre front 
zip with inner stormflap • Inner drawcord 
hem adjusters • Self-fabric cuff adjusters • 
Reflective detail • Elbow darts

Black/ 
Black 
Pepper
13K

Night Blue 
7N0

Carmine 
Red 
2X7

APEX JACKET

CMW740

Designed exclusively for our DofE-
approved range, this contemporary, 
two-tone, lightweight waterproof shell 
is perfect for any trail kitbag and pulls 
out all the stops when it comes to wet 
weather performance. Packs small  
and is ready for action instantly. 

NEW

8,000mm
15,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

Polyester jacquard fleece 

100% polyester

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  | 400g  |  Adventure Fit

28" length • 2 zipped lower pockets • Grown-on 
hood with one handed adjusters to front •  
Full-length zip with inner zip guard •  
Reflective detail

Deep Blue
089

Black  
800

Carmine 
Red 
2X7

VECTOR HOODED JACKET

CMA1212

A lightweight yet insulating DofE-
approved sweat/fleece hoody that 
makes the perfect cover-up when 
conditions cool or evening falls. 
The soft fleece fabric features sleek 
construction for reliable warmth with 
extra freedom of movement. 

NEW

INSULATING

WR2

Polyester with DWR finish & polyester 
ball wadding 

Main: 100% polyester / Fill: 100% polyester

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  300g  |  Active Fit

Self-fabric lining • 26" length • 2 zipped lower 
pockets • Full-length zip with inner zip guard • 
Elasticated bound hem • Reflective detail

MIDAS VEST

CMB789

A stylish mid-layer that packs a 
powerful insulating punch when 
conditions cool. The lightweight 
synthetic fill is super-compressible, 
making it easy to pack, but it offers 
insulating properties comparable 
to natural down. A DofE-approved 
trail essential.

NEW

Black
800

WR5

THERMO
ELITE

2 layer GORE-TEX® performance shell 
with mechanical stretch and polyester 
mechanical stretch mesh lining  

Outer: 100% polyester with GORE-TEX®  
membrane / Lining: 100% polyester 

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  745g  |  Active Fit

Pit zips • Stretch mesh & tafetta lining • 
30" length • 4 zipped pockets: 2 waterproof 
lower, 1 waterproof chest, 1 inner map • 
Grown-on hood with one handed adjusters to 
front & toggle adjuster to back • Waterproof 
centre front zip with inner stormflap • Inner 
drawcord hem adjusters • Self-fabric cuff 
adjusters • Reflective detail • Elbow darts

Black
800

MIDAS GORE-TEX® JACKET

CMW739

Go for gold in this remarkable  
GORE-TEX® waterproof shell 
jacket. Fusing impressive technical 
performance with sleek pro styling, 
DofE-approved Midas is designed 
to deliver impressive coverage in all 
conditions. Lead and others will follow.

NEW

Polyester with DWR finish,  
polyester ball wadding  
& polyester jacquard fleece 

100% polyester

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  410g  |  Active Fit

Self-fabric lining • 28" length • 2 zipped 
lower pockets • Full-length zip with inner 
zip guard • Elasticated bound hem • 
Elasticated bound cuffs • Reflective detail

THERMO
ELITE

MIDAS HYBRID JACKET

CMN196

This versatile hybrid jacket sets a new 
gold standard for DofE-approved trail 
wear. An intelligent fusion of soft 
microfleece fabric with the impressive 
insulating properties of ThermoElite, 
Midas will help lock body heat in at the 
core when temperatures cool.

NEW

Black
800

WR5

THE DUKE OF  
EDINBURGH’S AWARD 
CLOTHING

EXPEDITION READY
This specially designed Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award Recommended kit 
with outstanding technical  
performance delivers agile protection 
that’s adventure-ready.



THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH’S AWARD CLOTHING  |  MALE

Polyester elastane with polyester 
elastane mesh panels 

Main: 92% polyester, 8% elastane/  
Trim: 91% polyester, 9% elastane

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  165g  |  Active Fit

28" length • Reflective detail • Crew-neck

Sulphur 
Yellow 
Stripe 
7PC

Black  
Pepper  
Stripe
13K

Barn Red  
Stripe
21E

FUSION T-SHIRT

CMT852

You’ll need a versatile T-shirt on the 
trail. One that acts as an effective 
base or a cooling sports top as 
conditions demand. This DofE-
approved tee fits the bill with its 
technical two-tone styling and quick-
drying easy-care performance. 

NEW

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish  

65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L: 26/28/30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  
355g  |  Adventure Fit

Heel tape • O/S Map pocket • 4 pockets: 
including 3 zipped • Fixed waist

TRAVERSE TROUSER

CMJ413 S/R/L

There’s nothing like having the right 
gear for the right job – and with our 
DofE-approved outdoor trousers, 
you’ll be trail-ready from day one. 
Inspired by best-selling Kiwis, these 
cargo-style trousers are constructed 
from tough SolarShield polyester 
cotton for the rugged outdoors. 

Elephant/ 
Black Pepper
2J2

Black
800

Light Olive/  
Black Pepper
2I1

UPF50+

SMART
DRY

SOLAR
SHIELD

Black
800

AquaDry ripstop polyamide  

Main: 100% polyamide/  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/R: XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  275g  |   
Classic Fit

Heel tape • Adjustable hem • 2 zipped pockets •  
Elasticated waist with drawcord • Ankle zips 
with self-fabric zip guard & adjuster •  
Reflective detail • Stuff sack • Knee darts 

ASCENT OVER TROUSER

CUW009 S/R

You’ll want to plan for every eventuality 
- and that includes being able to rely on 
a practical pair of over trousers. With a 
long-length zip and adjustable ankle for 
quick access, these DofE-approved over 
trousers pack small and can be tucked 
away - just in case!

AQUA
DRY

5,000mm
15,000g/ 
m2/24hrs
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MOISTURE
CONTROL

Polyester jacquard fleece 

100% polyester

XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  295g  |  Adventure Fit

28" length • Half-zip • Reflective detail

Deep Blue
089

Black  
800

Carmine 
Red 
2X7

VECTOR HALF-ZIP

CMA1213

You’ll find plenty of uses for this 
warm, lightweight and practical 
DofE-approved technical sweat/
fleece that’s perfect for layering on 
cooler days. The easy-on, easy-off 
half-zip fleece construction features 
smart two-tone styling.

NEW

INSULATING

WR2



WOMEN’S ADVENTURE

FROM LOST ANCIENT 
CITIES TO SAFARI PLAINS, 
CRAGHOPPERS ADVENTURE 
CLOTHING IS DESIGNED 
TO PROTECT YOU FOR 
EVERY JOURNEY.
Kenya. Maasai Mara. Safari.  
Cheetah-tracking. The photographer must 
be ultra-quiet to get capture a glimpse.  
Mind drifts to thoughts of zebras, giraffes 
and not getting rammed by a black rhino. 
It doesn’t naturally drift to zips or pockets. 
Sorry. Features and fabrics? That’s our 
thing. Health, security, safety? Yes, please. 

Our new Adventure range is dedicated to 
the freedom our obsession gives you - to 
go, see and do in some pretty special if 
not exotic locales. Behind the scenes, we 
make sure you’re totally protected from 
the elements and insects. We’re happy if 
you’re enjoying your epic trip, discovering 
your world in your own way. 



NosiLife polyamide elastane stretch 
with polyester lining 

Outer: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane /  
Lining: 100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  490g  |  Active Fit

Action back • Sunglasses wipe • Mesh lining • 
27.25" length • 18 pockets including 9 zipped: 
2 welted zipped lower, 2 welted zipped chest,  
1 zipped back poachers, 5 zipped inner,  
2 mesh, Dry bag, ID pocket, Passport RFID, 
touch screen phone pocket & 2 pen pockets • 
Full-length zip with inner zip guard •  
Fixed waist • Internal rubberised  
headphones exit  

Charcoal 
821

Mushroom
73T

NOSILIFE DAINELY GILET

CWB830

If you’re heading off on a hot-climate  
adventure, you’ll appreciate the 
versatility of this sleek insect- 
repellent travel gilet. The streamlined 
construction conceals a remarkable  
tally of 18 handy pockets - perfect  
for stowing your trail essentials in the 
most ergonomic way. 

NEW

64/65

NosiLife polyester mesh with NosiLife 
polyester elastane panels 

Main: 100% polyester /  
Trim: 86% polyester, 14% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  235g  |  Active Fit

25.5" length • 2 welted zipped lower pockets •  
Grown-on hood with elasticated bound face •  
Full-length zip with inner zip guard • 
Elasticated bound hem • Elasticated  
bound cuffs

NOSILIFE ASMINA JACKET

CWN180

NosiLife Asmina is built for action. 
Fusing cooling mesh construction 
with agile stretch panels for ease of 
movement, this sleek hooded jacket 
offers super-lightweight coverage, 
effectively repelling midges and mossies 
on and off the trail.

STRETCH

Sea Salt 
33A

Charcoal 
821

NosiLife polyester elastane 

Main: 86% polyester, 14% elastane /  
Trim: 100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  210g  |  Active Fit

SolarShield collar • Protector collar • 
Cooling collar • Drying loops • Roll-up 
sleeves • Sunglasses wipe • Sunglasses 
hanger loop • 26" length • 1 hidden zipped 
security pocket

NOSILIFE PRO  
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CWS412

The ultimate NosiLife insect-repellent 
adventure shirt with neat feminine 
styling and full-stretch construction for 
peerless performance and fit. The quick-
drying fabric makes hot-climate travel 
a breeze.

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

STRETCH

STRETCH

UPF50+

UPF50+

NEW
Mushroom 
73T

NEW
Watermelon
7MJ Sea Salt 

33A

WOMEN’S 
ADVENTURE PRO 
CLOTHING

Where are my keys? Where’s my passport? 
And 16 more questions not to panic over.

You’ve got it all. Well, almost. To be pedantic, you’ve got 18 pockets. 
That means space for iPads & passports, of course. There’s even one pocket with RFID-blocking fabric.  

Cybercrime? Not on our watch. There’s a dry pocket for crucial documents and secret plans. 
Plus, we operate a no-bulge policy here. Stay stream-lined. Stay light. Your personal office-on-the-move.



NosiLife printed polyamide 

100% polyamide

8/10/12/14/16/18/20 |  150g  |   
Adventure Fit

Cooling collar • Drying loops • Roll-
up sleeves • Sunglasses hanger loop • 
Sunglasses wipe • 26" length • 2 pockets: 
including 1 hidden zipped security

Apple 
Tang 
Combo
7TZ

Limeade 
Combo
2YP

Watermelon 
Combo
3NJ

NOSILIFE SHONA  
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CWS451

You’ll find it hard to resist the appeal of 
this fresh and summery sun-protective 
travel shirt. Showcasing a subtle 
print, Shona features built-in NosiLife 
permanent insect-repellent technology 
for hot-climate adventures and is 
designed to fit and flatter.

NEW

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF40+

NosiLife polyamide 

Outer: 100% polyamide /  
Lining: 100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  655g  |  Adventure Fit

Action back • Mesh lining • 27" length •  
8 pockets: 2 bellowed stud fastening lower with 
zipped side handwarmers, 2 stud fastening 
chest, 1 passport RFID inner, 1 zipped inner • 
Stud fastening stormflap with inner zip guard •  
Self-fabric belt with metal buckle • Self-fabric 
stud cuff adjusters • Elbow darts & self-fabric 
stud fastening epaulettes

SOLAR
SHIELD

Charcoal
821

Parka Green
1ZI

NOSILIFE SAFARI JACKET

CWN213

Treat yourself to an irresistible 
travel classic this season with our 
new NosiLife Adventure Jacket. 
Beautifully designed and constructed 
with a lightweight insect-repellent 
and sun-protective outer, it’s 
practical, comfortable and stylish.

NEW

UPF50+

WOMEN’S 
ADVENTURE 
CLOTHING

ADVENTURE PRO  |  WOMEN’S

NosiLife polyamide elastane 

Main: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane /  
Trim: 100% polyester /  
Pocket Bags: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  320g  |  
Active Fit

Security clip • Heel tape • Sunglasses wipe •  
5 pockets: including 4 zipped & credit card 
RFID • Fixed waist • Inner drawcord hem 
adjusters • Zip-off trousers with S: 20",  
R: 21", L: 22" length cropped trousers • 
Cooling inner waistband

NOSILIFE PRO CAPRI  
CONVERTIBLE TROUSERS

CWJ1108 S/R/L

A brilliant choice for hot-climate 
adventuring, these nimble convertibles 
can be swiftly transformed from 
trousers to capris in seconds. 
Expect full-stretch, no-holds-barred 
performance plus protection from  
UV rays and biting bugs, making them 
must-have travel companions.

SOLAR
SHIELDSTRETCH

UPF50+

Mushroom  
73T

NosiLife polyamide elastane 

Main: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane /  
Trim: 100% polyester /  
Pocket Bags: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  320g  |  
Active Fit

Security clip • Heel tape • Sunglasses  
wipe • 5 pockets: including 4 zipped &  
credit card RFID • Fixed waist •  
Inner drawcord hem adjusters • Zip-off 
trousers with S: 8", R: 9", L: 10" length shorts 
• Cooling inner waistband

NOSILIFE PRO CONVERTIBLE 
TROUSERS

CWJ1119 S/R/L

Expect versatile performance from 
lightweight NosiLife convertible 
trousers with the added agility of 
full-stretch construction for active hot-
climate pursuits. These double-duty 
travel trousers are sun-protective and 
insect-repellent, quickly transforming 
into practical shorts in the flick of a zip.

SOLAR
SHIELDSTRETCH

UPF50+

Charcoal 
821

Mushroom  
73T

NosiLife polyamide elastane 

Main: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane /  
Trim: 100% polyester /  
Pocket Bags: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  300g  |  
Active Fit

Security clip • Heel tape • Sunglasses wipe •  
5 pockets: including 4 zipped & credit card 
RFID • Fixed waist • Inner drawcord hem 
adjusters • Cooling inner waistband

NOSILIFE PRO TROUSERS

CWJ1107 S/R/L

Achieve peak performance in our sleek, 
lightweight travel trousers with full-
stretch construction for superb fit and 
impressive hot-climate performance. 
NosiLife Pro Trousers are sun-protective 
and insect-repellent and make an 
outstanding choice for the summer trail.

SOLAR
SHIELDSTRETCH

UPF50+

Charcoal 
821

Mushroom  
73T



NosiLife polyamide supplex ripstop 
or NosiLife printed cotton polyester 
elastane 

Main: 100% polyamide or 66% cotton,  
31.5% polyester, 2.5% elastane/  
Trim: 100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  170g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Cooling collar • Vented 
back • Drying loops • Sunglasses hanger  
loop • Sunglasses wipe • Utility loop •  
26" length • 3 pockets: including 1 hidden 
zipped security

NosiLife polyamide supplex ripstop 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  200g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Cooling collar • Vented 
back • Drying loops • Roll-up sleeves • 
Sunglasses hanger loop • Sunglasses wipe •  
Utility loop • 26" length • 4 pockets:  
including 1 hidden zipped security & 1 stud-
fastening sleeve

68/69

NOSILIFE ADVENTURE 
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CWS434

NosiLife Adventure Shirt is designed to 
withstand the rigours of the trail without 
breaking a sweat. It packs small and 
always emerges looking fresh and ready 
for action. Light and cool against the 
skin, this shirt’s permanently insect-
repellent, wicking fabric constantly 
moves moisture out and away, especially 
round the cooling inner neck panel.

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

NOSILIFE ADVENTURE 
SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRT

CWS435

A stylish addition to our travel 
collection, this cleverly designed shirt 
is packed with tech for effortless hot-
climate adventures. Easy to pack -  
and even easier to care for, it’s 
lightweight and cool against the skin, 
with permanent protection against 
biting insects - thanks to NosiLife. 

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

Sea Salt 
33A

Mushroom 
73T

Mushroom 
73T

NEW
Limeade
2X2

NEW
Limeade
2X2

NEW
Apple 
Tang
7TX

NEW
Apple Tang
7TX

NEW
Soft 
Khaki 
Combo 
2YW

Soft Moss
3L0

Sea Salt 
33A

NEW
Watermelon
7MJ

Polyester cotton 

65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  200g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops • Roll-up 
sleeves • 26" length • 2 pockets: including  
1 hidden zipped security

KIWI LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CWS462

A shirt for all seasons, Kiwi is one 
of our best-sellers - and with good 
reason. Made from a classic, quick-
drying poly-cotton blend for fit and 
comfort, Kiwi is an outdoor essential 
any time of the year. The insect bite-
proof construction is an added bonus 
on the trail.

Sea Salt 
33A

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF40+

Soft Moss  
3L0

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  170g  |  Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Dry bag • 4 pockets: including 
2 zipped • Fixed waist • 8" length short

NOSILIFE SHORT

CWJ1112

Give your legs the freedom to breathe 
in these super-cool lightweight travel 
shorts. We’ve packed technology into 
every inch of space, so they provide 
permanent protection against the sun’s 
rays and insect bites. Super shorts with 
impressive performance.

UPF50+

Platinum
0N2

SOLAR
SHIELD

Mushroom 
73T

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/R/L: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  260g  |  
Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Dry bag • Heel tape •  
5 pockets: including 3 zipped • Fixed waist • 
Ankle zips • Knee darts

NOSILIFE TROUSERS

CWJ1111 S/R/L

NosiLife Trousers are a brilliant travel 
choice – lightweight and with lots of 
on-board storage for travel essentials. 
Permanently sun-protective and insect-
repellent, these practical travel trousers 
also go from wet to dry in the blink of an 
eye. Which means they’re are as easy to 
pack as they are to wear. 

UPF50+

Mushroom 
73T

NEW
Soft Moss 
3L0

SOLAR
SHIELD

Cafe Au Lait 
3I5

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/R/L: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  295g  |  
Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Dry bag • Heel tape •  
5 pockets: including 3 zipped • Fixed waist • 
Ankle zips • Zip-off trousers with S: 8",  
R: 9", L: 10" length shorts • Knee darts

NOSILIFE ZIP-OFF TROUSERS

CWJ1110 S/R/L

Packed with permanent mosquito-
busting, sun-protective technology, as 
well as the ability to transform from 
trousers to shorts and back again in a 
trice, our cargo-style NosiLife Zip-Offs 
make excellent travelling companions! 
And, because they perform double 
duties, they make packing a breeze.

UPF50+

Mushroom 
73T

Cafe  
Au Lait 
3I5

SOLAR
SHIELD

Platinum
0N2

ADVENTURE  |  WOMEN’S 



ADVENTURE  |  WOMEN’S / ACCESSORIES 70/71

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish 

65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  325g  |  Classic Fit

Heel tape • Mobile phone pocket • 6 pockets: 
including 3 zipped • UPF50+ sun-protection

Soft Navy
7ML

Black
800 

CLASSIC KIWI II TROUSERS

CWJ1157 S/R/L

The nation’s favourite just got even 
better. Craghoppers’ perennially popular 
go-anywhere trousers have become firm 
favourites with walkers and seasoned 
travellers the world over. We’ve retained 
the Classic Kiwi fit but you’ll find a 
more streamlined design and improved 
performance - thanks to the insect bite-
proof construction. 

NEW

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELD

SMART
DRY

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish 

65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  365g  |  Classic Fit

Heel tape • Mobile phone pocket • 6 pockets: 
including 3 zipped • Zip-off trousers with 
S:8", R:9", L:10" length shorts

Soft Navy
7ML

Black
800 

CLASSIC KIWI II  
CONVERTIBLE TROUSERS

CWJ1158 S/R/L

Our new improved Kiwi Convertibles 
are a joy to wear. They fit and perform 
as brilliantly as ever, but now with a 
more streamlined profile and the benefit 
of insect bite-proof fabric construction. 
Swiftly converting to shorts whenever 
the occasion arises, these iconic trousers 
are a great choice all year round.

NEW

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELD

SMART
DRY

NEW
Fiesta Red   
3K3

NEW
Night Blue 
Stripe  
2HP

NEW
Optic White 
3ER

NEW
Night Blue 
7N0 

NEW
Bluebell 
Combo 2X5

NEW
Fiesta Red 
Stripe 3K5

NEW
Mango 
Stripe 2YJ

NEW
Soft Khaki 
Combo 2YW

Dark Khaki 
2AT

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide / Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/, M/L  |  65g  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide / Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/, M/L  |  75g  |  Classic 

NosiLife polyamide 

Main: 100% polyamide / Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/, M/L  |  120g  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife cotton polyester elastane jersey 

62% cotton, 35% polyester, 3% elastane

One Size  |  145g  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife polyamide supplex ripstop with fine 
polyester mesh 

Main: 100% polyamide / Trim: 100% polyester

S/M/, M/L  |  105g  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife cotton polyester elastane jersey 

61% cotton, 36% polyester, 3% elastane

S/M/, M/L  |  50g  |  Classic Fit

Wicking & cooling inner headband • Concealed inner Velcro 
fastening pocket in top of hat

Wicking & cooling inner headband • Roll-away sun-
protection for neck • Vented sides • Cord adjuster to back

Wicking & cooling inner headband • Concealed inner 
Velcro fastening pocket in top of hat • Outer zip pocket • 
Adjustable chin cord

Extra long for maximum protection & versatility

Wicking & cooling inner headband • Mesh face protection 
with drawcord adjuster to bottom edge • Vented sides • 
Fold-away design

Wicking & cooling inner headband • Concealed inner Velcro 
fastening pocket in top of hat

NOSILIFE JUNGLE HAT
CMC038

NOSILIFE DESERT HAT
CMC043

NOSILIFE OUTBACK HAT
CMC039

NOSILIFE INFINITY SCARF
CUC325

NOSILIFE ULTIMATE HAT
CUC300

NOSILIFE TUBE SCARF
CUC314

Perfect for travel, our superb sun hat is not only infused with 
permanent insect-repellent technology, but is also lightweight 
enough to pack into your luggage. NosiLife Sun Hat also 
features inbuilt sun-protection and a moisture-control 
headband for day-long cooling. 

Give your neck the sun-protection it craves with our popular 
legionnaire-style Desert Hat, featuring permanent NosiLife 
insect-repellent. The hat’s peaked brim and foldaway flap 
provide maximum coverage, while the cooling inner headband 
and vented sides help keep the temperature turned down. 

Built for exploring, our invaluable Outback Hat is the perfect 
partner for hot-climate travel adventures. Featuring classic 
styling with an adjustable cord - so it won’t get carried away in 
a strong wind - as well as offering permanent insect-repellent 
properties and 360° shade from a generous brim. 

This super double diameter tube scarf lends itself perfectly 
to warding off the mossies on a hot-climate trip. Wear it as 
a loose cowl-style scarf or twist it into impromptu headgear; 
either way, it’ll help you stay cool and protected.

A NosiLife hot-climate hat made from super-lightweight, 
sun-blocking ripstop with an amazing full-face mesh that 
makes easy work of insect-dodging! The wide-brim design 
means you can stay in the shade, even when the sun’s at its 
hottest and there’s plenty of ventilation to help you keep 
your cool.

One of our more versatile performers, this clever little tube 
scarf with NosiLife permanent insect-repellent is a smart 
choice for any walking trip. The built-in moisture control 
encourages day-long wicking for a cool, dry feel, while 
SolarShield protects from damaging UV rays. 

Black Pepper/ 
Pebble 
1IG

Dark Khaki/ 
Pebble 
1IJ

Pebble/  
Black Pepper 
1ID

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

UPF50+

UPF50+

Parchment 
222

UPF50+

Dark Khaki 
2AT

Pebble 
695

Quarry  
Grey Marl 
11S NEW

Carmine Red 
2X7

NEW
Night Blue 
7N0

NEW
Optic White 
3ER

Pebble 
695



ADVENTURE  |  WOMEN’S / ACCESSORIES

NosiLife cotton polyamide polyester elastane blend

60% cotton, 24% polyamide, 15% polyester, 1% elastane

3-5, 6-8  |  80g  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife cotton polyester polyamide elastane 
knitted sock 

67% cotton, 19% polyester, 12% polyamide, 2% elastane

3-5, 6-8  |  45g Pair  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife cotton polyamide polyester elastane blend

60% cotton, 24% polyamide, 15% polyester, 1% elastane

3-5, 6-8  |  40g  |  Classic Fit

Double cuff • Cushioned heel & toe Double cuff • Elasticated Ankle support • Elasticated overfoot 
support • Vented over foot • Cushioned sole, heel, toe, ankle & 
rear leg • Supporting mid-step band • Ankle support band

Double cuff • Cushioned heel & toe

NOSILIFE TRAVEL TWIN PACK
CWH127

NOSILIFE ADVENTURE SOCK
CWH129

SINGLE NOSILIFE TRAVEL SOCK
CWH128

The perfect solution to a two-day trek, this permanently insect-
repellent travel sock twin pack is all you need to keep hot feet 
cool and happy. Our socks have heel and toe cushioning and 
are a breeze to maintain - simply wash and dry overnight and 
they’re ready for action again!

Breathable, ergonomically styled socks that are designed to 
deliver cushioned support to heel, sole, toe and calf as well 
as incorporating NosiLife insect-repellent for permanent 
protection against bites. Our easy-care socks are super-
practical with mid-step support bands for comfort. Great socks 
for the year-round trail.

If you love our Travel Sock Twin Pack, but need another pair 
to add to your collection, we’re now making them available in 
single sock packs – and single colours! Permanently insect-
repellent, our comfortable, cushioned practical socks will keep 
feet sweet all day. 

Soft Moss/
Citronella 
Plain & Stripe  
2NV

Watermelon/
Calico  
Plain & Stripe 
3RP 

Soft Navy/
Calico  
Plain & Stripe 
2NW

Soft Moss/
Citronella  
3LO

Soft Moss/
Dark Khaki/
Citronella  
3LO

Watermelon/
Calico  
7MJ

Soft Navy/
Watermelon/
Calico   
7ML

Soft Navy/
Calico   
7ML



WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE LIFESTYLE

You’ve got ties to city/job/email,  
but your heart’s on a plane far 
away, right? Some smarty once 
said it’s about the “journey not the 
destination.” We’ve made our new 
Performance Lifestyle range for both. 
For us, “getting there” is as good as 
“I’m here and it’s amazing.” 

We know you need to look and feel 
good both in the airport lounge,  
music festival and or beach.  
That’s why we’ve included health and 
security features that will help you 
play the field like nobody’s business -  
especially if that field’s a sunny one. 
And maybe a trail at the end that begs 
you down it.  

WEEKEND BREAKS, 
CITY ESCAPES & SUN 
DRENCHED LAKES, 
CRAGHOPPERS  
PERFORMANCE LIFESTYLE 
CLOTHING HAS YOU 
PROTECTED. 
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NosiLife polyester cotton  
elastane jersey 

61% polyester, 36% cotton, 3% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  185g  |  Adventure Fit

26" length • 2 pockets • V-neck

NOSILIFE ASTRID CARDIGAN

CWT1127

A classic jersey cardi transformed  
into a smart hot-climate cover-up.  
Astrid is a smart addition to our new 
lifestyle range - team it with one of our 
gorgeous dresses to create a stylish outfit 
with built-in NosiLife protection.

Soft Navy 
7ML

NEW
Optic White
3ER

SOLAR
SHIELD

NosiLife polyester cotton  
elastane jersey 

61% polyester, 36% cotton, 3% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  315g  |   
Adventure Fit

24" length • 2 welted zipped lower pockets •  
Grown-on hood with drawcord to front • 
Full-length zip • Thumbholes

Bluebell
2X1Night Blue

7N0

NEW
Fiesta Red
3K3

NOSILIFE MARLIN HOODED 
JACKET

CWT1171

Slip into this cool, casual hooded top 
and it’ll quickly become a firm favourite. 
Marlin makes an ideal mid layer for 
hot-climate travel. Providing permanent 
sun-protection and insect-repellency, it 
acts as a comfy cover-up when the sun 
dips and mossies descend.

NEW
Nosilife polyester cotton elastane plain 
jersey or Nosilife cotton polyester 
elastane striped jersey 

Plain: 61% polyester, 36% cotton, 3% elastane / 
Striped: 62% cotton, 35% polyester, 3% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  160g  |   
Adventure Fit

24" length • Boat neck • Pleat to CB neck

NosiLife polyester cotton elastane 
plain jersey or NosiLife cotton 
polyester elastane striped jersey

Plain: 61% polyester, 36% cotton,  
3% elastane / Striped: 61% cotton,  
35% polyester, 3% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  190g  |   
Adventure Fit

29" length • 2 pockets • Self-fabric tie to 
waist • Dropped back hem • Boat neck • 
Pleat to CB neck

Optic 
White
3ER

Mango 
Combo
2YJ

Night Blue 
Combo
2HP

Soft Khaki
7TW

Fiesta Red 
Combo
3K5

Bluebell 
Combo
2X5

Night Blue
7N0

Fiesta Red 
Combo
3K5

NOSILIFE ERIN  
LONG-SLEEVED TOP

CWT1173

NOSILIFE IRIS TUNIC

CWT1172

There’s lots to love about this versatile 
travel top. Available in an elegant 
range of stripes and plain options that 
coordinate perfectly with this season’s 
lifestyle collection, it’s a great partner for 
trousers, shorts and skirts - and delivers 
all the hot-climate protection you’d 
expect from NosiLife.

A really adaptable tunic top that makes  
a great match for casual NosiLife 
trousers and shorts. Wear it to the  
beach or layer it over capris for a city 
stopover. Choose from plain or  
Breton-inspired stripes in NosiLife 
insect-repellent jersey.

NEW

NEW

UPF50+

NosiLife knitted cotton  
polyamide elastane 

60% cotton, 39% polyester, 1% elastane

6-8/10-12/14-16/18-20  |  160g  |   
Adventure Fit

25.5" length • Ribbed hem • Ribbed cuffs • 
Boat neck • Pleat to CB neck

Night Blue/ 
Optic White 
Stripe  
2ZF

Optic White/  
Bluebell Stripe
2ZG

NOSILIFE CAMILLE  
CREW-NECK

CWK159

At last! A beautiful soft knitted travel 
top with inbuilt NosiLife protection. 
Absolutely perfect for hot-climate travel 
and smart enough to pack for a city 
break, Camille features Breton-style 
stripes in nautical shades for fresh, 
summery appeal.

NEW

WOMEN’S 
NOSI LIFESTYLE 
CLOTHING

Night Blue 
Combo
2HP



NOSI LIFESTYLE  |  WOMEN’S 78/79

Nosilife polyester cotton elastane plain 
jersey or Nosilife cotton polyester 
elastane striped/patterned jersey

Plain: 61% polyester, 36% cotton, 3% elastane / 
Striped/Patterned: 62% cotton, 35% polyester, 
3% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  270g  |  Adventure Fit

56.5" length • 4 pockets: including 1 hidden 
zipped security • Belt included • V-neck

NOSILIFE AMIEE MAXI DRESS

CWT1147

Featuring classic hot-climate  
styling in soft, stretchy NosiLife 
jersey, Amiee is a travel must-
have this season. Feels cool and 
comfortable all day as well as 
protecting from UV rays and mossie 
bites. Partner with an Astrid cardi  
at sundown. 

NEW
Night Blue
7N0

NEW
Night Blue 
Combo
2HP

NEW
Fiesta Red 
Combo
3K5

NEW
Bluebell 
Combo
2X5

NEW
Bluebell 
Combo
2X5

Nosilife cotton polyester elastane 
striped/patterened jersey 

62% cotton, 35% polyester, 3% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  270g  |  Adventure Fit

42" length • Self-fabric tie to waist/neck

NOSILIFE AURORA LONG 
SKIRT / DRESS

CWJ1133

If you like travel wear that performs 
double duties, you’ll love Aurora.  
This cleverly designed NosiLife dress 
quickly converts to a skirt by rolling 
down the top and using the fabric 
neck strap as a waist tie. Handy for 
transitioning from beach to bar - pair it 
with a NosiLife tee or tunic.

NosiLife polyamide elastane 

Main: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane /  
Trim: 100% polyester

R: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  295g  |   
Adventure Fit

Security clip • Drying loops • Sunglasses  
wipe • 5 pockets: including 1 hidden zipped 
security  • Fixed waist

NOSILIFE CLARA PANT

CWJ1053 R

You’ll find the best of both worlds  
in these cool travel pants - all the 
travel tech you need in a casual  
design that looks good on and off the 
trail. The full-stretch construction 
incorporates NosiLife insect-repellent 
for effortless protection in the 
harshest conditions.

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELDSTRETCH

Soft Navy 
7ML

SOLAR
SHIELD

NosiLife cotton polyester elastane  
plain or striped jersey 

62% cotton, 35% polyester, 3% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  200g  |   
Adventure Fit

36.5" length • 3 pockets: including 1 hidden 
zipped security • Self-fabric tie to waist • 
Scoop neck

NosiLife printed cotton  
polyester elastane 

66% cotton 31.5% polyester 2.5% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20 |  190g  |  Adventure Fit

Belt included • 3 pockets: including 1 hidden  
zipped security • Fixed waist • 15" length culotte

Night Blue 
Combo
2HP

Night Blue
7N0†

Litchen 
Green 
1BH

Mango 
Combo
2YJ

Soft Khaki 
Combo
2YW*

Mushroom 
73T

Bluebell 
Combo
2X5

NOSILIFE CLEO DRESS

CWT1197

NOSILIFE AMBA CULOTTE

CWJ1153

Wear this stylish and practical travel 
dress to the beach or take it for a stroll 
along the humid city streets - either 
way, you’ll be glad you thought to pack 
it. The soft jersey fabric incorporates 
permanent NosiLife insect-repellent, 
making it a bona fide hot-climate 
travel standard. 

Be inspired by these fabulously practical 
and wonderfully stylish travel culottes. 
Choose from a plain or patterned design 
in soft cotton-rich woven fabric that is 
comfortable and protective - thanks to 
NosiLife. Coordinates brilliantly with 
this season’s tops and tunics

NEW NEW

UPF20+/ 
UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELD

NosiLife cotton polyester  

66% cotton, 31.5% polyester, 2.5% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  250g  |   
Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Roll-up sleeves •  
Belt included • 35" length • 4 pockets

Night Blue
7N0†

Soft Khaki
7TW*

NOSILIFE SYMONE  
SHIRT DRESS

CWS447 

One of our favourites this season.  
A versatile shirt dress with a classic 
safari feel that will more than earn its 
place in your travel bag. The cotton-rich, 
insect-repellent fabric feels cool and 
comfortable all day-long and protects 
tender skin from UV rays. An outright 
winner in the summer style stakes.

NEW

UPF40+/ 
UPF50+

†SolarShield UPF50+ / *SolarShield UPF40+

†SolarShield UPF50+ / *SolarShield UPF20+



NosiLife polyamide elastane 

Main: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane /  
Pocket Bags: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  225g  |  Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Belt included • 5 pockets: 
including 1 hidden zipped security •  
Fixed waist • 8" length short

NOSILIFE FLEURIE SHORT

CWJ1114

Superbly comfortable, yet wonderfully 
stylish stretch shorts that are tailor-
made for travel. The design incorporates 
permanent insect-repellent and sun-
protection, making them an ideal choice 
for the long haul - and perfect for urban 
adventures, too.

UPF50+

NEW
Optic White
3ER

SOLAR
SHIELDSTRETCH

Soft Navy 
7ML

NOSI LIFESTYLE  |  WOMEN’S 80/81

NosiLife polyamide elastane 

Main: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane /  
Pocket Bags: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  310g  |  Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Belt included • 5 pockets: 
including 1 hidden zipped security •  
Fixed waist • Side hem splits

NOSILIFE FLEURIE PANT

CWJ1113

Designed for effortless performance 
wherever you’re headed, these 
pants deliver unbeatable travel tech 
features with relaxed Riviera style. 
The sun-protective, insect-repellent 
fabric construction is comfortable and 
quick-drying, making them perfect for 
hot-climate adventures.

UPF50+

Soft Navy 
7ML

SOLAR
SHIELDSTRETCH

NEW
Optic White
3ER

WOMEN’S 
LIGHTWEIGHT 
TRAVEL 
CLOTHING



Cotton linen with easy-care  
& wicking finish 

Main: 75% cotton, 25% linen /  
Trim: 60% cotton, 40% viscose

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  215g  |  Adventure Fit

Sunglasses wipe • 5 pockets: including  
1 hidden zipped security • Fixed waist • Cooling 
inner waistband

ODETTE PANT

CWJ1116

These slender cigarette-style trousers 
are made for smart summer travel.  
The classic plain calico and navy 
colourways in a lightweight cotton  
and linen fabric tone with our high 
summer tops and tees to create the 
perfect weekend capsule collection. 
Absolutely irresistible. 

Soft Navy
7ML

Calico
7MH

MOISTURE
CONTROL

82/83

MOISTURE
CONTROL

Cotton woven jersey & cotton linen  
with easy-care & wicking finish 

Main: 80% cotton, 20% linen /  
Trim: 100% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20 |  95g  |  Adventure Fit

27" length • Dropped back hem • V-neck • 
Embroidery to front yolk

Bright 
Papaya
2X3

Optic 
White
3ER

Limeade
2X2

SCARLETT VEST

CWT1177

What a wonderful choice for summer 
holidaying! An exquisitely simple 
V-neck floaty top in an inspired 
combination of soft cotton and linen 
jersey with a crisp woven cotton back, 
embellished with delicate embroidery at 
neckline. A natural partner for Odette 
pants or shorts. 

NEW

MOISTURE
CONTROL

Cotton woven jersey & cotton linen  
with easy-care & wicking finish 

Main: 80% cotton, 20% linen  /  
Trim: 100% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  100g  |  Adventure Fit

25.5" length • Dropped back hem • Scoop neck • 
Embroidered panel at centre front

Soft Navy
7ML

Optic 
White
3ER

Bluebell
2X1

Limeade
2X2

CONNIE SHORT-SLEEVED 
TOP

CWT1181

A really pretty summer top with style to 
spare. Connie unites a soft cotton and 
linen jersey fabric with a smart woven 
centre front panel featuring delicate 
embroidery for added texture.  
Naturally moisture-wicking for easy-
wear, easy-care summer adventures. 

NEW

Cotton linen with easy-care  
& wicking finish 

Main: 75% cotton, 25% linen /  
Trim: 60% cotton, 40% viscose

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  165g  |  Adventure Fit

Sunglasses wipe • 4 pockets: including  
1 hidden zipped security • Fixed waist • 
Cooling inner waistband

ODETTE SHORT

CWJ1117

Our smart new shorts are proof 
positive that short trousers can be 
every bit as stylish as long ones!  
The contemporary continental 
design features cool cotton and linen 
construction - the ideal partner for our 
high summer tops and tees. 

Soft Navy
7ML

Calico
7MH

MOISTURE
CONTROL

LIGHTWEIGHT TRAVEL  |  WOMEN’S

Bluebell
2X1

Bright 
Papaya
2X3

Optic 
White
3ER

MOISTURE
CONTROL

Cotton woven with easy-care &  
wicking finish

100% cotton 

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  110g  |  Adventure Fit

28.5" length • Self-fabric tie to waist • Side hem 
splits • V-neck • Embroidery to neckline

Limeade
2X2

RAYNA LONG-SLEEVED TOP

CWT1178

A versatile summer top with bags 
of style, this lovely relaxed tunic is 
constructed from soft woven cotton 
for cool comfort in sticky conditions. 
Adorned with embroidery to the 
neckline, it’s a perfect partner for 
shorts or beachwear. 

NEW

MOISTURE
CONTROL

Cotton linen & cotton woven jersey  
with easy-care & wicking finish 

Main: 100% cotton / 
Trim: 80% cotton, 20% linen

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  145g  |  Adventure Fit

40" length • Self-fabric tie to waist • Straight 
hem • V-neck • Embroidery to neckline and hem

Bright 
Papaya
2X3

Bluebell
2X1

SCARLETT DRESS

CWT1180

Celebrate summer in this fabulously 
stylish sleeveless dress. The charming 
yet simple design is enhanced by the 
tactile union of a soft woven cotton body 
with cotton linen jersey side panels. 
Natural moisture-wicking properties 
make it perfect for weekends away.

NEW



WOMEN’S OUTDOOR

HIMALAYAN TRACKS 
TO COASTAL PATHS , 
CRAGHOPPERS OUTDOOR 
CLOTHING DESIGNED 
FOR THOUSANDS OF 
MILES OF PROTECTION 
Atlas Mountains. Jebel Toubkal is 
calling your name. It’s Atlas on its 
tippiest of tip-toes. 13,000 feet.  
To get there, you’re going to have to 
shed some pounds. No, not some 
instant, crazy Paleo diet situation. 
We’re talking lighter clothing -  
our Outdoor Pro range, in fact. 

It’s made of stuff that will stretch a 
bit farther than you thought possible. 
If you like taking the easiest way out, 
look elsewhere. This collection’s born 
ready. Ready to be pushed. Ready to 
chase you since you already jumped 
up and are on your way.



86/87

AquaDry Membrane polyester 
stretch with DWR finish & polyester 
mechanical stretch lining 

Outer: 100% polyester /  
Lining: 100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  555g  |  Active Fit

Pit zips • Adjustable hem • Stretch mesh  
lining • 28" length • 5 zipped pockets:  
2 waterproof zipped lower, 1 waterproof 
zipped chest, 2 inner (1 map & 1 with touch 
screen) • Grown-on hood with one handed 
adjusters to front & toggle adjuster to back •  
Waterproof CF zip with inner stormflap • 
Inner drawcord hem adjusters • Self-fabric 
cuff adjusters • Reflective detail • Elbow darts

Dove Grey
7I7

Limeade 
2X2

Night Blue
7N0

ROBINA JACKET

CWW1110

Stay in the game this season, no 
matter what the weather has in store, 
with the help of this sleek professional 
performer. Robina’s lightweight 
full-stretch construction delivers 
reliable waterproof protection with 
contemporary technical styling that’s 
sure to impress. Built for agility.

NEW

12,000mm
20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

Polyamide with WR finish & down 
with synthetic polyester ball fill 

Main: 100% polyamide / Fill: 60% down, 
40% polyester ball wadding

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  265g  |  Active Fit

Self-fabric lining • 26.5" length • 3 zipped 
pockets: 2 welted lower, 1 chest • Full-length 
zip • Elasticated bound hem • Elasticated 
bound cuffs • Reflective detail • RHS outer 
pocket doubles as stow pocket

Dove Grey
7I7Bluebell 

2X1

Optic White
3ER

VENTA LITE JACKET

CWN205

Snuggle into this gorgeously soft jacket 
and you’ll enjoy the luxurious comfort 
of featherlight down blend insulation, 
on demand. Response Lite is the perfect 
antidote to cooler conditions and can be 
pressed into action at the drop of a hat. 
A year-round must-have.

NEW

WR5

Polyester with DWR finish & 
hollowfibre fill 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  375g  |  Active Fit

Self-fabric lined • 25.5" length • 2 welted 
zipped lower pockets • Grown-on hood 
with elasticated bound face • Full-length 
zip with inner zip guard • Inner drawcord 
hem adjusters • Elasticated bound cuffs • 
Reflective detail • Stuff sack

Apple 
Tang
7TX

Bluebell 
2X1

Bright 
Papaya
2X3

Black/ 
Black 
80B

COMPRESSLITE JACKET II

CWN214

With insulating properties 
comparable to natural down, this 
impressively snug jacket will help you 
stay warm when temperatures dip. 
Super-light, super-compressible and 
ready to wear from its own stow sack, 
it’s a trail essential all year round.

NEW

CLIMA
PLUS

WR4

THERMO
ELITE 
HYBRID

WOMEN’S 
OUTDOOR PRO  
CLOTHING

2 layer GORE-TEX® performance shell 
with mechanical stretch and polyester 
mechanical stretch mesh lining

Outer: 100% polyester bonded to  
GORE-TEX® membrane/ 
Facings: 100% polyamide/  
Lining: 100% polyester

6/8/10/12/14/16/18  |  690g  |  Active Fit

Pit zips • Stretch mesh & tafetta lining •  
28" length • 4 zipped pockets: 2 waterproof 
lower, 1 waterproof chest, 1 inner map • 
Grown-on hood with one handed adjusters to 
front & toggle adjuster to back • Waterproof 
centre front zip with inner stormflap • Inner 
drawcord hem adjusters • Self-fabric cuff 
adjusters • Reflective detail • Elbow darts

Black
800

MIDAS GORE-TEX® JACKET

CWW1118

Aim high in this exciting new  
GORE-TEX® waterproof shell jacket. 
Showcasing impressive technical 
performance in a sleek black silhouette, 
DofE-approved Midas is engineered to 
shrug off the heaviest showers.  
Stand out from the pack.

NEW

AquaDry Membrane polyester with 
DWR finish 

Outer: 100% polyester/  
Lining: 100% polyester

6/8/10/12/14/16/18 |  440g  |  Adventure Fit

Adjustable hem • Mesh lined • 27" length •  
3 zipped pockets: 2 zipped lower, 1 zipped 
inner O/S Map • Grown-on hood with one 
handed adjusters to front & toggle adjuster to 
back • Waterproof centre front zip with inner 
stormflap • Inner drawcord hem adjusters • 
Self-fabric cuff adjusters • Reflective detail • 
Elbow darts

Fiesta Red 
3K3

Charcoal
821

APEX JACKET

CWW1119

This fresh DofE-approved waterproof 
shell jacket is a smart investment for 
any explorer. Lightweight and practical, 
Apex cuts a surprisingly sleek silhouette, 
featuring two-tone styling, a flattering 
feminine fit and impressive weather-
beating performance.

NEW

8,000mm
15,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE



Black
800

OUTDOOR PRO  |  WOMEN’S 88/89

NEW
Watermelon
7MJ

Polyester brick fleece 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  420g  |  Adventure Fit

26" length • 2 zipped lower pockets •  
Grown-on hood with elasticated bound face • 
Full-length zip

HAZELTON HOODED JACKET

CWA186

Enjoy a fresh twist on a classic 
microfleece with this amazing textured 
fleece hoody. The fabric unites a smooth 
sweatshirt-style inner face with a soft 
fleece outer face in a contrasting colour, 
featuring a clever brick-effect finish. 
A snug jacket that makes a stylish 
seasonal cover-up.

NEW
Bluebell
2X1

Night Blue
7N0

INSULATING

WR2

NEW
Polyester elastane softshell with 
fine knitted stripe back, AquaDry 
Membrane & WR finish 

94.5% polyester, 5.5% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  345g  |  Active Fit

26" length • 2 welted zipped lower pockets •  
Grown-on hood with elasticated bound 
face • Full-length zip with inner zip guard • 
Elasticated bound hem • Elasticated bound 
cuffs • Reflective detail • RHS outer pocket 
doubles as stow pocket • Elbow darts

Night Blue
7N0

PRO LITE SOFTSHELL

CWL084

A packable softshell that doesn’t 
compromise on performance,  
Pro Lite is engineered for adventure. 
Water-resistant and windproof, it’s 
the perfect stow-away when you’re 
headed out on the trail, especially if 
the forecast is unpredictable. 

AQUA
DRY

3,000mm

Polyester with DWR finish & 
hollowfibre fill 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  270g  |  Active Fit

25.5" length • 4 pockets: 2 welted zipped 
lower outer, 2 welted lower inner •  
Full-length zip • Elasticated bound hem • 
Reflective detail • Stuff sack

Bluebell 
2X1

Black/ 
Black 
80B

COMPRESSLITE VEST II

CWB834

Check out this versatile insulated vest 
for effective layering. The lightweight 
ClimaPlus fill is super-compressible, 
enabling compact storage, yet offers 
insulating properties similar to natural 
down. The fully reversible design offers 
a quick change option.

NEW

CLIMA
PLUS

WR4

Polyester with DWR finish & polyester 
ball wadding 

Main: 100% polyester / Fill: 100% polyester

6/8/10/12/14/16/18  |  245g  |  Active Fit

Self-fabric lining • 25.5" length • 2 concealed 
zipped lower pockets • Full-length zip with 
inner zip guard

MIDAS VEST

CWB832

Give yourself an edge on your next 
expedition with this powerfully 
insulating vest. The lightweight 
synthetic fill is super-compressible, 
which means it packs super-small, 
though its insulating properties are 
similar to natural down. A DofE-
approved trail essential.

NEW

Black
800

WR5

THERMO
ELITE

Polyester with DWR finish,  
polyester ball wadding & polyester 
jacquard fleece

100% polyester

6/8/10/12/14/16/18  |  380g  |  Active Fit

Self-fabric lining • 26" length • 2 concealed 
zipped lower pockets • Full-length zip with 
inner zip guard • Elasticated bound hem • 
Elasticated bound cuffs

MIDAS HYBRID JACKET

CWN208

Set the pace on a new season’s trail 
with this versatile DofE-approved 
hybrid jacket. An inspired fusion of soft 
microfleece fabric with the impressive 
insulating properties of ThermoElite, 
Midas is a stealth mid-layer that really 
packs a punch.

NEW

Black
800

WR5

THERMO
ELITE

Polyester jacqurd fleece 

100% polyester

6/8/10/12/14/16/18  |  295g  |  Adventure Fit

26" length • 2 zipped lower pockets • Grown-on 
hood • Full-length zip • Reflective detail

Platinum
0N2

Fiesta Red 
3K3

VECTOR HOODED JACKET

CWA196

A fabulously versatile piece, this 
lightweight yet insulating DofE-
approved sweat/fleece hoody is a 
ultimate expedition companion. 
The soft fleece fabric features sleek 
construction for reliable warmth and 
agility and makes a stylish cover-up in 
cooler conditions. 

NEW

INSULATING

WR2



OUTDOOR PRO  |  WOMEN’S 90/91

Polyester slub outer with polyester 
elastane inner 

Outer: 100% polyester /  
Inner: 91% polyester, 9% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  160g  |  Active Fit

24” length • Scoop-neck

PRO LITE 3 IN 1 VEST

CWT1139

This season’s hot favourite, our stylish, 
super-light vest top is already absolutely 
indispensable. The innovative two-
layer construction teams a textured 
outer with a soft and stretchy inner 
for cooling comfort. Ideal for active 
pursuits but looks just as good with 
casual shorts and trousers when you’re 
not hitting the trail. NEW

Night Blue 
7N0

NEW
Bright 
Papaya
2X3

MOISTURE
CONTROL

NEW
Apple Tang
7TX

Polyester slub outer with polyester 
elastane inner 

Outer: 100% polyester /  
Inner: 91% polyester, 9% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  175g  |  Active Fit

24” length • Scoop-neck

PRO LITE 3 IN 1 T-SHIRT

CWT1140 

A T-shirt with a difference! This 
amazing, super-light tee features 
a clever two-layer construction, 
pairing a soft slubbed outer with a 
stretchy inner for moisture-wicking 
comfort all day-long. Perfect for 
active pursuits and a sporty choice 
for casual wear.

NEW
Bluebell
2X1

NEW
Limeade
2X2

MOISTURE
CONTROL

NEW
Bright 
Papaya
2X3

Polyester striped microfleece 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  215g  |  Active Fit

26" length • 1 zipped chest pocket •  
Half-zip • Elasticated bound hem • 
Elasticated bound cuffs

PRO LITE HALF-ZIP

CWA137

Pro Lite is the perfect trail companion, 
emerging from its own tiny pocket  
to provide an instant layer of 
insulation when conditions demand.  
Made from super-light yet highly 
efficient microfleece fabric, our active 
half-zip is a boon when you want to 
keep baggage to a minimum.

MICRO
FLEECE

NEW
Limeade
2X2

NEW
Bluebell
2X1

WR1

Polyester microfleece 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  255g  |  Adventure Fit

26" length • 1 zipped chest pocket •  
Half-zip • Elasticated bound hem •  
Elasticated bound cuffs • Reflective detail • 
Elasticated bound collar

WHISTLER HALF-ZIP

CWA179

Stay active all season in this 
microfleece top with sleek technical 
styling for a more dynamic profile. 
The half-zip construction features a 
handy zipped patch-on pocket to the 
chest and smart contrast elasticated 
binding to cuffs. A snug microfleece 
that’s ready for action.

MICRO
FLEECE

WR2

NEW
Apple Tang
7TX

NEW
Bluebell
2X1

NEW
Limeade 
2X2

Polyester brick fleece 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  335g  |  Adventure Fit

26" length • Half-zip

HAZELTON HALF-ZIP

CWA176

A fab fleece that’s sure to hit the 
spot. Hazelton combines a smooth 
sweatshirt-style inner face with a soft 
fleece outer face in a contrasting colour 
with a sporty textured ‘brick’ finish.  
A fresh take on an outdoor classic that 
will be your go-to fleece this season.

INSULATING

WR2

NEW
Optic White
3ER

NEW
Apple Tang
7TX

NEW
Bluebell
2X1

Striped polyester elastane jersey with  
polyester elastane mesh panels 

Main: 92% polyester, 8% elastane/  
Trim: 91% polyester, 9% elastane

6/8/10/12/14/16/18  |  145g  |  Active Fit

24" length • Reflective detail • Boat neck

Platinum
0N2

FUSION T-SHIRT

CWT1196

A technical tee that makes a great base 
for outdoor activity. DofE-approved 
Fusion is a kit bag essential - the quick-
drying fabric helps you stay fresh and 
comfortable when you’re on the move, 
with mesh panels for assisted cooling in 
sticky conditions.

NEW

Fiesta Red 
3K3

MOISTURE
CONTROL



AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

OUTDOOR PRO  |  WOMEN’S 92/93

Polyamide elastane with DWR finish

Main: 96% polyester, 4% elastane /  
Trim: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  285g  |  
Active Fit

Heel tape • Sunglasses wipe •  
3 zipped pockets • Fixed waist

KIWI PRO TROUSERS

CWJ1072 S/R/L

It’s easy to see why Kiwi Pro Trousers 
are so popular with outdoor aficionados. 
The outstanding performance combined 
with a truly flattering fit equals superb 
day-long comfort and protection in the 
active outdoors. Exceptional, agile outdoor 
trousers for year-round adventure.

Platinum
0N2

Mushroom 
73T

Dark 
Navy 
3G3

Graphite 
11M

Black 
800

Mid 
Khaki
1KQ

UPF50+

SMART
DRY

 
STRETCH

AquaDry Membrane polyester with 
polyester elastane mesh lining  

Outer & trim: 100% polyester /  
Lining: 92% polyester, 8% elastane

S/R/L: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  455g  |  
Active Fit

Heel tape • Stretch mesh lined • 3 zipped 
pockets • Part-elasticated waist at back •  
Hook & loop fastening hem adjusters • 
Knee darts

AIREDALE TROUSERS

CWW1069 S/R/L 

Defy the elements in our ingenious 
waterproof trousers featuring full-stretch 
anatomical construction with an agile 
stretch mesh lining for unbeatable active 
performance. Waterproof trousers that 
prove their worth year after year.

Black 
800

AQUA
DRY

20,000mm
40,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

Polyamide elastane stretch with DWR 
outer & AquaDry Membrane brushed 
polyester lining 

Main: 96% polyamide, 4% elastane  /  
Lining & Trim: 100% polyester  

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  305g  |  Active Fit

Heel tape • Inner drip strip • 3 zipped 
pockets • Part elasticated waist at sides • 
Knee darts

Black 
800

KIWI PRO WATERPROOF 
TROUSERS

CWW1111 R

If you’re planning to stay active this 
season, you’ll appreciate these new 
waterproof trousers. Designed to offer 
complete wet weather protection, 
without compromising on agility, these 
stretch trousers also incorporate a snug 
brushed lining for added insulation.

NEW

SMART
DRY

8,000mm
10,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

Polyamide elastane stretch ripstop 
with DWR finish 

88% polyamide, 12% elastane

R: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  280g  |   
Active Fit

Heel tape • 5 zipped pockets • Fixed waist

Black
800

Dark 
Navy
3G3

KIWI EXPLORER TROUSERS

CWJ1164 R

If you’re on the hunt for a pair of trail 
trousers that can match your agility 
stride for stride, you’ll love these new 
Kiwi Explorers. Constructed from a light 
yet tough stretch ripstop fabric, they’re 
designed to perform in the toughest 
terrain. An outstanding discovery

NEW

SMART
DRY

 
STRETCH

UPF50+

Black 
800

NEW
Polyamide elastane with DWR 

96% polyamide, 4% elastane

R: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  220g  |  Active Fit

Heel tape • Sunglasses wipe • 3 zipped  
pockets • Fixed waist • Knee darts

Night Blue
7N0

KIWI PRO LITE STRETCH 
TROUSERS

CWJ1147 R

Check out these super-light technical 
trail trousers with inbuilt stretch for 
extra agility and prepare for action! 
The featherweight, streamlined design 
delivers all the comfort and protection 
you need in a travel-ready format. A leap 
forward in outdoor performance.

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

Polyester elastane softshell with 
fine knitted stripe back, AquaDry 
Membrane & WR finish

Main: 94.5% polyester, 5.5% elastane /  
Trim: 100% polyester

R: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  330g  |  Active Fit

Heel tape • 4 zipped pockets • Fixed waist • 
Back pocket doubles as stow pocket •  
Knee darts

PRO LITE SOFTSHELL 
TROUSERS

CWJ1101 R

Pair these trousers up with our new Pro 
Lite Softshell Jacket, and you’ll have 
the perfect lightweight combination 
for optimum performance in the active 
outdoors. Waterproof and windproof for 
weather-beating protection all year round.

SOFT
SHELL

Black 
800

3,000mm

AQUA
DRY



OUTDOOR PRO  |  WOMEN’S 94/95

Polyamide elastane with DWR finish

Main: 96% polyester, 4% elastane /  
Trim: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  185g  |  Active Fit

Sunglasses wipe • 3 zipped pockets •  
Fixed waist • 8” length short

KIWI PRO SHORTS

CWJ1076

Give your legs the freedom to move 
- and expose them to a bit of fresh air - 
in our Kiwi Pro Shorts. Incorporating 
the same active styling and practical 
properties of our Pro Stretch Trousers, 
these shorts are sun-protective, 
water-repellent and stain-resistant for 
easy-care and easy wear. Mushroom 

73T
Black 
800

Dove 
Grey
7I7

UPF40+

SMART
DRY

 
STRETCH

NEW
Bluebell
2X1

NEW
Dark Navy 
3G3

Polyamide elastane with DWR finish

Main: 96% polyester, 4% elastane /  
Trim: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  230g  |  Active Fit

Sunglasses wipe • 3 zipped pockets •  
Fixed waist • 19” length cropped trousers

KIWI PRO CROPS

CWJ1075

Fast becoming our summer adventure 
favourites, Kiwi Pro Crops are the 
perfect length for milder conditions 
- keeping legs covered right down 
to the calf, while letting the fresh 
air circulate! The superb stretch 
performance means they can match 
your agility, stride for stride.

NEW
Bluebell
2X1

Mushroom 
73T

Black 
800

Dove Grey
7I7

UPF40+

SMART
DRY

 
STRETCH

Polyamide elastane with DWR finish

Main: 96% polyester, 4% elastane /  
Trim: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  335g  |  
Active Fit

Heel tape • Sunglasses wipe • Zip-off 
trousers • 3 zipped pockets • Fixed waist •  
Zip-off trousers with S: 8", R: 9",  
L: 10" length shorts

SMART
DRY

 
STRETCH

KIWI PRO CONVERTIBLE  
TROUSERS

CWJ1073 S/R/L

If our brilliant full-stretch outdoor 
trousers give you the edge in the active 
outdoors, these Kiwi Pro Convertibles 
go the extra mile by offering a quick-
change shorts option via a simple zipped 
leg conversion. Versatile, comfortable 
and practical, they’re a great choice for 
the year-round trail.

Dark Navy 
3G3

Black 
800

UPF50+

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish 

65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L: 6/8/10/12/14/16/18  |  315g  |  
Adventure Fit

Heel tape • 4 pockets; including 3 zipped • 
Fixed waist

GIRLS TRAVERSE TROUSERS

CWJ1134 S/R/L

Outstanding performance in a 
contemporary outdoor trouser 
design that really sets the standard 
for DofE expedition wear. 
Ergonomically constructed from 
lightweight, quick-drying, water-
repellent fabric, Traverse Trousers 
offer superb fit and comfort for 
year-round adventuring. 

Black
800

UPF50+

SMART
DRY

SOLAR
SHIELD

Black
800

AquaDry ripstop polyamide  

Main: 100% polyamide/  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/R: XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  275g  |   
Classic Fit

Heel tape • Adjustable hem • 2 zipped 
pockets • Elasticated waist with drawcord •  
Ankle zips with self-fabric zip guard & 
adjuster • Reflective detail • Stuff sack • 
Knee darts 

ASCENT OVER TROUSER

CUW009 S/R

You’ll want to plan for every eventuality 
- and that includes being able to take 
cover from the inevitable showers. With 
a long-length zip and adjustable ankle 
for quick access, these DofE-approved 
over trousers pack small and can be 
tucked away - just in case!

AQUA
DRY

5,000mm 15,000g/ 
m2/24hrs



96/97

2 layer GORE-TEX® with Paclite® 
membrane  

100% polyester bonded to GORE-TEX® 
membrane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  330g  |  Adventure Fit

35.5" length • 3 pockets: 2 waterproof zipped 
lower, 1 inner mobile phone • Grown-on hood 
with waxed cord adjusters to front • Two 
way waterproof centre front zip with inner 
stormflap • Outer drawcord waist adjuster 
to back • Fishtail hem • Elasticated cuffs • 
Stuff sack

Take a fresh approach to showers with 
this unbelievably light parka-style 
GORE-TEX® packable jacket.  
Sofia will fit neatly into your backpack, 
emerging to provide reliable waterproof 
coverage whenever the rain threatens.  
Quite simply the best in class. 

NEW
Fiesta Red
3K3

NEW
Limeade
2X2

NEW
Night Blue
7N0

AquaDry Membrane cotton polyester 
polyamide with WR finish & polyester 
cotton lining outer.  Polyester with DWR 
finish & hollowfibre fill inner

Outer: 46% cotton, 44% polyester,  
10% polyamide / Lining: 65% polyester,  
35% cotton / Inner: 100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  1600g  |  Adventure Fit

 Audio pocket • Soft touch cotton rich lined •  
35.5" length • 8 pockets: 2 button fastening lower,  
2 welted zipped chest, 1 stud-fastening sleeve,  
1 mobile phone, 1 credit card, 1 zipped inner map •  
Grown-on hood with waxed cord adjusters to 
front & stud adjuster to back • Button fastening 
stormflap, inner zip guard & two way centre front 
zip • Outer drawcord waist adjuster to back • 
Fishtail hem • Self-fabric stud cuff adjusters with 
mock button • Inner hooded CompressLite with  
2 zipped lower pockets & 1 zipped inner stow pocket

AQUA
DRY

364 3 IN 1 JACKET

CWP950

This retro-inspired 3-in-1 jacket is quite 
simply irresistible. We’ve partnered 
a parka-style waterproof outer jacket 
with a gorgeously lightweight super-
insulating CompressLite inner to 
create the ultimate in weatherproof 
performance. Split them up if you like 
or unite to get the best of both worlds.

8,000mm
10,000g/ 
m2/24hrsWR5

Camel/ 
Rosehip Pink
2LD

Soft Navy/ 
Soft Navy
7ML

2 layer GORE-TEX® performance shell 

Outer: 100% polyester bonded to GORE-TEX®  
membrane / Lining: 100% polyester / 
Facings: 100% polyamide

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  710 g  |  Classic Fit

Brushed inner collar • Mesh & tafetta lined •  
30" length • 4 pockets: 2 welted zipped lower, 
1 mobile phone, 1 zipped inner map • Roll-
away hood with toggle adjusters to front, 
adjuster to back & wrap around fastening 
front for extra protection • Stud and hook  
& loop fastening stormflap with inner zip 
guard • Inner drawcord waist adjusters • 
Inner drawcord hem adjusters • Self-fabric 
cuff adjusters

MARISSA GORE-TEX®  
INTERACTIVE JACKET

CWW1102

Marissa GORE-TEX® is in a class 
of its own. Classic outdoor styling is 
fused with outstanding GORE-TEX® 
performance technology to create 
one of our best-ever walking jackets. 
Tough, waterproof and ready for the 
next outdoor challenge. Go out and put 
some miles on the clock!

NEW
Black
800

SOFIA GORE-TEX® PACLITE® 
JACKET

CWW1101

Coloured AquaDry Membrane bonded  
to polyamide outer with WR finish 

100% polyamide 

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  250g  |  Adventure Fit

30" length • 2 stud-fastening lower pockets • 
Grown-on hood with waxed cord adjusters to 
front • Waterproof centre front zip

Platinum
0N2

Watermelon
7MJ

Mango 
2YI

Dark Navy
3G3

LUCILLE JACKET

CWW1126

Ramp up the fun this summer with 
new Lucille Jacket. This lightweight 
waterproof performer is bright and 
breezy, providing a colourful cover-up 
on showery days with a neat hood for 
extra protection. The perfect all-weather 
holiday companion.

NEW

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

15,000mm
10,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

Peached cotton polyamide with DWR 
finish, AquaDry Membrane liner & 
printed polyester cotton lining  

Outer: 74% cotton, 26% polyamide /  
Lining:  65% polyester, 35% cotton /  
Liner: 100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  755g  |  Adventure Fit

Polyester cotton & mesh lining • 28.5" length •  
6 pockets: including 3 zipped, 2 bellowed 
stud fastening lower with zipped side 
handwarmers, 1 zipped inner & 1 stretch mesh 
inner mobile pocket • Grown-on hood with 
waxed cord adjusters to front • Full-length zip 
with stud fastening placket & inner zip guard • 
Waxed drawcord waist adjusters • Elbow darts

Soft Navy
7ML

Fiesta Red
3K3

Sand Dune
2YD

WREN JACKET

CWW1107

Choose style and performance this 
season with wonderful Wren.  
The nautical-inspired design 
combines a soft cotton-touch fabric 
with trusted AquaDry Membrane 
liner for smart yet effective 
waterproof coverage. The printed 
cotton lining adds designer appeal.

NEW

8,000mm
40,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

WOMEN’S 
OUTDOOR 
CLASSIC  
CLOTHING



OUTDOOR CLASSIC  |  WOMEN’S 98/99

AQUA
DRY

Lightweight AquaDry  printed  
polyamide with WR finish 

100% polyamide 

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  190g  |  Classic Fit

37" length • 2 bellowed stud fastening lower 
pockets • Grown-on hood with waxed cord 
adjusters to front • Full-length zip with stud 
fastening placket & inner zip guard • Stuff sack

Apple Tang 
7TX

Bluebell 
2X1

Bright 
Papaya 
2X3

TULLA JACKET

CWW1108

This is simply irresistible - a super-
light waterproof with a textured 
dobby print over an opaque AquaDry 
base. It looks and feels barely-there 
but turns in an effective performance 
in the heaviest showers. Packs into 
a tiny stuff sack - perfect for the 
festival fields.

NEW

5,000mm
10,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

NEW
Mango Combo
2YJ

AquaDry peached polyester

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  440g  |  Adventure Fit

Vented back • 29.5” length • 6 pockets:  
2 welted zipped lower, 1 welted fastening 
chest, 1 sleeve, 1 mobile phone, 1 credit card •  
Grown-on hood with waxed cord adjusters 
to front & adjuster to back • Half-zip with 
inner gusset • Side zip with inner gusset • 
Elasticated cuffs • Elbow darts

ROSA CAGOULE

CWW1127 

A simple over-the-head hooded cagoule 
is a great outdoor stand by. Rosa is 
a wet-weather classic incorporating 
AquaDry tech in a practical waterproof 
with bags of contemporary appeal. 
Featuring half a dozen pockets and a 
side zip for easy access.

AQUA
DRY

15,000mm
20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

NEW
Watermelon
7MJ

Polyester brick fleece 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  420g  |  Adventure Fit

26" length • 2 zipped lower pockets •  
Grown-on hood with elasticated bound face • 
Full-length zip

HAZELTON HOODED JACKET

CWA186

Enjoy a fresh twist on a classic 
microfleece with this amazing 
textured fleece hoody. The fabric 
unites a smooth sweatshirt-style inner 
face with a soft fleece outer face in a 
contrasting colour, featuring a clever 
brick-effect finish. A snug jacket that 
makes a stylish seasonal cover-up.

NEW
Bluebell
2X1

Night Blue
7N0

INSULATING

WR2

Polyester brick fleece 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  335g  |  Adventure Fit

26" length • Half-zip

HAZELTON HALF-ZIP

CWA176

A fab fleece that’s sure to hit the 
spot. Hazelton combines a smooth 
sweatshirt-style inner face with a soft 
fleece outer face in a contrasting colour 
with a sporty textured ‘brick’ finish.  
A fresh take on an outdoor classic that 
will be your go-to fleece this season.

INSULATING

WR2

NEW
Bluebell
2X1

NEW
Bluebell
2X1

NEW
Apple Tang 
Combo
7TZ

NEW
Dove Grey
7I7

AquaDry polyester twill 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  680g  | Classic Fit

Mesh & tafetta lining • 30" length • 4 pockets:  
2 waterproof zipped lower, 1 mobile phone,  
1 zipped inner map • Grown-on hood with 
toggle adjusters to front & adjuster to back •  
Stud and hook & loop fastening stormflap 
with inner zip guard • Inner drawcord waist 
adjusters • Self-fabric cuff adjusters

MADIGAN CLASSIC JACKET

CWW1093

Looking for a walking jacket that’s built 
for the trail? Meet Madigan, a full-
featured waterproof that turns in a great 
performance all year round. Streamlined, 
yet packed with technical features and 
constructed from a tough, breathable 
fabric for all-weather performance.

Fiesta Red
3K3

AQUA
DRY

15,000mm
20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

NEW
Night Blue
7N0

AquaDry polyester twill 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  925g  |  Classic Fit

Brushed inner collar • Mesh & tafetta 
lining • 32" length • 8 pockets: 2 bellowed 
stud-fastening lower with zipped side 
handwarmers, 2 welted zipped chest, 1 zipped 
inner & 1 zipped map under stormflap • 
Zip-off hood with toggle adjusters to front 
& adjuster to back • Stud and hook & loop 
fastening stormflap with inner zip guard •  
Inner drawcord waist adjusters • Inner 
drawcord hem adjusters • Self-fabric cuff 
adjusters • Elbow darts

MADIGAN III LONG JACKET

CWW1090

If you’re in the market for a classic 
outdoor jacket that’s built to go 
the distance, try Madigan Long for 
size. Featuring impressive AquaDry 
waterproof fabric construction with a 
longer hem for extended protection, 
Madigan is a reliable performer in all 
weathers. There’s a zip-off hood for 
extra protection and plenty of pockets 
for hiking essentials.

NEW
Caspian Green
3PB

AQUA
DRY

15,000mm
20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

NEW
Optic White
3ER

NEW
Apple Tang
7TX



Cotton polyester sweatshirting with 
brushed back 

75% cotton 25% polyester     

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  350g  |  Classic Fit

26" length • Half-zip • Elasticated bound cuffs

Polyester microfleece 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  275g  |  Adventure Fit

26" length • Half-zip with inner zip guard • 
Elasticated bound hem • Elasticated bound 
cuffs • Elasticated bound collar

TILLE HALF-ZIP

CWA162

Slip into sporty seasonal stripes  
with our supersoft half-zip fleece. 
Just the thing for tying round your 
waist or stuffing into the backpack 
and a perfect companion when you’re 
travelling, Tille is the ideal light-as-
air extra layer this season. 

MICRO
FLEECE

WR2

OUTDOOR CLASSIC  |  WOMEN’S 100/101

NEW 
Soft Khaki
7TW

NEW 
Bluebell
2X1

NEW 
Bluebell
2X1

Bluebell 
Marl
2YF

Watermelon 
Marl
2A5

ZOE HALF-ZIP

CWA187

If you’re in the market for a casual, 
practical fleece top this season, give 
Zoe a whirl. Constructed from a 
smooth, cotton-rich sweat marled 
fabric with a soft brushed back for 
insulating comfort, this half-zip top 
adds a welcome extra layer of warmth 
when temperatures cool.

NEW

Polyester microfleece 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  290g  |  Classic Fit

26" length • Half-zip

SELINE HALF-ZIP

CWA163

You’ll love everything about Seline. 
Feather-light and snowflake soft, this 
wonderfully versatile half-zip top may 
be the only microfleece you’ll ever 
need. The gorgeously velvety pile is 
wonderfully insulating and effortlessly 
easy-care. Take your pick from this 
season’s vibrant new colours. Night Blue

7N0

Watermelon
7MJ

Black 
800

Citronella
7IX

MICRO
FLEECE

WR2

Polyester microfleece 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  335g  |  Classic Fit

27" length • 2 welted zipped lower pockets • 
Full-length zip

MADIGAN INTERACTIVE 
JACKET

CWA115 R

Make the most of Madigan - an 
insulating jacket in our lightweight, 
supersoft microfleece fabric, complete 
with interactive zip for effortless 
integration with our Madigan Long 
waterproof. The fresh streamlined  
look features zipped lower pockets  
and creates a warm and versatile  
year-round layer.

Black 
800

INSULATING

INSULATING

WR2

NEW
Limeade 
Combo
2YP

NEW
Night Blue 
Combo
2HP

NEW
Bluebell 
Combo
2X5

NEW
Watermelon 
Combo
3NJ

WR1

Cotton or polyester cotton check with 
Zinc Oxide treatment 

100% cotton or 65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  170g  |  Adventure Fit

Drying loops • 24.5" length • 3 pockets: 
including 1 hidden zipped security

Optic White
3ER†

Pale Blue
2YG†

Night Blue 
Combo
2HP^

Watermelon 
Combo
3NJ*

RAVELLO LONG-SLEEVED 
SHIRT

CWS449

Take a fresh direction this summer  
with our new-shape outdoor shirt. 
Ravello is constructed from cool and 
comfortable fabrics and features a 
collarless design with feminine styling. 
Available in plain, sweet mini-gingham 
and bold check options, it’s perfect for 
the new season’s adventures.

NEW

SOLAR
SHIELD
ZINC OXIDE

UPF30+/
UPF50+

^SolarShield ZnO UPF30+ / *SolarShield ZnO UPF50+ /  

†SolarShield ZnO not applicable

Cotton or polyester cotton check with 
Zinc Oxide treatment 

100% cotton or 65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  135g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops • 26" length • 
1 zipped pocket 

Watermelon 
Combo
3NJ†

Dark Navy 
Combo
53T*

Pale Blue
2YG^

Optic 
White 
Combo
2YZ†

NATALIE SHORT-SLEEVED 
SHIRT

CWS448

Every summer outdoor kit needs a 
classic short-sleeved check shirt - 
especially when it delivers advanced Zinc 
Oxide UV protection, too. Natalie ramps 
up the style with bold checks and prints 
in bright summery colour combinations. 

NEW

SOLAR
SHIELD
ZINC OXIDE

UPF20+/
UPF30+

†SolarShield ZnO UPF20+ / *SolarShield ZnO UPF30+ /  

^SolarShield ZnO not applicable



OUTDOOR CLASSIC  |  WOMEN’S 102/103

Cotton or polyester cotton  
with Zinc Oxide treatment 

100% cotton or 65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  120g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops • 26" length • 
1 zipped pocket 

Platinum 
Combo
7UC^

Optic White 
Combo
2YZ¨

Dark Navy 
Combo
53T†

Bright 
Papaya 
Combo
7UD*

ESTA SLEEVELESS SHIRT

CWS450

Pretty, fresh and summery, this 
gorgeous sleeveless shirt transforms trail 
wear with a splash of seasonal colour -  
and makes a great partner for Kiwi 
Trousers. The Zinc Oxide finish offers 
effective UV protection. Lightweight, 
fresh and ready for the trail.

NEW

NEW
Watermelon
7MJ

Polyester cotton 

65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  200g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Drying loops • Roll-up 
sleeves • 26" length • 2 pockets: including  
1 hidden zipped security

KIWI LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

CWS462

A shirt for all seasons, Kiwi is one of 
our best-sellers - and with good reason. 
Made from a classic, quick-drying poly-
cotton blend for fit and comfort, Kiwi 
is an outdoor essential any time of the 
year. The insect bite-proof construction 
is an added bonus on the trail.

Sea Salt 
33A

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF40+

Soft Moss  
3L0

SOLAR
SHIELD
ZINC OXIDE

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish 

65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  325g  |  Classic Fit

Heel tape • Mobile phone pocket • 6 pockets: 
including 3 zipped • UPF50+ sun-protection

Soft Navy
7ML

Black
800 

CLASSIC KIWI II TROUSERS

CWJ1157 S/R/L

The nation’s favourite just got even 
better. Craghoppers’ perennially popular 
go-anywhere trousers have become firm 
favourites with walkers and seasoned 
travellers the world over. We’ve retained 
the Classic Kiwi fit but you’ll find a 
more streamlined design and improved 
performance - thanks to the insect bite-
proof construction. 

NEW

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELD

SMART
DRY

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish 

65% polyester, 35% cotton

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  365g  |  Classic Fit

Heel tape • Mobile phone pocket • 6 pockets: 
including 3 zipped • Zip-off trousers with 
S:8", R:9", L:10" length shorts

Soft Navy
7ML

Black
800 

CLASSIC KIWI II  
CONVERTIBLE TROUSERS

CWJ1158 S/R/L

Our new improved Kiwi Convertibles 
are a joy to wear. They fit and perform 
as brilliantly as ever, but now with a 
more streamlined profile and the benefit 
of insect bite-proof fabric construction. 
Swiftly converting to shorts whenever 
the occasion arises, these iconic trousers 
are a great choice all year round.

NEW

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELD

SMART
DRY

UPF20+/
UPF50+

¨SolarShield ZnO UPF20+ / †SolarShield ZnO UPF30+ /  

*SolarShield ZnO UPF40+ / ^SolarShield ZnO UPF50+

Cotton jersey

100% cotton 

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  95g  |  Active Fit

22.25" length • Scoop neck •  
Graphic print to front

TANSA SHORT-SLEEVED 
T-SHIRT

CWT1176

Ring the changes on the trail this 
season with our colourful collection of 
cool cotton jersey tees. Each featuring 
one of three abstract graphic prints 
against a contrasting base and with a 
comfortable scoop neck.

NEW

GLOBE - 
DISCOVER 
Apple Tang 

Apple Tang Optic White

Optic White Night BlueBluebell Watermelon

GLOBE - DISCOVERGLOBE - EXPLORE MOUNTAIN TRIO

GLOBE - WANDER



OUTDOOR CLASSIC  |  ACCESSORIES

Black
800

Electric Pink/ 
Dove Grey
2FH

Aegean Blue/  
Dove Grey 
8MG

Dove Grey/ 
Platinum/ 
Electric Pink
7PP

Cotton mix 

3-5, 6-8, 9-12  |  75g  |  Classic Fit

Coolmax All Seasons

42% Coolmax All Seasons, 38% cotton, 19% polyamide, 
1% elastane

3-5, 6-8  |  78g  |  Classic Fit

Coolmax

42% Coolmax, 38% cotton, 19% polyamide, 1% elastane

3-5, 6-8  |  87g  |  Classic Fit

Wool polyamide blend 

72% wool, 28% polyamide

3-5, 6-8  |  95g  |  Classic Fit

Graduated compression • Padded sole, toe and heel Double cuff • Elasticated ankle support • Elasticated overfoot 
support • Padded sole, toe and heel • Anti-blister coating •  
Heat regulating

Fold over double ribbed leg • Elasticated ankle support • 
Elasticated overfoot support • Vented over foot • Padded sole, 
toe, heel and ankle • Multiuse • Anti-blister coating

Double cuff • Elasticated ankle support • Elasticated overfoot 
support • Venting for comfort • Padded sole, toe and heel • 
Anti-blister coating

FLIGHT & TRAVEL  
COMPRESSION SOCK   CUH354 

HEAT REGULATING TRAVEL SOCK
CWH123

SUMMER WALKING SOCK
CWH124

WOMENS WOOL EXPLORER SOCK
CWH020

We all know how dangerous it can be if we sit for too long on 
a long-haul flight. While it’s still a good idea to move around 
as much as possible, these handy soft-feel socks with padded 
cushion and graduated compression offer valuable support.

Keep your feet at the perfect temperature - whatever the 
prevailing conditions, with these amazing travel socks.  
The Coolmax All Seasons yarn helps to regulate foot 
temperature, while the padded heel, toe and sole provide  
extra comfort.

Just because the sun’s melting the tarmac, doesn’t mean 
your feet can’t stay cool and comfortable. These new summer 
walking socks combine Coolmax fabric technology with 
overfoot venting to help take the heat out of hard-working feet.

Treat yourself to a really luxurious pair of walking socks. 
These wool-rich socks marry perfectly with classic walking 
boots and feature a thick double cuff, padded foot, toe  
and heel plus elasticated ankles for extra support. 

Dove Grey/
Plantinum/
Aegean Blue  
2JI

Dirty Olive 
Marl 
1YV

Calico 
Marl 
1YF

Dark 
Navy 
Marl  
1GN

Rioja Red 
Marl 
11Q

AquaDry Membrane polyester 
stretch with DWR finish & polyester 
mechanical stretch lining 

Outer: 100% polyester /  
Lining: 100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  555g  |  Active Fit

Pit zips • Adjustable hem • Stretch mesh  
lining • 28" length • 5 zipped pockets:  
2 waterproof zipped lower, 1 waterproof 
zipped chest, 2 inner (1 map & 1 with touch 
screen) • Grown-on hood with one handed 
adjusters to front & toggle adjuster to back •  
Waterproof CF zip with inner stormflap • 
Inner drawcord hem adjusters • Self-fabric 
cuff adjusters • Reflective detail • Elbow darts

Dove Grey
7I7

Limeade 
2X2

Night Blue
7N0

ROBINA JACKET

CWW1110

Stay in the game this season, no 
matter what the weather has in store, 
with the help of this sleek professional 
performer. Robina’s lightweight 
full-stretch construction delivers 
reliable waterproof protection with 
contemporary technical styling that’s 
sure to impress. Built for agility.

NEW

12,000mm
20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

Black
800

NEW
Polyester elastane softshell with 
fine knitted stripe back, AquaDry 
Membrane & WR finish 

94.5% polyester, 5.5% elastane

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  345g  |  Active Fit

26" length • 2 welted zipped lower pockets •  
Grown-on hood with elasticated bound 
face • Full-length zip with inner zip guard • 
Elasticated bound hem • Elasticated bound 
cuffs • Reflective detail • RHS outer pocket 
doubles as stow pocket • Elbow darts

Night Blue
7N0

PRO LITE SOFTSHELL

CWL084

A packable softshell that doesn’t 
compromise on performance,  
Pro Lite is engineered for adventure. 
Water-resistant and windproof, it’s 
the perfect stow-away when you’re 
headed out on the trail, especially if 
the forecast is unpredictable. 

AQUA
DRY

3,000mm

ORDNANCE SURVEY 
CLOTHING

MAP IT OUT
A quick and light collection that’ll take 
you as far as you want to go. 



Polyester striped microfleece 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  215g  |  Active Fit

26" length • 1 zipped chest pocket •  
Half-zip • Elasticated bound hem • 
Elasticated bound cuffs

PRO LITE HALF-ZIP

CWA137

Pro Lite is the perfect trail companion, 
emerging from its own tiny pocket to 
provide an instant layer of insulation 
when conditions demand. Made from 
super-light yet highly efficient microfleece 
fabric, our active half-zip is a boon when 
you want to keep baggage to a minimum.

MICRO
FLEECE

NEW
Limeade
2X2

NEW
Bluebell
2X1

WR1

Polyamide elastane stretch ripstop 
with DWR finish 

88% polyamide, 12% elastane

R: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  280g  |   
Active Fit

Heel tape • 5 zipped pockets • Fixed waist

Black
800

Dark 
Navy
3G3

KIWI EXPLORER TROUSERS

CWJ1164 R

If you’re on the hunt for a pair of trail 
trousers that can match your agility 
stride for stride, you’ll love these new 
Kiwi Explorers. Constructed from a light 
yet tough stretch ripstop fabric, they’re 
designed to perform in the toughest 
terrain. An outstanding discovery

NEW

SMART
DRY

 
STRETCH

UPF50+

Polyester elastane softshell with 
fine knitted stripe back, AquaDry 
Membrane & WR finish

Main: 94.5% polyester, 5.5% elastane /  
Trim: 100% polyester

R: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  330g  |  Active Fit

Heel tape • 4 zipped pockets • Fixed waist • 
Back pocket doubles as stow pocket •  
Knee darts

PRO LITE SOFTSHELL 
TROUSERS

CWJ1101 R

Pair these trousers up with our new Pro 
Lite softshell jacket, and you’ll have 
the perfect lightweight combination 
for optimum performance in the active 
outdoors. Waterproof and windproof for 
weather-beating protection all year round.

SOFT
SHELL

Black 
800

3,000mm

AQUA
DRY

Polyester with DWR finish & polyester 
ball wadding 

Main: 100% polyester / Fill: 100% polyester

6/8/10/12/14/16/18  |  245g  |  Active Fit

Self-fabric lining • 25.5" length • 2 concealed 
zipped lower pockets • Full-length zip with 
inner zip guard

MIDAS VEST

CWB832

Give yourself an edge on your next 
expedition with this powerfully 
insulating vest. The lightweight 
synthetic fill is super-compressible, 
which means it packs super-small, 
though its insulating properties are 
similar to natural down. A DofE-
approved trail essential.

NEW

2 layer GORE-TEX® performance shell 
with mechanical stretch and polyester 
mechanical stretch mesh lining

Outer: 100% polyester bonded to  
GORE-TEX® membrane/ 
Facings: 100% polyamide/  
Lining: 100% polyester

6/8/10/12/14/16/18  |  690g  |  Active Fit

Pit zips • Stretch mesh & tafetta lining •  
28" length • 4 zipped pockets: 2 waterproof 
lower, 1 waterproof chest, 1 inner map • 
Grown-on hood with one handed adjusters to 
front & toggle adjuster to back • Waterproof 
centre front zip with inner stormflap • Inner 
drawcord hem adjusters • Self-fabric cuff 
adjusters • Reflective detail • Elbow darts

Black
800

Black
800

MIDAS GORE-TEX® JACKET

CWW1118

Aim high in this exciting new  
GORE-TEX® waterproof shell jacket. 
Showcasing impressive technical 
performance in a sleek black silhouette, 
DofE-approved Midas is engineered to 
shrug off the heaviest showers.  
Stand out from the pack.

NEW

WR5

THERMO
ELITE

ORDNANCE SURVEY  |  WOMEN’S

THE DUKE OF  
EDINBURGH’S AWARD 
CLOTHING

EXPEDITION READY
This specially designed Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award Recommended  
kit with outstanding technical  
performance delivers agile  
protection that’s adventure-ready.



108/109

Polyester with DWR finish,  
polyester ball wadding & polyester 
jacquard fleece

100% polyester

6/8/10/12/14/16/18  |  380g  |  Active Fit

Self-fabric lining • 26" length • 2 concealed 
zipped lower pockets • Full-length zip with 
inner zip guard • Elasticated bound hem • 
Elasticated bound cuffs

MIDAS HYBRID JACKET

CWN208

Set the pace on a new season’s trail 
with this versatile DofE-approved 
hybrid jacket. An inspired fusion of soft 
microfleece fabric with the impressive 
insulating properties of ThermoElite, 
Midas is a stealth mid-layer that really 
packs a punch.

NEW

Black
800

WR5

Polyester jacqurd fleece 

100% polyester

6/8/10/12/14/16/18  |  295g  |  Adventure Fit

26" length • 2 zipped lower pockets • Grown-on 
hood • Full-length zip • Reflective detail

Platinum
0N2

Fiesta Red 
3K3

VECTOR HOODED JACKET

CWA196

A fabulously versatile piece, this 
lightweight yet insulating DofE-
approved sweat/fleece hoody is a 
ultimate expedition companion. 
The soft fleece fabric features sleek 
construction for reliable warmth 
and agility and makes a stylish 
cover-up in cooler conditions. 

NEW

AquaDry Membrane polyester with 
DWR finish 

Outer: 100% polyester/  
Lining: 100% polyester

6/8/10/12/14/16/18 |  440g  |  Adventure Fit

Adjustable hem • Mesh lined • 27" length •  
3 zipped pockets: 2 zipped lower, 1 zipped 
inner O/S Map • Grown-on hood with one 
handed adjusters to front & toggle adjuster to 
back • Waterproof centre front zip with inner 
stormflap • Inner drawcord hem adjusters • 
Self-fabric cuff adjusters • Reflective detail • 
Elbow darts

Fiesta Red 
3K3

Charcoal
821

APEX JACKET

CWW1119

This fresh DofE-approved waterproof 
shell jacket is a smart investment for 
any explorer. Lightweight and practical, 
Apex cuts a surprisingly sleek silhouette, 
featuring two-tone styling, a flattering 
feminine fit and impressive weather-
beating performance.

NEW

INSULATING

8,000mm
15,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

WR2

THERMO
ELITE

THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH’S AWARD CLOTHING  |  FEMALE

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish 

65% polyester, 35% cotton

S/R/L: 6/8/10/12/14/16/18  |  315g  |  
Adventure Fit

Heel tape • 4 pockets; including 3 zipped • 
Fixed waist

GIRLS TRAVERSE TROUSERS

CWJ1134 S/R/L

Outstanding performance in a 
contemporary outdoor trouser 
design that really sets the standard 
for DofE expedition wear. 
Ergonomically constructed from 
lightweight, quick-drying, water-
repellent fabric, Traverse Trousers 
offer superb fit and comfort for  
year-round adventuring. 

Black
800

UPF50+

SMART
DRY

SOLAR
SHIELD

Black
800

AquaDry ripstop polyamide  

Main: 100% polyamide/  
Trim: 100% polyester

S/R: XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  275g  |   
Classic Fit

Heel tape • Adjustable hem • 2 zipped 
pockets • Elasticated waist with drawcord •  
Ankle zips with self-fabric zip guard & 
adjuster • Reflective detail • Stuff sack • 
Knee darts 

ASCENT OVER TROUSER

CUW009 S/R

You’ll want to plan for every eventuality 
- and that includes being able to take 
cover from the inevitable showers. With 
a long-length zip and adjustable ankle 
for quick access, these DofE-approved 
over trousers pack small and can be 
tucked away - just in case!

AQUA
DRY

5,000mm 15,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

Striped polyester elastane jersey with  
polyester elastane mesh panels 

Main: 92% polyester, 8% elastane/  
Trim: 91% polyester, 9% elastane

6/8/10/12/14/16/18  |  145g  |  Active Fit

24" length • Reflective detail • Boat neck

Platinum
0N2

FUSION T-SHIRT

CWT1196

A technical tee that makes a great base 
for outdoor activity. DofE-approved 
Fusion is a kit bag essential - the quick-
drying fabric helps you stay fresh and 
comfortable when you’re on the move, 
with mesh panels for assisted cooling in 
sticky conditions.

NEW

Fiesta Red 
3K3

MOISTURE
CONTROL



KIDSWEAR



KIDSWEAR 112/113

UNISEX
NosiLife polyester mesh with NosiLife 
polyester elastane panels  

Main: 100% polyester/  
Trim: 86% polyester, 14% elastane

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  175g  |   
Classic Fit

21.5" length • 2 welted lower pockets •  
Grown-on hood with elasticated bound 
face • Full-length zip with inner zip guard • 
Elasticated bound hem • Elasticated  
bound cuffs

NOSILIFE JACKET

CKN008

Wonderfully lightweight jacket that’s 
the natural choice for hot-climate travel. 
The very grown-up tech - full-stretch 
construction with on-board NosiLife 
insect-repellent and UV protection - 
will give kids the coverage they need 
when they’re following in their parents’ 
adventurous footsteps.

Black 
Pepper
7J8

NEW
Dark Moss
7PF

STRETCH

NosiLife polyester cotton  
elastane jersey  

61% polyester, 36% cotton, 3% elastane

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  220g  |   
Classic Fit

21.5" length • 2 pockets • Grown-on hood with 
fixed drawcord to front • Full-length zip

UNISEX
NOSILIFE RYLEY HOODY

CKT522

We think kids of all ages will love  
this cool sun-protective and quick-
drying hooded top. Made from soft, 
stretchy jersey, Ryley is a great casual 
cover up for cooler evenings, with 
permanent insect-repellency thanks  
to NosiLife technology. 

NEW
Black  
Pepper Marl
1MN

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

UNISEX
NosiLife polyester cotton elastane jersey  

61% polyester, 36% cotton, 3% elastane 

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  95g  |   
Classic Fit

20" length • Crew-neck

NOSILIFE BARNABY  
LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRT

CKT517

A new travel essential for boys, this 
two-tone marled long-sleeve top looks 
like a casual pullover but actually 
incorporates NosiLife insect-repellent 
technology to help prevent mossie  
and midge bites. The ideal T-shirt for 
hot-climate travel. NEW

Night Blue
7N0

SOLAR
SHIELD

NosiLife polyamide 

100% polyamide 

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13 |  230g  |  
Adventure Fit

Heel tape • Double knee • Extendable leg • 
Adjustable hem, stud fastening to inner leg • 
4 pockets • Elasticated inner waist adjuster 
at sides

Quarry 
Grey
1W2

NEW
Carmine Red
2X7

Dark Moss 
7PF

NOSILIFE CONVERTIBLE 
TROUSERS

CKJ048

New survivor-style rugged outdoor 
trousers that are made for junior 
adventures. These imaginatively 
designed convertibles feature permanent 
insect-repellent action plus effective 
UV protection and quickly convert from 
trousers to shorts for a rapid response to 
prevailing conditions.

NEW  UNISEX

UPF50+

Soft  
Navy Marl
11C

NEW
Night Blue
7N0

NosiLife polyamide elastane  

Main: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane/  
Trim: 100% polyester/  
Pocket Bags: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  220g  |  
Adventure Fit

3 pockets • Elasticated inner waist adjuster 
at back

GIRLS
NOSILIFE CALLIE TROUSERS

CKJ042

Enjoy a fresh season of adventuring in 
these stretchy travel-ready trousers. 
Callie’s smart contemporary styling isn’t 
the full story. The fabric incorporates 
permanent insect-repellent and sun-
protection - the perfect partner for 
NosiLife tops and tees.

UPF50+

SOLAR
SHIELDSTRETCH

Mushroom 
73T

Charcoal
821

NosiLife cotton polyester  
elastane jersey  

62% cotton, 35% polyster, 3% elastane

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13 |  125g  |  
Adventure Fit

20" length • Crew-neck

Night Blue 
Combo
2HP

Fiesta Red 
Combo
3K5

NOSILIFE MAYA  
LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRT

CKT526

Just the job for girls on the move, this 
unique stripe-and-print long-sleeve top 
is a cool summer pick but also helps 
prevent midge and mossie bites, thanks 
to NosiLife insect-repellent technology. 
A great T-shirt for hot-climate travel.

NEW  GIRLS

Pebble 
62A



KIDSWEAR 114/115

Peached polyester cotton with  
DWR finish  

65% polyester, 35% cotton

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  230g  |  
Classic Fit

Heel tape • Roll-up leg with button fastening •  
Adjustable waist • 5 pockets: including  
1 zipped • Elasticated inner waist adjuster 
at back

SMART
DRY

SOLAR
SHIELD

UNISEX
KIDS KIWI TROUSERS

CKJ041

Every kid needs a pair of go-anywhere, 
do-anything trousers - and Kiwi fit the 
bill perfectly. The classic outdoor fabric 
construction is rugged, hard-wearing 
and easy-care, so no need to worry 
about scuffs and scrapes or insect bites. 
The fast-drying, stain-repellent finish 
makes laundry a breeze.

Platinum
0N2

Navy
540

UPF50+

Night 
Blue 
Combo
2HP

Flame Orange 
Combo
2YQ

FARLEY HOODED JACKET

CKA178

Cocoon kids in an instant layer of 
warmth with this wonderfully warm 
zip-up hoody. Lightweight and 
easy-care, Farley’s irresistible fluffy 
fleece fabric is a great insulator and 
is perfect over a tee or under a jacket 
when temperatures cool.

NEW  UNISEX

INSULATING

Polyester stripe fluffy fleece 

100% polyester

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13 |  310g  |  
Classic Fit

22" length • 2 pockets • Grown-on hood with 
elasticated bound face • Full-length zip 

Watermelon 
Combo
3NJ

Apple 
Tang 
Combo
3TZ

Fiesta Red
3K3

Soft Navy  
7ML

Sand Dune
2YD

ROBIN JACKET

CKW026

The classic nautical-inspired styling of 
this jacket belies its impressive technical 
credentials. Robin’s watertight AquaDry 
construction fends of squally showers 
with a hood for extra wet weather 
protection. Perfect for keeping junior 
explorers dry on summer adventures.

NEW  UNISEX

AQUA
DRY

AquaDry peached polyester 

Outer: 100% polyester/  
Lining: 80% polyester, 20% cotton

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13 |  370g  |  
Classic Fit

Soft touch cotton rich & mesh lining •  
25" length • 2 pockets • Grown-on hood with 
mock waxed cord adjusters to front •  
Hook & loop fastening stormflap with inner 
zip guard • Mock waist drawcord to front • 
Self-fabric cuff adjusters

15,000mm
20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

NosiLife polyamide  

Main: 100% polyamide/  
Trim: 100% polyester

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  85g  |  
Adventure Fit

Fully elasticated waist 5-6, elasticated inner 
waist adjuster at back for sizes 7 -8 & above •  
4 pockets • 8" length short

UNISEX
NOSILIFE CARGO SHORTS

CKJ040

Just the job for summer adventures, 
these new cargo shorts protect and 
perform brilliantly. They’re constructed 
from tried-and-tested NosiLife fabric 
which helps repel insects and UV  
rays, no matter how often they end up 
in the wash. Cool and practical for the 
new season.

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

Pebble
62A

Dark Navy/
Sport Blue 
3G3

Dark Khaki/
Spice Lime 
Plain & Stripe 
2NY

Dark Khaki/
Spice Lime 
2AT

Watermelon/
Soft Navy 
7MJ

Dark Khaki
2AT

Pebble 
695

NosiLife polyamide  

Main: 100% polyamide / Trim: 100% polyester

Aged 6-8, 9-12  |  70g  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife cotton polyamide polyester elastane blend

60% cotton, 24% polyamide, 15% polyester, 1% elastane

11-2, 3-6  |  30g Pair  |  Classic Fit

NosiLife cotton polyamide polyester elastane blend

60% cotton, 24% polyamide, 15% polyester, 1% elastane

11-2, 3-6  |  60g  |  Classic Fit

Wicking & cooling inner headband • Roll-away  
sun-protection for neck • Vented sides • Elastic to back 

Double Cuff • Cushioned heel & toeDouble Cuff • Cushioned heel & toe

UNISEX  
DESERT HAT
CJC006

UNISEX  
NOSILIFE KIDS SINGLE TRAVEL SOCK
CKH002

UNISEX  
NOSILIFE KIDS TRAVEL TWIN PACK
CKH003

The classic headwear choice for kids on expedition! Our Desert 
Hat features protection from UV rays and biting bugs with a 
handy integrated flap to safeguard tender necks. A hat that will 
come into its own summer after summer.

Make sure your kids’ feet are warm, dry and protected in these 
new NosiLife travel socks. The soft blend of yarns creates a 
comfortable cocoon for feet with padding to the toe and heel 
and built-in protection from insect bites. One for the travel bag.

Get double the travel protection with this new NosiLife sock 
twin pack. Designed to keep kids’ tender feet dry, warm and 
comfortable - as well as protected from insect bites - our 
specially designed travel socks are perfect for the outdoor trail.

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

Soft Navy/
Watermelon 
Plain & Stripe 
2NX



ACCESSORIES

Black
800

116/117

Polyester ripstop with polyester elastane 
stretch mesh to front

100% polyester

130g  |  Daysack: 44cm x 33cm x 13cm, Hand/
Waistbag: 30cm x 19cm, Packaway: 18.5cm x 30cm

Black 
800

Black 
800

Black 
800

Night Blue 
7N0 Night Blue 

7N0

Night Blue 
7N0

Camo
3AN

Camo
3AN

Camo
3AN

Spiced 
Orange
2XX

Spiced 
Orange
2XX

Spiced 
Orange
2XX

Black 
800

Black 
800

Pebble 
62A

Dark Khaki
2AT

Red
100

Bright Green
0V8

600D polyester with polyester elastane stretch 
mesh side pockets

100% polyester

15 Litre  |  450g  |  42cm x 26cm x 14cm

600D polyester

100% polyester

40 Litre  |  1.4kg  |  40cm x 20cm x 50cm

600D polyester with polyester elastane stretch 
mesh side pockets

100% polyester

22 Litre  |  530g  |  47cm x 28cm x 17cm

Cotton

100% cotton

715g  |  39.5cm x 31cm x 11cm

600D polyester with polyester elastane stretch 
mesh side pockets

100% polyester

22 Litre  |  600g  |  50cm x 30.5cm x 20cm

Adjustable rucksack straps • Airflow padded back • Grab 
handle • External zipped pocket • External mesh pockets • 
Cycle light holder • Roll-away reflective panel • Webbing 
loops • Internal organiser • Internal pocket for bladder with 
hydration port

Movable sholderstrap • Adjustable rucksack straps • 
Hideaway wheels • Grab handle top and sides • Compression 
straps • External zipped pocket • Internal zipped pockets

Adjustable rucksack straps • Airflow padded back • Grab 
handle • External zipped pocket • Walkping pole holding 
system • Soft touch glasses pocket • Waist belt • Sturnam 
stap • External mesh pockets • Cycle light holder • Roll-away 
reflective panel • Webbing loops • Internal organiser • 
Internal pocket for bladder with hydration port • Soft-touch 
zipped laptop pocket 20cm x 30cm

Shoulder straps • Grab handle • External zipped pocket • 
External document slip pocket • Zipped side pocket with • 
splashproof & touch use compartment for smartphone or 
mp3 with headphones exit to outer • Internal convertible 
divider • Phone pocket • ID pocket • Business card holder • 
Pen holder • Pen drive holder • Key clip • Magnetic fastenings

Adjustable rucksack straps • Airflow padded back •  
Grab handle • External zipped pocket • Shockcord stash • 
Waist belt • Soft touch glasses pocket • Waist belt • Sturnam 
stap • External mesh pockets • Cycle light holder • Roll-away 
reflective panel • Webbing loops • Internal organiser • 
Internal pocket for bladder with hydration port • Soft-touch 
zipped laptop pocket 20cm x 35cm

Adjustable rucksack straps • Shoulder straps • Grab 
handle • Packaway storage bag • External zipped pocket • 
Internal zipped pocket • Coverts into rucksack or smaller 
shoulder or waist bag

NEW 15L KIWI PRO RUCKSACK
CER5105

WORLDWIDE 40L CABIN LUGGAGE
CER5056

NEW 22L KIWI PRO RUCKSACK
CER5106

TRAVEL 15" LAPTOP BAG WITH  
RFID PROTECTION  CER5087

NEW 30L KIWI PRO RUCKSACK
CER5107

3 IN 1 PACKAWAY RUCKSACK
CER5058

A great choice for a long day - or a short weekend - our 
15-litre backpack allows you to carry your trail essentials with 
ease - and in considerable style. Lightweight, water-repellent 
and with plenty of pockets for all your accessories. You’ll love 
the backpack’s invaluable hydration system that means you 
can slake your thirst on the go!

The ideal choice for a long-haul trip, this travel bag is part 
airline-friendly luggage and part backpack. We’ve made 
it the right size for carry on (though it’s best to check with 
each airline) and the integral wheels with extendable grab 
handle make it easy to manoeuvre round the concourse.  
But you’ll also find a hideaway rucksack system if you want 
a change of function.

This 22-litre backpack is just the job for a non-nonsense 
 hike - or a weekend away. The lightweight polyester 
construction incorporates a superb 3D aerator panel that 
reduces the pressure - and the build up of sweat - behind 
the pack. The anatomical harness means you can carry this 
backpack in comfort - but there’s a top handle too for  
added manoeuvrability.

This cotton canvas travel bag is tailor made for your 15” laptop. 
The tough shoulder strap makes it easy to transport and the 
padded pocket helps protect your precious cargo from knocks 
and bumps. Smartphone and earphone compatible, too, with 
protective pockets for your passport and cards.

This stylish 30-litre backpack is spacious enough to hold 
everything you might need for a longer trip. The tough 
construction means it’s robust enough for constant use and 
there’s lots of on-board storage for clothing and accessories. 
Featuring a cooling aerator panel, hydration bladder pocket 
and padded shoulder straps, our backpack is built for comfort, 
however long your day!

A brilliant addition to your travel kit, this super-light packaway 
rucksack is designed to stow neatly into your luggage for use 
when you reach your destination. Includes a zipped wallet  
and money belt, too.

Dark 
Navy 
13D



Sport Blue/ 
Quarry Grey
7PQ

1200D polyester base, 600D/honeycomb 
polyester ripstop with polyester elastane stretch 
mesh side pockets

100% polyester

60 (+10) Litre  |  1.8kg  |  31cm x 26cm x 67cm

ACCESSORIES 118/119

Black 
800

Black 
800

Black 
800

Dynamite Red/  
Quarry Grey
2FM

Black/ 
Quarry Grey
800

Spring 
Yellow/ 
Quarry 
Grey
2FN

Quarry 
Grey
1W2

Quarry Grey
1W2

Dark Khaki
2AT

Kryptonite
0WH

Kryptonite
0WH

Black/  
Quarry Grey
800

Black/  
Quarry Grey
800

Cotton

100% cotton

715g  |  36cm x 28cm x 10cm

70D nylon ripstop

100% nylon

15 Litre |  190g  |  Packed 18cm x 20cm.   
Unpacked 46cm x 22cm x 22cm

Dual colour polyester 600D with PU backing 
and WR finish

100% polyester

40 Litre  |  1.8kg  |  55cm x 36cm x 20cm

Dual colour polyester 600D with PU backing 
and WR finish

100% polyester

800g  |  44cm x 32cm x 11cm

1200D polyester base, 600D/honeycomb 
polyester ripstop with polyester elastane stretch 
mesh side pockets

100% polyester

70 (+10) Litre  |  1.85kg  |  33cm x 28cm x 70cm

Shoulder straps • Convertible rucksack straps • Grab handle • 
External zipped pocket • Internal zipped pocket • Phone pocket 
• Cable store • ID pocket • Business card holder • Pen holder • 
Pen drive holder • Key clip

Adjustable rucksack straps • Grab handle • External mesh 
pocket • Shockcord stash • Quick release clips • Taped seams • 
Large opening for easy access

Telescopic handle • 4 way movable wheels • Grab handle •  
External document slip pocket • External zipped pocket • 
Internal zipped pockets • Internal elasticated luggage straps • 
Compression straps with quick release clips • Zip security tab 
• Lockable zips

Adjustable rucksack straps with chest strap and hip belt • 
Fully adjustable harness with airflow padded back •  
Side and bottom access to main compartment • Reflective 
prints on main rucksack and rain cover • Emergency whistle •  
Grab handle • Compression straps • External zipped pockets •  
External mesh pockets • Internal convertible divider •  
Roll-away rain cover • Internal pocket for bladder with 
hydration port

Shoulder straps • Tablet computer storage • Grab handle •  
External zipped pocket • External document slip pocket • 
Attachment sleeve for telescopic handle • Internal convertible 
divider • External zipped pocket • Zip security tab •  
Phone pocket • Cable store • Id pocket • Business card holder •  
Pen holder • Pen drive holder • Key clip • Magnetic fastenings

Adjustable rucksack straps with chest strap and hip belt • 
Fully adjustable harness with airflow padded back •  
Side and bottom access to main compartment • Reflective 
prints on main rucksack and rain cover • Emergency whistle •  
Grab handle • Compression straps • External zipped pockets •  
External mesh pockets • Internal convertible divider •  
Roll-away rain cover • Internal pocket for bladder with 
hydration port

TRAVEL CONVERTIBLE 13"  
LAPTOP BAG  CER5088

15L PACKAWAY WATERPROOF  
RUCKSACK  CER5095

40L COMMUTER CABIN LUGGAGE
CER5089

60L + 10L HOODED RUCKSACK
CER5102

17" COMMUTER LAP TOP BAG  
WITH RFID PROTECTION  CER5090

70L + 10L HOODED RUCKSACK
CER5103

A really versatile choice for travelling, this convertible bag 
quickly transforms from a shoulder bag to a backpack to suit 
your needs. Capable of carrying a 13” laptop, the padded 
pocket means it can also be used for your tablet. Cotton canvas 
construction in classic travel colourways.

Our dry bags have been a resounding success, so we were 
inspired to create a version that’s even easier to transport.  
This new super-packable waterproof bag can quickly be 
transformed into a neat rucksack with the simple addition of a 
couple of straps. A neat idea if you like to travel light.

If you hanker after a carry-on-size travel case that’s smart 
enough to take on a business trip, this brand new bag is the 
perfect fit. The linen-look fabric outer is embellished with 
leather trim and fixed on a wheeled base that’s sturdy and 
manoeuvrable for easy handling. The streamlined design 
features plenty of storage, so you won’t be stuck for space.

Bag yourself the ultimate in personal luggage with this 
wonderfully versatile hooded travel bag. Designed to make 
easy work of packing for an outdoor adventure at home or 
abroad, this rucksack features lightweight construction with 
adjustable hip and chest straps for comfort and support.  
The rain cover helps protect your belongings from showers.

This courier-style bag is the ultimate commuter must-have. 
The cool linen-look fabric construction conceals a padded 
protection pocket that can take a 17” laptop as well as a range of 
accessories. It features a shoulder strap as well as a grab handle 
plus a fabric pocket that fits over the handle of the matching 
Commuter Travel Case for easy transportation.

Treat yourself to a lightweight, practical trail mate with this 
versatile new hooded travel bag. The large-capacity design with 
multiple pockets makes it easy to pack for your next trip -  
wherever you’re headed. Featuring robust construction with 
adjustable hip and chest straps for a balanced load and a neat 
rain cover to keep the showers at bay.

Sport Blue/ 
Quarry Grey
7PQ

Black/  
Quarry Grey
2FL

Black/  
Quarry Grey
2FL

Black/  
Quarry 
Grey
2FL

Black/  
Quarry Grey
2FL

Dynamite Red/  
Quarry Grey
2FM

Dynamite Red/  
Quarry Grey
2FM

Quarry Grey 
1W2

Black 
800

Black 
800

PVC

100% polyester with PVC coating

38 Litre  |  2.5kg  |  50cm x 35cm x 23cm 

PVC

100% polyester with PVC coating

90 Litre  |  1.84kg  |  70cm x 39cm x 34cm

PVC

100% polyester with PVC coating

120 Litre  |  4.47kg  |  80cm x 40cm x 38cm

Polyester 600D with PU backing and WR finish

100% polyester

1.8kg  |  20cm x 12cm x 2.5cm

PVC

100% polyester with PVC coating

70 Litre  |  1.78kg  |  62cm x 37cm x 30cm

Polyester ripstop with polyester elastane 
stretch mesh to front

100% polyester

7 Litre  |  90g  |  36cm x 26cm x 7.5cm

T-bar telescopic handle • Grab handle top and bottom • 
External document slip pocket • External mesh pocket • 
Internal mesh pockets • Lockable zips

Shoulder straps • Convertible rucksack straps •  
Grab handle top and bottom • Compression straps •  
External mesh pocket • External zipped pocket • 
Internal convertible divider • Lockable zips

Telescopic handle • Grab handle top side and bottom • 
Compression straps • External document slip pocket • 
External mesh pockets • Internal zipped pockets • Internal 
convertible divider • Lockable zips

ID pocket • Business card holder • Pen holder • External 
document slip pocket • Internal travel document sleeve • 
Internal zipped pockets

Shoulder straps • Convertible rucksack straps • Grab 
handle top and bottom • Compression straps • External 
mesh pocket • External zipped pocket • Internal 
convertible divider • Lockable zips

3 Sided zip opening for easy packing • Grab handle to top edge

SHORTHAUL 38L CABIN LUGGAGE
CER5091

LONGHAUL HOLDALL 90L BAG
CER5094

LONGHAUL 120L LUGGAGE
CER5092

TRAVEL WALLET
CUX0025

HOLDALL 70L BAG
CER5093

PACKING CUBE
CER5061

Our newest travel bags are primed for adventure and 
raring to go. The sporty construction is tough and practical, 
featuring a wheeled base that’s easy to manoeuvre round 
the airport. The extending T-bar handle tucks neatly away 
when not needed and there’s bags of room for your travel 
essentials. Carry-on size.

As holdalls go, this is the ultimate find. Engineered to take 
the knocks and scrapes of the outdoor trail, this capacious 
longhaul workhorse is a godsend when you’re on your travels. 
A pair of tough grab handles make it easy handle but you can 
distribute the weight more effectively with the convertible 
padded rucksack straps. 

You’ll go a long way with this capacious new travel bag.  
The tough construction features a wheeled base and 
extending T-bar handle that make life a bit easier when 
you’ve got a way to trek before you reach your destination. 
The twin cavity means you can organise your belongings to 
suit your trip.

Designed to complement our new travel and commuter 
collection, this sleek linen-look wallet is the perfect 
companion. It has multiple pockets so you can keep 
currencies separate and RFID protection for your credit 
cards and passport.

We think you’ll be favourably impressed by our rugged new 
holdalls. Built to withstand the rough and tumble of the 
trail, they’ll take plenty of punishment when you’re on the 
move. The well-placed grab handles make it easy to heft 
on and off your transport, while convertible padded straps 
offer a rucksack option, too. Spacious and tough for the 
uncompromising outdoors.

Just the thing to make packing for your trip even easier, 
these lightweight packing cubes feature 3-sided zip opening 
for quick access and grab handles for transport and storage.  
A real boon for travellers and available in two sizes.
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2L
Red
100

10L
Yellow
200

15L
Blue 
Mist 
500

25L
Green
300

40L
Grey
1DT

5L
Orange
1DX

Orange
1DX

Orange
1DX

Charcoal 
821

Black 
800

Sunset 
3JALagoon

1IS

Lagoon
1IS

Dark Khaki
2AT

Polyester polyamide terry towelling

85% polyester, 15% polyamide

235g/335g  |  110cm x 60cm, 130cm x 75cm

40D polyester

100% polyester

2L, 30g | 5L, 38g | 10L, 46g | 15L, 61g |  
25L, 75g | 40L, 91g

Ultra fine polyester polyamide microflibre

85% polyester, 15% polyamide

50g  |  58cm x 64cm

Polyester ripstop with polyester elastane 
stretch mesh to front

100% polyester

5.5 Litre  |  60g  |  18cm x 26cm x 7.5cm

NosiLife polyester

100% polyester

215g  |  One Size

NosiLife polyester

100% polyester

280g  |  Packed Size 11cm x 8cm

Fast drying & highly absorbant • Hanger loop • 
Mesh stuff sack for storage & transport

Quick release clips • Taped seams • Large opening for 
easy access

Fast drying & highly absorbant • Hanger loop • Mesh stuff 
sack with caribina for storage & transport

3 Sided zip opening for easy packing • Grab handle to top edge

Soft Feel Fabrics • Mesh Storage Bag for ventalation • 
Style as sarong, wrap, scarf or head scarf

Soft feel fabrics • Mesh storage bag for ventalation • 
Pillow pouch • Suitable for people up to 6ft

LARGE MICROFIBRE TRAVEL  
TOWEL  CER5082

SUPER LARGE MICROFIBRE  
TRAVEL TOWEL  CER5081

DRY BAG 2L CER5063 / 5L CER5064 / 
10L CER5065 / 15L CER5066 /  
25L CER5067 / 40L CER5068

COMPACT TRAVEL TOWEL
CER5080

HALF PACKING CUBE
CER5062

NOSILIFE SARONG
CUC328

NOSILIFE SLEEP LINER
CER5083

If you think you’ve no room for a towel in your full-to-bursting 
backpack, then think again. This microfibre travel towel 
absorbs moisture like a sponge and dries quickly for optimum 
performance. Available in two sizes - both super-packable.

Invest in one of our amazing new Dry bags and you’ll  
wonder how you ever managed without it. It’s a simple 
concept - stuff your Dry bag with whatever you want to 
protect, seal it and voila! No more damp clothes or soggy 
passports. Available in six colour-coded sizes, from dinky 
2-litre keeping-your-essentials safe to a whopping  
40-litre hold-all.

Introducing a tiny lightweight, packable towel that soaks up a 
disproportionate amount of moisture and that can be rinsed 
through and dried in a trice, ready for action.

Just the thing to make packing for your trip even easier, 
these lightweight packing cubes feature 3-sided zip opening 
for quick access and grab handles for transport and storage.  
A real boon for travellers and available in two sizes.

The classic cover up for hot-climate travel, this new NosiLife 
sarong provides lightweight, versatile protection against the 
sun’s rays and biting bugs alike. Wear it your way!

A practical solution to staying fresh, clean - and clear of 
mossie bites - when you’re on the move, this stretchy NosiLife 
sleeping bag liner is a great choice for a summer of travel. 
Packs into a handy stuff sack for easy transportation.

Black
800

Black
800

Black
800

Black
800

PU leather look with metal buckle

Strap : 100% polyurethane

140g  |  Adjustable length (max. 115cm)

Polyester webbing with plastic buckle

Strap: 100% polyester / Buckle: Plastic

S/M, M/L  |  25g

Polyester cotton webbing with plastic buckle

Strap: 70% polyester, 30% cotton / Buckle: Plastic

80g  |  Adjustable length (max. 122cm)

Polyester

100% polyester

60g  |  One Size

Adjustable length • Airport security friendly

Hidden zipped pocket for notes (pocket length 30cm) •  
All plastic zipper and fatening, to make airport friendly

Soft feel fabrics • Size adjusatble • Wicking mesh against body • 
2 zipped pockets & inner mesh pocket

MONEY BELT
CUX0010

KIWI BELT
CUX0008

ADJUSTABLE WEBBING  
MONEY BELT  CUX0011

BODY WALLET
CUX0012

Keep your cash safe with this adjustable new money belt. 
The leather-look belt with buckle fastening incorporates 
a clever zipped pouch to the inside face for the secure 
storage of money and other small valuables.

Originally designed to accompany our best-selling Kiwi 
Trousers, this durable Kiwi webbing belt with adjustable 
clip is a useful addition to your accessories drawer.

Keep your cash safe with this adjustable new money belt. 
The webbing belt with slide buckle fastening incorporates a 
clever zipped pouch to the inside face for the secure storage 
of money and other small valuables.

Take the low-profile approach to securing your valuables with 
this slimline money belt. Designed to be worn under clothing, 
the lightweight webbing belt features 2 zipped pockets for 
safe storage of cash and documents.

Matt Black
800

Black
800

Aluminium bottle with plastic screw cap

750ml volume  |  105g

Stainless steel flask, polyprolene ring  
with plastic and rubber stopper

500ml  |  300g

ALUMINUM WATERBOTTLE
CUX0013

FLASK
CUX0031

It’s an essential component in every travel bag. Our light-
yet-sturdy stainless steel water bottle has a snug-fitting 
screw cap and a 750ml capacity. Perfect for the rough 
and tumble of the trail.

There’s no substitute for a steaming cup of your favourite 
brew when you’ve stopped to take the view. This neat half-
litre vacuum flask looks great and performs even better, 
keeping drinks hot - or cold - and ready for you to enjoy 
at your leisure. Complete with wrist strap and heat-saving 
single-pour top.
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Black
800

Black
800

Black
800

Black
800

Cadet
03Z

Red
100

Dynamite Red
3NC

70g

100ml  |  120g Eva foam handle, aircraft grade aluminium 
6061 / 7075

285g per pole  |  Extends 65cm - 135cm

50g

Waterproof polyester ripstop case

Case: 100% polyester

200g

Eva foam handle carbon top pole with aircraft 
grade aluminium 6061

235g per pole  |  Extends 60cm - 125cm

Washline with suction pads & hooks for securing to multiple 
surfaces and twisted elastic cord for use without pegs • 
Universal stopper that fits almost all plug holes

For use on hair, body, the dishes, non-technical clothing 
and fresh food – lather in water, and rinse off • Easy use 
snap lid • Anti bacterial

Size adjusatble • Easy use lever lock adjustment • Camera 
attachment • Aircraft grade aluminum 6061/7075

EQUIPMENT: Tweezers • 1 Pack of 12 Safety Pins • Scissors 
(5.5cm blade) • 1 Pair AearoGlove Vinyl Gloves • 2 AeroWipe 
Sterile Saline Cleansing Wipes • 1 AeroPore Microporous Tape 
(1.25cm x 10m) • 1 Pack of 5 AeroSwab • Sterile Guaze Swabs 
(7.5cm x 7.5cm).  BANDAGES: 1 AeroCrepe Crepe Bandage 
(5cm x 4m) • 1 AeroBand Non-woven Triangular Bandage •  
1 AeroForm Conforming Bandage (7.5cm x 4m). 
DRESSINGS: 1 AeroPlast Washproof Assorted Plasters  
(Env 10) • 1 AeroPad Low Adherent Dressing Pad (5cm x 5cm) •  
1 Blister Plasters. 1 Primary Care Leaflet

Easy use lever lock adjustment • Carbon fibre tube •  
Aircraft grade aluminum 6061 • Size adjusatble

WASHLINE & SINK PLUG KIT
CUX0021

ULTIMATE TRAVEL WASH 100ML
CUX0016

NEW ADVENTURE POLE CHP024 
TWIN PACK CHP026

DUCT TAPE 5M
CUX0023

BASIC TREK FIRST AID KIT
CUX0017

NEW SINGLE PRO LITE POLE CHP025 
TWIN PACK CHP027

If you’re heading for far-flung climes, you might want  
to consider packing this neat kit that ensures you’ll have  
the wherewithal to wash and dry your gear in the most  
basic accommodation.

A multipurpose, packable and airline-friendly solution 
to all your travel wash requirements, this handy 100ml 
bottle will work hard to help you stay clean and fresh 
while you’re on the move.

Give your walking a boost with this high-performance 
walking pole. Amazingly light, yet superbly strong, the twin 
aluminium construction takes the strain out of any hilly 
trek. The fabulous foam grip handle means it won’t chafe 
your palm and the easy-to-operate lever lock makes height 
adjustment a piece of cake The inbuilt camera attachment 
turns your pole into a selfie stick!

Duct tape has a thousand-and-one uses and comes in handy 
when you’re travelling if you need to attach a makeshift 
washing line or make a repair to your luggage. Available in 
5m and 10m rolls.

Make sure you have the essentials for an outdoor first aid 
emergency with this neat kit. Including tweezers, scissors, 
steri-wipes, swabs, tape and bandages, it will give you the 
basics for responding to some of the most common accidents 
on the trail.

A pole that’ll take the strain out of any trek! We’ve united 
a robust aircraft-grade aluminium base with a super-light 
carbon fibre top for the best strength-to-weight ratio.  
The easy-to-use lever lock means you can adjust the 
height quickly and simply and the foam handle provides 
the ultimate in comfort. The perfect pole for outdoor  
and Nordic walking.

Dark Navy 
3G3

Aluminum frame, polyester fabric

100% Polyester

353g  |  Folded  32cm x 5.5cm. 
In use length - 60cm canopy

Vented sides • Directional torch • Automatic Open/ 
Close Button

TORCH UMBRELLA
CUX0042

What a brilliant innovation. This umbrella is designed to 
protect from a downpour even when the wind is howling 
- thanks to the special vented panels that allow air to pass 
through without turning the brolly inside out. Even better, its 
handle includes a directional torch which comes into its own 
when your hands are full. Touch button operation.

Sport Blue
8D6

Black
800

Cork/plastic handle, aircraft grade aluminium 
6061 / 7075

280g  |  Extends 55cm - 100cm

Size adjusatble • Easy use lever lock adjustment •  
Aircraft grade aluminum 6061/7075

NEW TRAVEL COMPACT  
WALKING POLE  CHP023

This shorter pole is small enough to pack away and take 
on your travels, as well as creating added stability on any 
surface. The pole’s walking-stick-style handle has a composite 
cork grip for palm comfort and the lever lock adjustment 
makes it easy to fix at the right height. The perfect pole for 
adventure travel.

Quarry 
Grey Marl/
Navy
11S

Watermelon/
Navy Combo 
3NJ

Jersey / Fleece and microbeads

Jersey polyester / Fleece polyester / Microbeads

750ml volume  |  80g

Headphone port • Comfort toggle • Removable washable 
cover • Recycled fleece • Wicking jersey • Warm, soft fleece

TRAVEL PILLOW
CUX0036

What a fab concept. This cleverly designed travel pillow has a 
split personality – not only does the removable cover feature 
a wicking side and a cosy side, but it also transforms from 
conventional square to neck-supporting U-shape in a matter of 
seconds. Includes headphone port, too.
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CRAGHOPPERS 
PARTNERSHIPS

Craghoppers are the only outdoor 
clothing manufacturer to create 
a range of clothing that’s approved 
and recommended by The Duke 
of Edinburgh’s Award.  

Working with Royal Geographical Society 
as main sponsor of ‘Discovering Britain’ , 
an exciting series of geographically-themed 
walks that tell stories about the landscape 
and inspire everyone to explore and learn 
why Britain is as it is today.

Craghoppers are proud to be continuing 
our partnership with Dian Fossey Gorilla 
Fund International to supply much 
needed kit and to raise awareness of the 
amazing work they do in Rwanda.

Their mission is to improve health and 
health equity in the UK and worldwide; 
working in partnership to achieve 
excellence in public and global health 
research, education and translation of 
knowledge into policy and practice. 
The London School of Hygiene & 
Tropical Medicine independently test 
our Nosilife fabric.

The world’s most successful 
companies have a lot in common. 
They’re well managed, profitable, and 
there is mutual respect between the 
business, staff and customers. 
These organisations stand out 
because everyone is working towards 
a common goal, with a shared ethos 
and an understanding of what needs 
to be done.

We have partnered with National 
Geographic to outfit active consumers 
in North America while supporting the 
health and diversity of our planet. 

The customer’s support of the National 
Geographic Society through the  
purchase of product makes them part of 
our global community.

It’s one of the most loved brands in the 
world. 2.5 billion viewers. 220 countries. 
The Discovery Channel have an uncanny 
ability to capture moments of pure magic. 
Hundreds of shows and 32 years later, 
they’re still making the world bigger, 
brighter and in many ways better for 
billions of us. 

At Craghoppers, we’ve got huge respect for 
them, so much so, we’ve kitted out their 
camera crew.

Our partnership with Ordnance Survey 
helps people get the most from their 
outdoor experience. Ordnance Survey 
is Great Britain’s national mapping 
agency with a history dating back over 
220 years. Recognised as the world’s 
best, they are at the heart of every 
outdoor activity.
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FARUK 
AKBAS

Turkey’s coast is Faruk’s home. His career as a 
photographer has allowed him to travel not just 
within Turkey but also across the globe, 
capturing the lives and smiles of the people 
he meets and telling their stories in images 
and films. 

His flair and charisma have led Faruk to 
develop a highly regarded reputation, with 
numerous awards under his belt, from 
institutions as varied as the British Council 
and the Human Rights Society.

To ensure our clothing performs at its  
peak across a wide range of environments, 
we’ve come to rely on our team of  
Craghoppers ambassadors. 

Comprised of photographers, survivalists, 
adventure racers, environmentalists and 
scientists our team work across a range of 
climates in all seasons. 

FUJI SPONSORED 
PHOTOGRAPHER

TAMSIN 
JONES

Tamsin is something of an expert when it 
comes to motorcycle endurance races, having 
beaten the famed Dakar rally on her very first 
attempt in 2010. She also currently holds the 
women’s world record for the highest altitude 
ride up Everest. 

When not competing, Tamsin can be found 
sharing her unbridled passion for endurance 
racing with both children and adults alike, 
having racked up 10 years experience 
as a qualified off-road instructor.

DAKAR RALLY 
COMPETITOR

WOODS 
WHEATCROFT

From his native Idaho to the furthest reaches 
of the world, Woods has a talent for capturing 
the imagination of his audience and bringing 
his myriad subjects to life with a winning 
combination of wit, depth and vulnerability.

This rich, visual approach to storytelling has 
ensured Woods remains a vital and in-demand 
photographer working for some of the biggest 
magazines in the outdoors, The New York 
Times; Men’s Journal and Outside.LIFESTYLE/OUTDOOR 

PHOTOGRAPHER

VERONICA
VECELLIO

Veronica is the Program C0-ordinator for the 
Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund in Rwanda, she is on 
the frontline of conservation, working tirelessly 
to protect the endangered Mountain Gorillas 
of the Volcanoes National Park. 

No two days are the same when you are  
responsible for the safety and wellbeing of  
more than 120 Mountain Gorillas. 

Daily anti-poaching patrols are commonplace 
in protecting the Gorilla population.GORILLA PROGRAM 

CO-ORDINATOR

FREEK 
VONK

Freek is an award-winning evolutionary 
biologist from the Netherlands where he is a 
research fellow at the Naturalis Biodiversity 
Centre in Leiden. His research is focused on 
the venom of toxic animals, their molecular 
structure and how they can be applied in the 
field of medicine. Freek’s research takes him all 
over the world, often to investigate the DNA, 
and conduct evolutionary checks on a wide 
range of dangerous wildlife. Freek appears 
regularly on television.SURVIVAL EXPERT 

& BIOLOGIST

LARS
KONAREK

Wilderness Survival has always fascinated Lars. 
“Since we live in a high-tech world, valuable 
knowledge of our ancestors is now lost.  
Who can now drill a fire without aid?  
Who knows more than 20 edible plants?  
Who is able to predict the weather for the 
next three hours?” These are the questions 
he regularly asks candidates on his survival 
training courses. His unique training method is 
experiential and practical, mixing traditional & 
modern Bushcraft techniques.SURVIVAL 

EXPERT 

SÖREN
BURMESTER

Sören has run the biggest German Anglers 
Blog now since 2012. Dicht-am-Fisch.de. 

The German angler has a preference for spin 
fishing for perch and pike and connects them 
with numerous fishing trips to Denmark, Spain, 
Sweden and Ireland.

FISHING
EXPERT 

KEVIN
RICHARDSON

As a self-taught animal behaviourist, 
Kevin has broken every safety rule known to 
man when working with these wild animals. 
Flouting common misconceptions that breaking 
an animal’s spirit with sticks & chains is the best 
way to train them, he uses understanding and 
trust to develop personal bonds. 

His unique method of getting to know their 
individual personalities, what makes each of 
them angry, happy or upset, has caused them to 
accept him like one of their own into their fold.

THE LION  
WHISPERER

VINCENT 
WALSH

Vincent grew up in Manchester, before moving 
to London to study, followed by a period living 
with homeless communities in the U.S. He then 
moved to Ethiopia and then Nigeria to develop 
skills related to agroforestry and permaculture.

After returning from Africa, Vincent began 
a PhD focusing on Socio-Ecological urban 
development for the 21st century, as well as 
setting up The Biospheric Foundation, which 
is concerned with helping urban communities 
become self-sufficient.

DIRECTOR OF BIOSPHERIC 
FOUNDATION

CRAGHOPPERS 
AMBASSADORS

Photo  © Jeroen Hofman



TECHNOLOGIES

Every season, Craghoppers creates and refines a host of outstanding technologies designed to enhance 
movement, manage moisture, promote freshness, resist stains, repel insects, reduce maintenance, 
provide insulation and protect the wearer from the prevailing weather conditions all year round!
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The world’s first and 
only permanent insect-
repellent clothing range.

Permanent insect-repellent 
clothing with an increased 
range of motion.

Our insect-repellent treatment is permanently woven into 
the fabric; protecting against biting insects.

All the protection from NosiLife permanent insect-repellent 
plus our Stretch fabric for extra comfort on the move.

What is NosiLife?
NosiLife is a breakthrough in textile innovation, utilising a new 
and unique permanent anti-insect technology. Tested by an 
independent testing laboratory, to provide proven protection for 
the lifetime of your garment. 

Proven up to 90% protection from mosquitoes and other biting 
insects that can cause life threatening diseases such as Malaria.

Why the added Stretch?
Stretch enables active performance across a raft of climate specific 
clothing. The elastane stretch fabrics are more agile, with lasting fit 
and easy-care, minimum-iron performance for travel.

A range of fabric weights incorporate tailored protection for use in 
both hot and cold climates.

STRETCH

Flexibility
Increased range 
of motion

Permanent 
insect-repellent

Permanent 
insect-repellent

World leading waterproof 
and breathable fabrics for all 
weather conditions.

Lightweight warm 
insulating layer.

A bit of flexibility 
goes a long way.

Wind-resistant with 
maximum breathability.

Water-repellent and 
stain-resistant finish.

Guaranteed waterproof 
and breathable fabric.

Dual layer fused waterproof 
fabric, developed by 
Craghoppers.

Advanced insulating 
compact layer.

Moves body moisture 
away from the skin.

Super warm 
layering.

Guaranteed to keep you dry.TM Microfleece is a lightweight, high insulation 
synthetic fabric.

2-way and 4-way stretch fabrics allowing unrestricted 
movement plus improved fit and durability.

Our wind-resistant construction forms a lightweight 
but sturdy barrier against the harshest gales.

A water-repellent treatment bonded onto the fabric 
so that rain and spills simply run-off.

Waterproof, breathable, taped seams and water 
tight constructions. Designed for moderate to 
heavy downpours. 

Exceptional waterproofing and breathability 
in the heaviest of downpours.

Supple, compact hollow fibre fill for superior 
warmth and ultra lightweight.

Keeping you cool on the move and fresh in the 
most intense humidity.

Warm and super insulating for maintaining 
the body’s microclimate.

GORE-TEX® Products?
Travellers world-wide have been putting GORE-TEX® Products 
through its paces for years. And it still comes out on top as the 
finest waterproof and breathable fabric there is.

GORE-TEX® garments with Paclite® Product Technology are the ideal solution  
for hiking, golf, travel and other activities where space and weight are critical.  
A protective layer on the inside of the GORE-TEX® membrane makes a separate 
lining unnecessary. The result: minimum weight and pack volume.

2-layer GORE-TEX® Fabric is designed to provide comfort and durable waterproof 
protection. GORE-TEX® garments are ideal for a wide range of outdoor activities. 
Very breathable (between 6 and 13 RET excluding jacket lining).

(GORE-TEX®, GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRYTM, WINDSTOPPER®, PACLITE®, 
GORE and designs are registered trade marks of W.L.Gore & Associates)

What is Microfleece?
As soft and warm as wool but with critical performance for outdoor 
wear. Its hydrophobic fibres retain less than 1% of their weight in 
water retaining insulation power when damp and dry quickly.

Optimum fabric for travel
Microfleece is a light, compact and breathable fabric - efficient to 
pack and versatile for hot or cold climates. Its strong synthetic fibres 
result in a lasting, ready-to-wear garment that’s easy to care for on 
the move.

What is Stretch?
Fabrics that enhance comfort and agility, improve fit, and to 
maximise easy-care and minimum-iron attributes.

It’s not just about the Stretch
For harsher conditions, we’ve applied a tighter weave 
maintaining our weatherproof, sun-protective and insect-
repellent technologies.

How does Windshield work?
Engineered for a wide range of activities and weather conditions, 
these fabrics are so comfortable and versatile, they often become 
favourite everyday outdoor garments as well.

What is SmartDry Technology?
Water-repellents keep clothes drier longer, making them lighter, 
warmer and much more comfortable. 

SmartDry uses a process that bonds the molecules of the water-
repellent to the surface of the garment and lasts longer than many 
Durable Water-repellents (DWR).

What is AquaDry?
A combination of our waterproof and breathable coating and our 
technical outer fabrics delivers guaranteed levels of protection 
and comfort. 

The outer face is treated with a DWR (Durable Water-repellent) 
finish to help keep the outer fabric drier for longer. The final 
product provides guaranteed breathability and all-round 
waterproof performance.

What is AquaDry Membrane?
This top of the range fabric delivers fantastic levels of 
waterproofness and breathability. It is a laminated fabric - the 
combination of fusing a waterproof breathable membrane to our 
durable outer face fabric. 

The result is a fabric that is strong, yet comfortable to wear.  
DWR (Durable Water-repellent) finish helps keep the outer fabric 
drier for longer. 

What is ClimaPlus?
This advanced insulating layer has all the suppleness and 
warmth of down, but in a compact, quick-drying 100% synthetic 
form whilst being ultra lightweight. 

Engineered for maximum insulation 
It can be packed or stuffed without losing its loft and the 
water-repellent face makes it a superior weather-beating outer 
for cold climates.

Allowing the skin to breathe
These fabrics are engineered for the ability to effectively move 
moisture away from the skin and to rapidly evaporate it over a 
large surface area.

What is Insulating?
This advanced insulating layer offers outstanding warmth and 
is suitable for a range of activities. Our products use the latest 
technologies to ensure superior insulating properties for the 
wearer whatever the season.

Created for maximum insulation
Our insulating products provide essential insulation for a range of 
activities and weather conditions. Ensuring that vital body heat is 
retained for extra warmth while being lightweight. 

MICRO
FLEECE STRETCH

WIND
SHIELD

SMART
DRY

AQUA
DRY MEMBRANE

AQUA
DRY CLIMA

PLUS

MOISTURE
CONTROLINSULATING

Moisture vapour 
escapes

Wind-resistant

Completely 
windproof

Completely 
windproof

Moisture Spreads 
Across outside  
of fabric

Lining

Versatile fabric 
construction

Waterproof layer 
coating

Waterproof layer 
membrane

Perspiration 
Is pulled to the surface 
of the fabric

Durable
Extra comfort 
on the move

Warm
Body heat is 
maintained

Warm
Body heat is 
maintained

Warm
Body heat is 
maintained

Warm
Body heat is 
maintained

Cross-section yarn 
Moisture seeking 
properties pulls 
moisture from 
body to top layers 
of fabric

Warm
Body heat is 
maintained

Warm
Body heat is 
maintained

Quick-drying
Hydrophobic fibres

Quick-drying
Hydrophobic fibres

Flexibility
Increased range 
of motion

Breathable
Water vapour 
escapes

Breathable
Water vapour 
escapes

Breathable
Water vapour 
escapes

GORE-TEX®
Membrane

Technology
Fibres fused 
with DWR

Durable
Outer fabric

Durable
Outer fabric

Advanced insulation
Compact and lightweight

Extra strength
Long-lasting and 
easy-care 

Extra strength
Long-lasting and 
easy-care 

Outer 
material

Water-repellent 
and stain-resistant 
Finish keeps fabric dry

Water-repellent
Finish keeps 
fabric dry

Water-repellent
Finish keeps 
fabric dry

Lightweight 
and compact
Efficient and 
versatile

Up to UPF50+
Sun-protective 
clothing.

Get out there and enjoy the sun without taking risks. Our 
SolarShield fabric technology has been tried and tested to 
give you up to UPF50+ protection from harmful UV rays.

SolarShield is Craghoppers’ range of permanent sun-protective 
fabric tested for UV-protection up to UPF50+. 

Sun-protection is given by a combination of 3 things, the density 
of the fabric construction, the type of yarns used and its colour.

SolarShield Rating: Excellent
UPF Index: 50+
Blocked UVR: 97.5%+
UV Radiation: 2.5% or less

SOLAR
SHIELD

Sun-protection
Permanently protected
from harmful UV rays

Dense fabric
Gives greater 
protection

Sun-protective 
clothing with 
Zinc Oxide.

UVA & UVB protection for the lifetime of the garment.

Why Use Zinc Oxide?
Zinc Oxide is safe & skin friendly. It protects from UVA & UVB 
radiation even when wet.

Zinc Oxide is also naturally anti-bacterial & creates a cooling effect.

SolarShield Rating: Excellent
UPF Index: 20+
Blocked UVR: 97.5%+
UV Radiation: 2.5% or less

SOLAR
SHIELD

Water-repellent
Finish keeps 
fabric dry

ZINC OXIDE

UPF20+ Sun-protection
Permanently protected
from harmful UV rays

Zinc Oxide
Protective fabric 
finish

 
An effective barrier 
to biting insects.

Keep bugs at arm’s length.

What is NosiDefence?
NosiDefence provides a robust barrier of specially constructed 
fibres which are too tough for insects like mosquitoes to penetrate. 

NosiDefence fabric will help to protect your skin from insect bites 
allowing you to enjoy your adventures carefree.

DEFENCE

Engineered fibres
that insects like mosquitoes 
cannot penetrate

THERMO
ELITE 
HYBRID

THERMO
ELITE

Innovative fibrecluster
insulation.

Luxurious down-rich
insulation.

Stay warm on the trail with super-
compressible, down-effect insulation.

Fusing sumptuous down with hi-tech synthetic 
fill for optimum lightweight insulation.

What is THERMOElite?
A new insulating technology that provides a viable synthetic
alternative to natural down. The innovative THERMOElite fill uses
tiny spherical fluffy fibre clusters to simulate down construction,
delivering comparable heat retention properties.

Light, highly compressible and quick-drying for
effortless efficiency in cold and wet conditions.

What is THERMOElite Hybrid?
An inspired fill blend that offers the best of both worlds,
combining the natural insulating properties of pure down with
our new THERMOElite synthetic fibre clusters for outstanding
super lightweight core insulation in all weathers.

This fill-fusion delivers warmth even after a downpour.
Amazingly light and compressible, it’s the perfect trail packable.

Down & Synthetic
ThermoElite Fill

Super
lightweight

Water-repellent
Finish keeps 
fabric dry

Water-repellent
Finish keeps 
fabric dry

Synthetic fibre
clusters
for warmth

Synthetic fibre
clusters
for warmth

Warm
Body heat is 
maintained

Warm
Body heat is 
maintained

Dual-performance outer 
layer with advanced 
weather-resistance.

Wind-resistant, durable and water-repellent thanks 
to our SmartDry treatment.

How does it work?
This dual-performance outer layer blends comfort and warmth 
with advanced weather-resistance. 

The smooth outer face is wind-resistant, durable and showerproof 
thanks to our SmartDry water-repellent treatment. Worn as a 
lightweight, protective outer or fused with a warm fleece inner for 
cold climates. 

SOFT
SHELL

Wind-resistant
Water-repellent
Finish keeps fabric dry

Warm
Body heat is 
maintained

Durable 
Extra comfort on 
the move



WARMTH 
RATING

There is a big misconception that heavier 
means warmer, this is not the case with 
modern fabrics. Multiple layers trap more 
air than one single bulky layer and give 
more flexibility to regulate body heat by 
adding or removing layers as you heat up 
or cool down. 

Also depending on the garment it may 
also be wind-resistant or even windproof. 
 This can make a huge difference even 
if the garment does not have high 
insulation as being able to cut the 
windchill can literally be the difference 
between life and death.

Additionally it is worth remembering 
that everybody will experience cold 
differently and what suits one person 
may not work for another.   

2

7
6
5
4
3

WARMTH
INSULATION
RATING SYSTEM

Our warmth rating system is designed to make 
the insulating properties of our various layers 
understandable at a glance; featuring options 
suited to every climate - from gentle breezes 
to full-on blizzards.

W6

W5

W4

W3

W2

W7

1 Baselayer

W1

Lightweight

Midweight layers for 
cooler conditions

Insulated for warmth 
and comfort

Enhanced performance 
in colder climes

Optimum insulation for 
extreme conditions

UK (HEAD OFFICE)
Craghoppers Ltd
Basecamp
Mercury Way
Urmston 
Manchester
M41 7RR
Tel: +44 (0) 161 749 1300
Fax: +44 (0) 161 749 1299
Email: awells@craghoppers.com

IRELAND
Craghoppers Showroom
25 Westside Centre
Model Farm Road
Cork
Ireland
Tel: +353 214 546 766
Fax: +353 214 546 766
Email: gfox@craghoppers.com

GERMANY HEAD OFFICE 
Craghoppers GmbH
Block V
Brooktorkai 11
D-20457 Hamburg
Tel: +49 (0) 40 769 767 70
Fax: +49 (0) 40 769 767 71
Email: kundenservice@craghoppers.com
(für Deutschland, Österreich, Schweiz)
Email: europe@craghoppers,com 
(for other European Countries)

GERMANY
NR.-Westfalen, Niedersachsen,  
Schl.-Holst., HH, HB
Dirk Sundermann
Tel: +49 2501 262778
Fax: +49 2501 262779
Mobile: +49 151 121 30986
Email: dirk.sundermann@gmx.de
 

Neue Bundesländer, inklusive Berlin
Heidrun Schaffrath / Wolfgang Gruenler
Tel. +49 351 2501249
Fax: +49 351 2164064
Mobile: +49 172 625 3038 / +49 172 349 4465
Email: HVSchaffrath-Gruenler@t-online.de

BW, Hessen, Rheinland-Pfalz, Saarland
Andreas Radtke
Sports Concepts
Tel: +49 7473 920001
Fax: +49 7473 920002
Mobile. +49 171 318 0033
Email: andreas@sportsconcepts1.onmicrosoft.com
 
Bayern
Thomas Baumgartner
Mobile: +49 176 632 91838
Email: baumgartner-thomas@gmx.at

SWITZERLAND
Gabriela Stadtmann
Email: gabriela.stadtmann@flagrant.ch
Office: +41 43928 33 22

FRANCE
Alpine Sport Management
1051 avenue André Lasquin
74700 Sallanches France
Email: info@asm-chamonix.fr

NETHERLANDS
Mark Cuperus
Broekfinne 141
NL 9213 RP De Wilgen
Netherlands
Tel: +31 6 546 012 04
Email: mark@fladde.nl

BELGIUM & LUXEMBOURG
Dominic & Christophe Declercq
Boerenlegerstraat 230
2650 Edegem, Antwerp
Belgium
Tel: +32 475/69 04 06
Email: dominic@elementsbvba.be

ICELAND
Útivist & Sport ehf.
Faxafen 12
108 Reykjavik
Iceland
Tel: +354 533 1550
Email: utivistogsport@utivistogsport.is

GREECE
TOURIS S.A.
17th km EO ATHINON LAMIAS & Pylou 2 Str.  
145 64 Kifissia
Athens
Greece
Tel: +30 210 8002444
Fax: +30 210 8079951
Email: info@touris.eu

TURKEY
And Dayanikli Tüketim Mallari
Sanayi Ve Ticaret Ltd STI.
E. 5 Yanyolu  Cad No 196
34320 Avcilar - Istanbul
Turkey
Tel: +90 212 590 38 38
Email: info@andoutdoor.com

SCANDINAVIA AND THE BALTICS 
Heikki Havusela 
Puuskaniementie 24 A
00850 Helsinki 
Finland
Tel: +358 50 567 1343
Email: h.havusela@pp.inet.fi

USA
Craghoppers LLC
55 Main St 
Suite 219 
Newmarket, NH 
03857

Lindsey Hayes
CEO North America
Tel: +1 603-292-6850
Fax: +1 603-658-9422
Email: lhayes@craghoppers.com

AUSTRALIA
Phoenix Leisure Group
Suite 56 Jones Bay Wharf
26-32 Pirrama Rd
Pyrmont, NSW
Australia 2009
Tel: +61 2 9552  6900
Fax: +61 2 9552 6922
Email: grichards@plg.com.au

PERU
Peruvian Sporting Goods S.A.C.    
Carretera Panamericana Sur KM 1303
MZA B-4 Ciudadela Zona Franca de Tacna
Tacna                             
Peru   
Tel: + 51 1 617 0170
Fax: + 51 1 617 0101 
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CONTACTS

LIGHTWEIGHT
Lightweight-efficient fabric and slimmed 
down construction for travelling without 
a struggle

AUDIO POCKET
An internal pocket & cord headphones loop
for your favourite tunes on the move

PACKABLE
Packable products are designed to pack away 
into their own pocket or supplied stuff-sack

3 IN 1 
Zip in or zip out the accompanying layers 
giving versatility, warmth and protection 
depending on the weather

PART-ELASTICATED WAIST
For increased comfort

VENTED BACK
Built in mesh panels to facilitate air 
flow round the body

DRYING LOOPS
For laundering on the move

ROLL-UP SLEEVES
With button or stud-fastening        

HEEL TAPE
For added durability in a high wear area

SUNGLASSES WIPE
Integrated microfibre wipe designed 
to clean sunglasses

ZIP OFF TROUSERS

ANKLE ZIPS

DRYBAG
Water-tight pocket giving complete 
protection for money, passports, 
tickets or mobiles

CONCEALED HOOD

STORM   FLAP

INNER DRAWCORD 

DOUBLE KNEE

DOUBLE SEAT

EXTENDABLE LEG

WATER RESISTANT
With a coating to shed water helping  
to keep you drier for longer

AJUSTABLE  HEM

ANTI-BACTERIAL
Natural hygienic properties help you
stay fresher for longer

RFID POCKET
Our special lining fabric helps prevent 
accidental use or deliberate mis-use of 
credit cards and passports  by blocking 
radio signals from activating the chip

HOTPOCKET
A thermal fabric layer in the lining that reflects 
body heat for when the temperature drops

INTERACTIVE
Zip in or zip out Insulating layers giving 
versatility, warmth and protection
depending on the weather

SECURITY
Hidden or zipped pocket(s) for valuables

WASH&WEAR
Easy-care, quick-drying fabric reduces the
need for ironing

MULTIPLE POCKETS

ADJUSTABLE CUFFS

BOUND CUFFS

LONGER LENGTH
For greater protection against wind and rain

ADJUSTABLE WAIST

REVERSIBLE
High-performance fabrics inside and out. 
Clothes that can change as fast as the 
weather changes its mind 

SOLARSHIELD COLLAR
Flip up collar to protect your neck from the sun

COOLING COLLAR
Wicking mesh built into the collar to keep 
your neck cool

BRUSHED INNER COLLAR
For ultimate comfort

PROTECTOR COLLAR
Flip-up collar with secure stud to protect 
from sun and biting insects

O/S MAP POCKET
Holds full-sized Ordnance Survey map

MOBILE PHONE 
POCKET
Designed to comfortably and securely 
hold your phone

WATERPROOF
800mm

BREATHABLE
 g/m2/24hr

CREDIT CARD POCKET
A handy little Velcro flap pocket within a 
pocket for keeping cards safe and secure

ACCESSORY POCKET
A great stretchy pocket for your gloves, hats
or anything else you accessorise with

EASY CARE
Minimal iron, making life & travel that little bit easier

NATURALLY WATER RESISTANT
The high lanolin content gives a natural 
water resistance

GORE-TEX®
World leading waterproof and breathable 
fabrics for all weather conditions
Guaranteed to keep you dry™       

NOSILIFE
Our insect-repellent treatment is 
permanently woven into the fabric and 
is proven to reduce bites by up to 90%

SOLARSHIELD ZnO
Zinc Oxide treatment creates a 
sun-protective fabric, from UPF15 
up to UPF50+ protection

SOLARSHIELD
Tried and tested sun-protective fabric 
giving up to UPF50+ protection from
harmful UV rays

AQUADRY 
Guaranteed waterproof & breathable fabrics 
with taped seams for protection & comfort 
in moderate to heavy downpours

AQUADRY MEMBRANE
Dual layer fused waterproof fabric, exceptional 
waterproofing and breathability in the 
heaviest of downpours

WINDSHIELD
Our wind-resistant construction forms
a barrier whilst maintaining
maximum breathability

SMARTDRY
A water-repellent treatment bonded 
onto the fabric so that rain and spills 
simply run-off

STRETCH
Designed to stretch thus providing comfort 
and flexibility for the active outdoors

CLIMAPLUS
Supple, compact hollow fibre fill for 
superior warmth and ultra lightweight

MOISTURE CONTROL
Keeping you cool on the move and fresh 
in the most intense humidity

INSULATING
Warm and super insulating for maintaining 
the body’s microclimate

MIRCOFLEECE
Microfleece is a lightweight, high insulation 
synthetic fabric

WINDPROOF
Our wind proof garment construction 
forms a sturdy barrier against the 
harshest of gales

RECYCLED FLEECE
Part made from recycling plastic 
bottles into polyester

NOSIDEFENCE
A robust barrier of specially constructed 
fibres which are too tough for insects 
like mosquitoes to penetrate

THERMALCONTROL
A temperature-balancing fabric technology 
that absorbs heat from the body, distributing 
it across the fabric’s special microthermal fibres

THERMOELITE
Stay warm on the trail with super 
compressible, down-effect insulation.

THERMOELITE HYBRID
Fusing sumptuous down with hi-tech 
synthetic fill for optimum lightweight insulation.

LAP TOP 

E READER

ORGANISER 

AIRFLOW BACK

TELESCOPIC HANDEL

RAIN COVER

MULTIUSE

FLIGHT FRIENDLY

DISCREET

TRAVEL EASE

INNOVATIONS

There are a million things you could take with you on your travels, but only some that you need. 
Your kit needs to work hard with no time-wasting, so our proven fabric technologies are here to 
guarantee you quality, function and purpose in every gram and every inch.

Disclaimer - All information is correct at the time of going to press.



SIZING

WOMENS

WHAT TO MEASURE

MENS

KIDS

ACCESSORIES

SOCKS

FIT

HEAD The circumference around the middle of your forehead

HAND The circumference around the palm.

BUST/CHEST Under your arms, around the fullest part of your chest

WAIST Around your natural waist line at the top of the hips

HIP Around the fullest part of you body at the top of the leg

LENGTH From the inside leg to the bottom of your ankle

TOPS 
 Size to fit 6 8  10  12   14  16  18  20 
 Bust (inch) 30 32  34  36  38  40  42  44

 Bust (cms) 76 81  86  91  97  102  107  112 

 US Sizing 2 4 6  8  10  12  14  16  

 EU Sizing  32 34  36  38  40  42  44  46 

 FR Sizing  34 36  38  40  42  44  46  48

BOTTOMS
 Size to fit 6 8  10  12   14  16  18  20 
 Waist (inch) 25 26  27  28  30  32  34  36 

 Waist (cms) 63 66  69  71  76  81  86  91 

 Hip (inch) 32 34  36  38  40  42  44  46 

 Hip (cms) 81 86  91  97  102  107  112  117 

 US Sizing 2 4 6  8  10  12  14  16  

 EU Sizing  32 34  36  38  40  42  44  46 

 FR Sizing  34 36  38  40  42  44  46  48

TOPS 
 Size to fit UK XS S M L XL XXL  3XL 4XL
 Chest (inch) 36 38 40 42 44 46 49 52

 Chest (cms) 91 97 102 107 112 117 124 132

 EU Sizing 46 48 50 52-54 56 58 60-62 64 
 Size to fit US XS S M M/L  L XL XXL 3XL

 US Sizing 36 38 40 42  44 46 48 50

BOTTOMS
 Waist (inch) 28 30 32 33 34 36 38 40 42
 Waist (cms) 71 76 81 84 86 91 97 102 107

 EU Sizing 42 44 46 48 48-50 52 54 56 58

 Size to fit yrs 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13
 Height (inch) 43.25-45.5 48-50.25 52.75-55 57.5-59.75 62.25

 Height (cms) 110-116 122-128 134-140 146-152 158

 Chest (inch) 23.25-24 24.75-26.5 27.25-28.75 29.5-31 32.5

 Chest (cms) 59-61 63-67 69-73 75-79 83

 Waist (inch) 21.75-22.5 22.75-23.5 24-25.25 25-26.5 27.5

 Waist (cms) 55-57 58-60 61-64 65-67 70

 EU Sizing 116 128 140 152 158

KIDS
 Hat Size  Head (cm)
 6-8 yrs  50-52

 9-12 yrs  52-54

MENS/UNISEX
 Hat Size  Head (cm)
 S/M  55-57

 M/L  58-60

  
 Glove Size Hand (cm)
 S/M  17-18

 M/L  19-20

 L/XL  21-22

KIDS EU Sizing
11 - 2 29 - 35
3 - 6 36 - 39

MENS EU Sizing
6 - 8 39 - 42
9 - 12 43 - 47

WOMENS EU Sizing
3 - 5 35 - 38
6 - 8 39 - 42

All our garments are designed specifically for purpose. Our long standing ‘Classic Fit’ is exactly 
what you’d expect from everyday outdoor gear - slightly looser with a casual and relaxed feel.

For those who prefer to wander off track the ‘Adventure Fit’ offers a slimmer fitting 
throughout for added comfort.

We then have ‘Active Fit’, this is essentially our Pro Stretch gear. Designed to contour the body 
with cutting in specific areas for a slim fitted feel.

 Length  Inch   
 Short  28  

 Regular  31 

 Long  33 

 Extra Long  35

 Length  Inch   
 Short  29  

 Regular  31 

 Long  33 

 Extra Long  35
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IN STORE  
UNITARY

134/135

Bespoke Craghoppers unitary for differently sized spaces and floor 
layouts. With an interchangeable panel to show promotional or 
informative POS messaging.

MULTI-USE DISPLAY  
STAND

Height 1302mm
Width 1100mm
Depth 765mm

4 shelves to one side,  
with hanging rail  
on reverse.

MULTI-USE DISPLAY STAND 
(T-SHIRT DISPLAY)

GONDOLA

Height 1500mm
Width 1500mm
Depth 600mm

4 hanging rails with  
2 poles to the ends. 

4 WAY STAND

Height 1700mm
Width 1385mm
Depth 775mm

2 hanging rails with  
2 poles to the ends. 

ACCESSORIES 
DISPLAY

Height 1732mm
Width 615mm
Depth 500mm

Wire frame with  
adjustable hooks

MANNEQUIN STAND

Height 550mm
Width 550mm
Depth 250mm

Lacquered and 
branded MDF

GONDOLA 4 WAY STAND

ACCESSORIES 
DISPLAY

MANNEQUIN 
STAND

MARKETING SUPPORT



IN STORE POS

134/135

Generic support Point of Sale such as hanger bibs, arm cards 
and show cards, all to support Craghoppers Brand and technical 
product points of difference.

Seasonal Support 
Season-specific campaign point of sale, to include posters, hanger 
bibs, window layouts and other promotional instore opportunities.

A4 SHOW CARDS
TECHNOLOGY

SMARTDRY - CHQ2213

STRETCH - CHQ2214

AQUADRY - CHQ2215

CLIMAPLUS - CHQ2216

INSULATING - CHQ2212

MICROFLEECE - CHQ2228

SOLARSHIELD - CHQ2229

NOSILIFE - CHQ2230

NOSIDEFENCE - CHQ2238

MOISTURE CONTROL  
- CHQ2231

D OF E - CHQ2240

RECYCLE - CHQ2217

RFID -  CHQ2247

craghoppers.com

craghoppers.com

RFID Pockets: Thief blocking technology

Our special pocket fabric* helps prevent accidental
 use or deliberate mis-use of credit cards and passports
 by blocking radio signals for activating the chip.

* RFID pocket fabric used on internal pockets on gilets and jackets.

RFID POCKETS: 
THIEF BLOCKING 

TECHNOLOGY

HANGER BIBS
TECHNOLOGY 
(PACKS OF 10)

SMARTDRY - CHQ2219

STRETCH - CHQ2220

AQUADRY - CHQ2221

CLIMAPLUS - CHQ2222

INSULATING - CHQ2218

MICROFLEECE - CHQ2232

SOLARSHIELD - CHQ2233

NOSILIFE - CHQ2234

NOSIDEFENCE -  CHQ2239

MOISTURE CONTROL - 
CHQ2235

D OF E - CHQ2241

RECYCLE - CHQ2223

RFID - CHQ2263

SEASONAL SUPPORT

EXAMPLE POS

MARKETING SUPPORT
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It’s one of the most loved brands in the world. 
2.5 billion viewers. 220 countries. Wow. 
The Discovery Channel have an uncanny 
ability to capture moments of pure magic. 
Hundreds of shows and 32 years later,  
they’re still making the world bigger, brighter 
and in many ways better for billions of us. 

At Craghoppers, we’ve got huge respect for 
them. Their crews brave the worst conditions 
in the world to bring us arguably the best 
programming on the planet. 

BIGGER
MAKE 
YOUR 

WORLD

We know not all of our customers and their 
families find themselves chasing cyclones in 
the Indian Ocean. At least not before breakfast. 
The fact that Discovery puts our clothing to the 
test in extreme product demos is still amazing 
to us. If they made Scout Merit Badges for  
“if it works for them, it works for me,” we’d order 
a truck-load. 

Our partnership with Discovery Adventures 
means that together, we’re helping more people 
feel more free to get out there and discover 
their world. This is the beginning of a wild ride. 
Hope you can join us for it.

SUBSCRIBERS

ONLINE
SUBSCRIBERS

CUMULATIVE WORLDWIDE 

MONTHLY STREAMS

INTERNATIONAL
HD MARKETS

DISCOVERY CHANNEL 

3 BILLION 

375 MILLION 

189 1O AVERAGE
NUMBER OF CHANNELS IN

COUNTRIES
TERRITORIES

220
&

502 MILLION 
GLOBAL



TRUSTED
BY OUR

FILM 
CREWS

Remote Alberta. Pronghorn 
antelope up-close. Second-fastest 
next to the cheetah? No problem. 
What’s needed? Super-light gear 
for the crew? Antelope-like agility? 
Our Adventure Stretch jacket is up 
for the chase. Tested to the extreme 
so it can even handle young 
warriors in the wild. If you catch 
and tame them, that is.  

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES 
STRETCH JACKET

TESTED TO THE EXTREME



06/07DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  |  MENS TRUSTED

AquaDry Membrane polyester 
elastane stretch ripstop with DWR 
finish & polyester mesh lining with 
mechincal stretch  

Outer: 92% polyester, 8% elastane /  
Lining: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  685g  |  Active Fit

Pit zips • Stretch mesh lining • 28.5" length •  
4 zipped pockets: 2 waterproof zipped 
lower, 1 waterproof zipped chest map,  
1 zipped inner • Grown-on hood with one 
handed adjusters to front & toggle adjuster 
to back • Waterproof centre front zip with 
inner stormflap • Inner drawcord hem 
adjusters • Self-fabric cuff adjusters • 
Reflective detail • Elbow darts

Black/  
Quarry Grey
12R

Deep Blue 
089

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  
STRETCH JACKET
CMW737

Amazon jungle-blazing. Poison dart frogs.  
Elusive. Press on as the heavens open. 
Wrong time, right jacket. Thanks, 
handy stretch jacket of ours. Hoods up, 
Discovery crew. It’s ultra-light.  
It breathes. It gives water no love. It 
keeps you cool, so you can keep your cool, 
especially around those pesky poison... 
sorry, darted off again.

NEW

12,000mm
20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

Polyester elastane softshell with DWR 
finish to face and grid fleece to back 

97% polyester, 3% elastane

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  670g  |  Classic Fit

28.5"  length • 3 pockets: 2 zipped lower,  
1 zipped chest • Full-length zip • Elasticated 
bound hem • Elasticated bound cuffs

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES HOODED 
WINDSHIELD JACKET
CML061

Papua New Guinea. Kakoda Trail. River 
crossing. Angry rain. Agility, speed and 
courage needed. Discovery crew’s got all 
three. In spades. Hooded jackets in full-
effect. Wind and wet rolling right off. 
Note: It dries quick too. Wait. The sun’s 
sneaking in. Breathe, softshell, breathe. 
Ready for it? This one’s got loads to give.

NEW

Black
800

Night Blue
7N0SOFT

SHELL

Polyamide supplex ripstop with 
polyamide elastane stretch panels 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 96% polyamide, 4% elastane

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  280g  |  Adventure Fit

SolarShield collar • Vented back •  
Drying loops • Roll-up sleeves • 30" length • 
4 pockets including 3 zipped

Quarry 
Grey
1W2

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES SHIRT
CMS559

Hippos are territorial. One slip-up spells 
trouble. Don’t forget. The Discovery folk 
are pros. It’s about keeping your cool, 
right? Our Adventure shirt does cool 
and cooling well. It’s light. Keeps nasty 
UV away. Does super-smart things with 
moisture. Come to think of it - it may 
struggle with hippo teeth. Let’s not test 
that feature just yet. 

NEW

SOLAR
SHIELD

Dark Moss 
Camo
2YC

Polyester pique  

100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  135g  |  Active Fit

27" length • Crew-neck • Graphic print  
to front

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  
SHORT-SLEEVED T-SHIRT
CMT851

Ten minutes into a hike. You’re warming 
up. You stop to capture the view as the 
layers come off. Ah, look, you’re sporting 
our Discovery Adventures tee.  
It’s easy-wear, easy-care. Arms/biceps 
out. Temporary gun show then back  
under wraps. Things change quickly. 
Don’t intimidate the trails and local 
habitat please. 

NEW

Black
800

Deep Blue 
089

Dark Moss 
Camo
2YC

MOISTURE
CONTROL

Polyamide supplex ripstop with 
polyamide elastane stretch panels & 
DWR finish 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 96% polyamide, 4% elastane

R: 30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  400g  |  
Adventure Fit

Drying loops • Double seat • Double knee • 
Mobile phone pocket • 7 pockets: including 
4 zipped • Fixed waist with wicking inner 
waistband • Double faced heel

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES TROUSER
CMJ435 R

John O’Groats to Land’s End?  
Quite a trek. Not for Sean Conway. 
The difference? Sean’s got a film crew, 
but you’ve got the energy, desire, eight 
pockets. Glorious pockets. Let’s sing 
your praises. You zip. You tidy.  
You go deep. Pocket owner, it’s up to 
you. Go for it. Climb. Stretch.  
Lower half’s ready. Convince that  
upper half?

NEW

SMART
DRY

SOLAR
SHIELD

Black
800

Dark Moss 
Camo
2YC

UPF50+

NEW

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES SHORT  
CMJ436

Deep into the Namib desert. Scorching 
sun. Endless sand dunes. As scorpions 
scuttle, shade is solace. As are our sun-
protective shorts for the crew. In this 
heat,  super-sun-blocking fabric, save 
us please. They’re quick to dry too. 
So if you stumble upon a desert oasis 
(translation for normal folk: lake or 
stream), take a dip.

SMART
DRY

SOLAR
SHIELD

Polyamide supplex ripstop with 
polyamide elastane stretch panels & 
DWR finish 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 96% polyamide, 4% elastane

30/32/34/36/38/40/42  |  210g  |   
Adventure Fit

Drying loops • 6 pockets: including 4 zipped •  
Mobile phone pocket • Fixed waist with 
wicking inner waistband

Black
800

Dark Moss 
Camo
2YC

Quarry 
Grey
1W2

UPF50+

WIND
SHIELD



NEW
AquaDry Membrane polyester 
elastane stretch ripstop with DWR 
finish & polyester mesh lining with 
mechanical stretch

Outer: 92% polyester, 8% elastane /  
Lining: 100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  595g  |  Active Fit

Pit zips • Stretch mesh lining • 28" length •  
5 zipped pockets: 2 waterproof zipped 
lower, 1 waterproof zipped chest, 2 zipped 
inner (1 fits O/S Map) • Grown-on hood 
with one handed adjusters to front & toggle 
adjuster to back • Waterproof centre front 
zip with inner stormflap • Inner drawcord 
hem adjusters • Self-fabric cuff adjusters • 
Reflective detail • Elbow darts

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  
STRETCH JACKET
CWW1116

Scotland’s Outer Hebrides. An eagle 
takes flight. Will the Discovery guys get 
the shot? Tough in this rain. It’s make or 
break. With our stretch jacket, we vote 
for “make” definitely. It’s ultra-light. 
It breathes. You can move with ease. 
It relishes a challenge. Sorry, Scottish 
weather bombs don’t even register on its 
danger scale. 

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  |  WOMENS TRUSTED

Deep Blue 
089

Electric 
Pink 
1Z0

12,000mm
20,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

Polyamide pique 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  110g  |  Active Fit

24" length • Crew-neck • Graphic print to front

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  
SHORT-SLEEVED T-SHIRT
CWT1195

Victoria Falls. Temperamental crocs.  
TV crew arrives at feeding time?  
Bad move? Wait, this is Discovery. 
They’ve done it all before. They eat risk 
like this for breakfast. And capture it 
beautifully. All we’ve had to do?  
Capture the urgent magic of this in  
an easy-wear, easy-care tee. Done. 
Too easy. Next? 

NEW

Deep Blue 
089

Electric 
Pink 
1Z0

MOISTURE
CONTROL

NEW
Polyamide elastane with DWR finish

Main: 94% polyamide, 6% elastane /  
Pocket Bags: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

R: 8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  300g  |  Active Fit

Drying loops • Heel tape • 4 zipped pockets • 
Fixed waist with wicking inner waistband • 
Knee darts

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES TROUSER
CWJ1159 R

Patagonia. Chico River. One misstep? 
Wild-swimming time. With TV cameras. 
This won’t happen. Why? Crew’s travel 
trousered up. All fine. Better than fine. 
Sun protected. Quick to dry. Plenty of 
stretch. What’s next? Thrill or threat? 
Nettles? Storms? Pitvipers? They’ll help 
take the sting out. Well, at least the  
first two.

Night Blue
7N0

Black 
800

SMART
DRY

 
STRETCH

UPF50+
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Polyester elastane grid fleece 

95% polyester, 5% elastane

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  390g  |  Adventure Fit

28" length • 2 pockets: 2 welted zipped lower • 
Full-length zip • Elasticated bound collar

Quarry 
Grey
1W2

Deep Blue 
089

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES FULL ZIP
CMA1210

Mato Grosso, Brazil. Remote Amazon 
jungle. Ed Stafford and his Discovery 
crew get chills. Excitement chills.  
Plus the “it’s cold” kind. Night falls.  
Hits hard. Full-on fleece action required 
- it’s a fully-zipped fortress of warmth. 
Not a jungle-hopper like Ed? It loves 
hills, mountains and trails too. Bonus: 
Packs down quick and tiny.

NEW

INSULATING

WR2

Polyester with DWR finish & 
hollowfibre fill 

100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  450g  |  Classic Fit

28" length • 2 zipped lower pockets • 
Grown-on hood • Full-length zip with 
inner zip guard • Elasticated bound hem • 
Elasticated bound cuffs • RHS outer pocket 
doubles as stow pocket

Black
800

Deep Blue 
089

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  
CLIMAPLUS JACKET
CMN194

Mombasa to Vancouver. Minsk to 
Kyoto. Exhausting week. What’s worse? 
Packing for it. Fortunately, the Discovery 
crew’s merit badged up in multi-climate 
prep. Their big secret? Our ClimaPlus 
jacket. It hits the 3 W’s hard: warm, 
windproof, water-resistant. Drys quick 
too. Disappears quicker in your bag. 
Tiny. Light. Lifesaver. 

NEW

CLIMA
PLUS

WR4

AquaDry Membrane polyester  
ripstop with DWR Finish & polyester 
mesh lining  

Outer: 100% polyester /  
Lining: 100% polyester

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  470g  |  Classic Fit

Mesh & tafetta lining • 29.5" length •  
4 pockets: 2 waterproof zipped lower,  
1 waterproof zipped chest, 1 zipped inner 
map (Fits O/S Map) • Grown-on hood with 
one handed adjusters to front & adjuster to 
back • Waterproof centre front zip with inner 
stormflap • Inner drawcord hem adjusters • 
Self-fabric cuff adjusters • Reflective detail • 
Elbow darts

Black/ 
Quarry 
Grey
12R

Deep Blue 
089

Dark Moss 
Camo
2YC

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES JACKET
CMW738

Uganda in the wet season. Good time to 
spy on gorillas, right? Until it starts to 
spit. What’s that rustling? Cover blown. 
Shot missed. Culprit: Bulky, noisy 
jackets. Thankfully, the Discovery crew 
avoid this. Their secret: our waterproof. 
It’s light. It’s breathable. It’s so stuffed 
full of stealth that water carefully tip-
toes off it. 

NEW

8,000mm
15,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

NEW
Polyester with DWR finish & 
hollowfibre fill 

100% polyester 

S/M/L/XL/XXL  |  270g  |  Classic Fit

28" length • 2 zipped lower pockets •  
Full-length zip • Elasticated bound hem • 
RHS outer pocket doubles as stow pocket

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  
CLIMAPLUS VEST
CMB791

Island hopping in the Aegean? 
Glamorous, right? Sea. sun. A second 
later, wild winds. Treacherous terrain. 
The Discovery crew’s fighting fit for 
of weather’s wicked ways. For top-
notch torso warmth, it’s all about our 
ClimaPlus vest. Windproof. Wet-busting. 
Chill-besting. Space-saving. Your arms 
may even get a bit jealous. 

CLIMA
PLUS

Deep Blue 
089

WR4

Black
800

MENS
FANWEAR
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Polyester with DWR finish  
& hollowfibre fill 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  385g  |  Classic Fit

25.5" length • 2 zipped lower pockets •  
Grown-on hood • Full-length zip with 
inner zip guard • Elasticated bound hem • 
Elasticated bound cuffs • RHS outer pocket 
doubles as stow pocket

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  
CLIMAPLUS JACKET
CWN206

Kayaking through Alberta, Canada.  
Film equipment precariously balanced. 
Breathe wrong? You’re done. This makes 
packing light essential and our ClimaPlus 
jacket a bit of a star. All the warmth of 
down plus it folds into extreme tinyness. 
Also, it’s water resistant. Rain? Good. 
Falling in on purpose? Not so good.

NEW

CLIMA
PLUS

Deep Blue 
089Electric 

Pink 
1Z0

WR4

AquaDry Membrane polyester  
ripstop with DWR Finish & polyester 
mesh lining  

Outer: 100% polyester /  
Lining: 100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  395g  |  Classic Fit

Mesh & tafetta lining • 27" length • 4 pockets:  
2 waterproof zipped lower, 1 waterproof 
zipped chest, 1 zipped inner O/S Map •  
Grown-on hood with one handed adjusters 
to front & adjuster to back • Waterproof 
centre front zip with inner stormflap • Inner 
drawcord hem adjusters • Self-fabric cuff 
adjusters • Reflective detail • Elbow darts

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES JACKET
CWW1117

Indian Ocean. Cyclone season.  
Fear brain says run. Excuse me, brain, 
film’s rolling. We’re with pros here. 
Lightweight waterproof’s working 
wonders. Not into twisters? This quick-
to-dry number does hiking and camping 
too. It also loves music festivals.  
They attract rain, right? Who doesn’t 
like getting pelted to a beat? 

NEW

Deep Blue 
089

Electric 
Pink 
1Z0

8,000mm
15,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

AQUA
DRY
MEMBRANE

NEW
Polyester with DWR finish & 
hollowfibre fill 

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  235g  |  Classic Fit

25.5" length • 2 zipped lower pockets •  
Full-length zip • Elasticated bound hem •  
RHS outer pocket doubles as stow pocket

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  
CLIMAPLUS VEST
CWB833

West India. Filming in a monsoon. 
Rain’s in a full-on, one-sided game of 
chase. Awkward. Not for Discovery’s 
crew. Best tactic? Our ClimaPlus  
vest. It’s a base-layer warmth giver 
designed specifically for one-minute-
sun, next-minute-storm situations.  
Water resistant. Super-compressible. 
That’s a wrap. 

CLIMA
PLUS

Deep Blue 
089

Electric 
Pink 
1Z0

WR4WOMENS
FANWEAR

Polyester elastane grid fleece  

100% polyester

8/10/12/14/16/18/20  |  465g  |   
Adventure Fit

26" length • 2 welted zipped lower pockets • 
Full-length zip • Elasticated bound collar

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES FULL ZIP
CWA194

Great Barrier Reef. A whale’s show-
ponying for the cameras. Blow then 
breach. The splashes send chills  
spine-south as zips head north.  
Super-light fleece to the rescue. 
Warmth returns. While humpback-
approved, this full-zipped one works 
well in less showy locales. Try it on 
hills? Valleys? Gardens even.

NEW

Night Blue
7N0

Dark  
Electric Pink 
2YE

INSULATING

WR2
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Polyester with DWR finish &  
hollowfibre fill 

100% Polyester

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  325g  |   
Classic Fit

Self-fabric lining • 22" length • 2 zipped  
lower pockets • Grown-on hood with  
elasticated bound face • Full-length zip with 
inner zip guard • Elasticated bound hem • 
Elasticated bound cuffs • RHS outer pocket 
doubles as stow pocket

Polyester with DWR finish &  
hollowfibre fill 

100% Polyester

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  180g  |   
Classic Fit

Self-fabric lining • 21.5" length • 2 zipped  
lower pockets • Full-length zip • Elasticated 
bound hem • RHS outer pocket doubles  
as stow pocket

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  
CLIMAPLUS JACKET
CKN017

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES 
CLIMAPLUS VEST
CKB007

Remote Alberta. Pronghorn antelope 
up-close. Second-fastest next to the 
cheetah? No problem. What’s needed? 
Super-light gear for the crew?  
Antelope-like agility? Our ClimaPlus is 
up for the chase. Tested to the extreme 
so it can even handle young warriors in 
the wild. If you catch and tame them, 
that is.  

Trek to Machu Picchu. Whales in Tonga. 
Glaciers in Iceland. Three climates?  
No problem for Discovery. Our ClimaPlus 
vest is base-level best for both TV crew 
and your home crew. You’ll love its 
windproof, water-resistant ways.  
And kids love pockets. Four big ones. 
Sticks. Stones. Secret stuff. Done. 

NEW

NEW

NEW

AquaDry polyester with DWR Finish 

Outer: 100% polyester /  
Lining: 100% polyester

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  355g  |  
Classic Fit

Mesh & tafetta lining • 23" length • 2 welted 
lower zipped pockets • Grown-on hood with 
mock adjusters to front • Waterproof centre 
front zip with inner stormflap • Side hem 
elastication for sizes 7-8 yrs & below •  
Self-fabric cuff adjusters • Reflective detail

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES JACKET
CKW027

The Mount Olympus butterfly.  
Makes great telly. Discovery TV catching 
it all. The sun dips. Temperatures drop. 
The adventure begins. Zip. Zip.  
Zipped up. The sound of waterproof 
jackets in the wild. Light. Warm.  
Made for young ones who flit  
around like mad things. Relentless. 
Actually, butterfly chasing looks easy  
in comparison. 

CLIMA
PLUS

CLIMA
PLUS

Black/  
Quarry Grey
12R Deep Blue 

Camo 
2X9

Electric 
Pink Camo
2YH

Deep Blue 
Camo 
2X9

Dark Moss 
Camo 
2YC

Deep Blue 
Camo 
2X9 Electric 

Pink Camo
2YH

Electric 
Pink Camo
2YH

AQUA
DRY

WR4

WR4

8,000mm
15,000g/ 
m2/24hrs

KIDS
FANWEAR

Polyester elastane grid fleece 

95% polyester, 5% elastane

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  250g  |  
Classic Fit

22" length • Half-zip • Elasticated bound collar

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES HALF-ZIP
CKA180

Deep in the jungle. The sun’s packing 
up. It’s nature’s late late show as the 
temperatures fall. Last shot of the day 
so the TV crew’s fleecing up on-set. 
Thankfully, this jacket’s jungle-ready 
(both real and back-garden imaginary). 
Won’t weigh anyone down. Keeps 
everyone warm. Big and small folk. 

NEW

NEW

Polyester elastane softsheel with DWR 
finish to face and grid fleece to back 

97% polyester 3% elastane

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  345g  |   
Classic Fit

22.5" • 2 welted lower pockets •  
Full-length zip • Elasticated bound hem • 
Elasticated bound cuffs • Reflective detail • 
Elasticated bound collar

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES 
SOFTSHELL JACKET
CKL007

Sahara Desert. Blistering sun then it’s gone. 
Wind, rain and cold now for Discovery’s 
once-merry crew. Extra layers needed 
for erratic sun behaviour. Or any erratic 
activity. Kids are good at that. Always on 
the move, they need fast-acting stuff.  
Quick to dry. Super-warmth injection.  
All smiles. Some a bit cheeky no doubt. 

Black
800

Night Blue
7N0

Dark  
Electric Pink 
2YE

Deep Blue
089

Quarry Grey
1W2

SOFT
SHELL

INSULATING

WR2



Polyester pique  

100% polyester

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  95g  |   
Active Fit

21.5" length • Print detail • Crew-neck • 
Graphic print to front

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  
SHORT-SLEEVED T-SHIRT
CKT529

Remote Zambia. Kafue plains. The TV 
crew need footage of the South African 
cheetah. It hunts during the day.  
Goes undercover. Enjoys a good sneak 
attack. This describes most children 
we know. That’s why we’ve captured 
the spirit of this in an adventure-
ready, Discovery-approved tee. Seek it 
out before it sneaks away. 

NEW

NEW

Polyamide supplex ripstop with 
polyester cotton panels & DWR finish 

Main: 100% polyamide /  
Trim: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

Aged 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13  |  210g  |  
Classic Fit

4 pockets • Elasticated inner waist  
adjuster at back

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES TROUSER
CKJ051

Legs? Not naturally adventurous, are 
they? Drop them in crazy-wild places 
then you’ll know. A safari in Kenya? 
Child’s play for Discovery’s crew.  
They test our trousers out there.  
They make them hill-, trail- and 
playground-ready for young folk.  
Those with always-looking-for-
adventure legs. These will keep  
them busy for a bit.

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES  |  KIDS

Dark Moss 
Camo
2YC

Electric 
Pink 
Camo 
2YH

Deep 
Blue 
Camo 
2X9

Black
800

Black
800

Dark 
Moss 
Camo
2YC

SMART
DRY

SOLAR
SHIELD

UPF50+

MOISTURE
CONTROL




